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Abst¡act

This thesis examines the revolutionary left in Guatemala during the 1960s

focusing primarily on the communist-influenced Fuerzas Ar¡nadas Rebeldes

(Rebel Armed Forces o¡ FAR). It argues that left-wing proponents ofguerrilla

insurrection referenced their struggle in the lexicon of the nation, thus

challenging the government's claims to national legitimacy. The nationalism of

the FAR sought socialist modernization for Guatemala and the inclusion of

marginalized sectors ofthe population into their national project, narnely the

rural and urban proletari at, campesinos, women, and the indigenous. particular

attention is given to Luis Augusto Turcios Lima, the military leader of the FAR,

who helped formulate the guerrilla nationalisrn that the left espoused. Similarly

comrnunist playwright Manuel Galich and revolutionary poet Otto René Castillo

are examined as intellectuals who sought a relevant national past to justifii the

emergence ofthe armed struggle.
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Introduction: Re-Imasinine Modernitv and the Nation rvithin
Guatemalan Urban Space

Guatemala City is designed like a giant caracol that spirals counter-clockwise

out from the city centre in an ascending numerical fashion to denote the various

zonas. The capital bears both the architectural trophies and scars of the enigmatic

fìgures and inflated egos who have presided over the country's turrultuous past. The

city was christened Za Naeva Guatemala de Ia Asunción on I January l776,after an

earthquake in 1773 destroyed the old colonial capital ofAntigua Guatemala (located

just west of present-day Guatemala City). As it grew, the new capital often came to

embody the still-bom aspirations of 191h and 20ú century rulers as the country made

the transition from a regional colonial stronghold to a politically independent modern

state. Modem amenities such as street lighting, horse-drawn streetcars, and electricity

complemented the development ofurban space and public parks as the l gth century

drew to a close.l Later, the city was dissected by a Parisian-inspired boulevard, the

Avenida La Reforma2 that capped an early 20rh century urban makeover, which

included the establishment ofgrandiose botanical gardens, a replica of the Eiffel

Tower, and a temple dedicated to Minerva. The Avenida eventually winds its way

north to Zona Uno, al thehearl of Guatemala City. It is here, in the Plaza Mayor de la

Constitución, that self-aggrandizing President Jorge Ubico had his architectural

legacy built: the Palacio Nacional de la Cultu¡a. Under construction Íiom 1936 until

1943, the project was never completed; characteristic ofsuch visions ofsplendo¡

financial constraints limited the masterpiece.

t Gary S. Elbow, "Guatemala," in Gerald Michael Greenfield (ed),

llistorical Profiles ofMaior Cities, (WesÞort, Conn.: Greenrvood press, 1994),p.284.
' Avenida La Reforma rvas origirally called the Boulevard 30 de Junio.
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ln the quarter century after Ubico's ouster Íìom power, Guatemala City

evolved through simultaneous processes ofgentrification and urban ¡enewal, and the

spatial conflict generated by the immense social disruption ofurbanization. In doing

so, it came to capture marvelously the contradictions between visions of modem

nationalist grandeur and the limitations of capitalist development. A certain irony is

manifested when one contrasts the utilitarian dimensions and political economy of the

awesome modernist architecture of Guatemala City's Centro Cívico with the

dialectics between social inclusion and exclusion. Taken further and ÍÌamed within

the political context ofthe 1960s, the Centro is characteristic of the incongruities

between elite modemist vision and the social ¡ealities throughout Guatemala.

Located within walking distance ofUbico's Palacio Nacional and just south of

the limits of Zona Uno, the Centro Cívico encapsulates the historical expression of

liberal-capitalist modemity for which Zona Cuatro-where it resides-was originally

intended. Designed in 1890 as the suburb of Exposición, what came to be known as

Zona Cuah'o was Guatemala's contribution to the spirit of the World Exposition (the

Paris World's Fair). Spawned through what seems like trans-generational aspirations

towards capitalist modemity, the Centro Cívico was built in the late 1950s and early

1960s and consists of a conglomeration of Guatemala's most important public

buildings.3 Promoted as evidence of "la modema ciudad,"a the Centro protrudes from

the cityscape with a stylistic modem architectural design that provides public space

3Included are the Banco de Guatemala (Bank ofGuatemala), the Banco de Crédito Hipotecario
(National Mortgage Bank), the Instituto Guatemalteco de Seguridad Social (Social Security Institute of
Guatemala), and the Palacio Municipal (Municipal Building). t-ater, the Corte Suprema de Justicia
(Supreme Court), the Ministerio de Finarzas Públicas (Ministry ofPublic Finances), and the Instituro
Guatemalteco de Turismo (Guatemalan Tourist Board) rvere constructed in the vicinity.
'Diego Molina F., Guatemala Sensacional, (L€ón, España: Editorial Everest, S.4., 1995), p. 39.
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and services. Suggestive of their rare form and brilliance, the buildings are adomed

and fashioned with public works ofart by Guaternala's premiere and pioneer

Modemist, Carlos Mérida and the so-called "Generation of 1944," which included

Roberto Go¡uâlez Goyri, Guillermo Grajeda Mena, EÍÌaín Recinos, and Dagoberto

Vásquez Casteñeda.s With regard to their depth and stururing totality, perhaps the

concrete relief murals found on the facades of the Banco de Guatemala and the Banco

de Crédito Hipotecario best embody the spirit of capitalist progress and modemity.6

Here, the plastic arts are given a utilitarian function through their melding with each

building's architectural structure, while simultaneously fusing concepts ofreligious

folklore and national modemism in the fine detail of the artwork. The murals portray

abstract cultural and economic icons, along with a pictorial timeline of Cuatemalan

history. Implicit, yet un-illustrated, is the assumption that the buildings themselves-

in all of their modemist glory, as sites of vast capital accumulation and public

spectacles ofhistory and culture-represent the denouement and apogee ofthe

national narrative.

Yet, despite all of its ambitions, the Centro Cívico, and the surrounding banks,

restaurants, and businesses of Zona Cuatro, has existed as an isolated island of

commerce encircled by dilapidated urban infrastructure and the architectural vestiges

of the early-republican past. Historian Marshall Berman makes the point that in the

developed world, there is a relatively clear correlation between modemist art o¡

5 
Perhaps the best collection ofillustrations ofthe Centro Cívico is found in Josefina Alonso de

Rodríguez (ed), A¡te Contemporáneo, (Guatemala: Imprenta Universitaria, 1966).
" González Goyri and Vásquez each completed a mural on the \yest and east side ofthe Banco de
Guatemala, r€spectively, rvhereas Efraín Recinos and Go¡uález Goyri each rvorked on a side ofthe
Banco de C¡édito Hipotecario.



thought and the real world that encompasses them, though it may be a tenuous

affiliation. But he continues that,

in relatively backward countries, where the process of modemization has
not yet come into its own, modemism, where it develops, takes on a
fantastic character, because it is forced to nourish itselfnot on social
reality but on fantasies, mirages, dreams.T

Such is the case with Guatemala City when one considers the Centro Civico in

terms of gentrification and state-endorsed urban modemist renewal. Although

dazzling in terms of its splendor, it is also exceptional because it exists merely as a

"mirage" of modemity, masking the social reality which lies behind it. Guatemalan

communist playwright, Manuel Galich, poigaantly exemplifies this illusion in his

publication, Guatetnala, where two illustrations appear on the same page. The first,

featuring a pofrait of the Centro Cívico, appears above the caption, "la moderna

capital," while the second shows a hastily constructed shantytown with the

description, "la realidad guatemalteca,"E suggesting the existence of contentious

notions of national modemity. The pressures fiom the urbaniz ation of campesinos,

particularly during the 1960s, bolste¡ed this "Guatemalan reality" though the

economic margi nalization and physical exclusion ofpeople.e La Limonada,the

largest ofthese shantytowns, was the product of mass urbanization, itself fueled by

excessive rural poverty and the transformation oftraditional forms ofland tenure.

Economic discrepancies were exacerbated under President Miguel Ydígoras Fuentes

? The example used by Berman is that ofthe fo¡ced manufacture ofSt. petersburg as a modern city.
See Ma¡shall Berman, All That Is Solid Melts Into Air: The Experience of Modernitv, (Nerv york:
Penguin Books, 1988), pp. 235-236.
" Please see the section "Documentos Gráficos" for these pictures in Manuel Galich, Guatemala,
(Habana: Casa de las Américas, 1968).
e The population of Guatemala City doubled from 284,922 to 572,937 in the decade and a half befween
1950 and 1964. See Greenfield, p.280
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(1958-1963) when Guatemala entered an era ofstate-driven capitalist economic

modemization. The re-structuring of the Guatemalan economy and entry into the

Central American Common Market served to aggravate wealth inequalities between

competing classes. Consequently, it is not a coincidence that slums like La Limonada

grew substantially in the ravines that cut through Guatemala City during this period.

There are two more points to be made about the state-sponsored construction

of the modem Centro Cívico during this particular era of Guatemalan history. First,

by providing ample walkways and concentrating buildings in a transit-accessible core

area, city planners maximized the accessibility of the public buildings. What was

ignored, however, was that given endemic structural inequalities that helped to create

La Limonada, the buildings provided services that excluded a great proportion of

Guatemalans. While studies have found that slum dwellers still visited govemment

and municipal offices and services, very few public services directly catered to

Guatemala's shantytowns. Further, public engagement in Guatemala was limited

largely by economics; those in the most destitute economic circumstances were less

likely to participate in civil society.l0 This systematic exclusion is one of the bitterest

paradoxes of the Centro: the Guatemalan state used civic funds to build supposedly

utilitarian works of art in the form of public buildings that serve little or no function

for the majority of the public. Rather, they service and reinforce the economic clout

of the national oligarchy and foreign investors.

The final point concems the dialectical relationship between public space and

a repressive state apparatus. The Centro Cívico was constructed in the decade

ro Bryan R. Roberts,
Texas Press, 1973), pp. 195-196.

(Austin: University of
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following the overthrow of Guatemala's second democratically-elected President,

Jacobo Arbenz in 1 954. During the counter-revolution after Arbenz's fall, civil

liberties were abridged as the state nar¡owed the acceptable parameters ofnational

political culture. Thus, various fieedoms were curtailed, and margins were

constitutionally administered on left-wing partisanship. When, for example, civil

servants working at the IGSS building went on strike in early 1960 to force the

removal of their manager, Ramiro Flores, the police brutally broke them up. Some

days later, 5,000 students and workers protested the repression in the central park,

only to be tear-gassed and disbanded through massive arrests, highlighting the

Ydígoras regime's intolerance of dissent. I I In diametric opposition to these

measures, as urban space the Centro Cívico is relatively open: mockingly incongnrent

with the restrictive state policies of the era. Through such spatial arrangements,

insight into the realities ofinclusion and exclusion ofa nation's popular political,

cultural, economic, and social formations a¡e obscured. Such analysis is taken a step

further by considering the intended message of a national history----ostensibly

approved by the state administrators who o¡dered its design-impressed upon the

walls of the state bank and mortgage centre, which few citizens enter.

Architectural and afistic attempts to construct a "modern" Guatemala have

been undertaken fiom the top down, with the role ofsubaltem elements of the

population generally limited to being the wage-workers that construct elite visions.

Indeed, Guatemalan poet Otto René Castillo lamented the plight of bricklayers who

toiled away their lives erecting such fantasies of modemity. He writes,

ff 
See "Guatemalan Rally Broken Up," Î,t e New York Times,2l January 1960, p.4;,,ydigoras Backs

Cvbs," The New York Tines,24 January 1960, p. 3l.
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From
the tall buildings
a song of my country
opens its heart and spills
its bricklayer lightning into the wind
to tell the musical universe
that hope hasn't died
in the heart of the workers. ..12

Due to their colossal size and scope, sites like the Centro Cívico become emblematic

of national pride and vision-as evidence of national pro$ess. Yet, this is not

necessarily the vision of Guatemala held by great segments of the population and has

little, if anything, to do with their lived realities. In many respects, the Centro Cívico

exists as an illusion; sooner or later, all who visit it must leave, upon which one

understands why Galich did not regard the Centro as "the Guatemalan reality." The

state authorities, who imagined that they were the embodiment and the authoritative

voice of the Guatemalan nation, also believed that they were the true Guatemalan

nationalists. But to entertain such a notion is an exercise of self-deception; a

hallucination that was formally and officially dispelled in the late 1990s.

On 25 February 1999, nearly four decades after the construction of the Centro

Cívico and the outbreak of civil war, a crowd gathered inside the National Theatre in

Guatemala City. Outside, thousands watched in a park on closed-circuit television, as

La Comisión pøra el Escalarecimiento Hístórico (CEH) delivered its findings on the

civil war. A product of the 1996 Peace Accords, the three-person Comisìón was

given the responsibility of drawing conclusions and recommendations based on

evidence and testimony from combatants, victims, and observers. After years of

I? "Los albañiles" ("The Bricklayers") from Otto René Castillo,
Poems of Otto René Castillo, Roque Dalton Cultural Brigade (trans), Magaly Femandez &David,
Volpendesta (eds), (San Francisco: Night Hom Books, 1984), pp. 65-66.
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official denial of the war's brutality, the crowd inside-including Guatemalan

President Álvaro Arzu Irigoyen-listened to German jurist Christian Tomuschat's

indictment.13 Among its conclusions, which condemned the Guatemalan military for

acts ofgenocide, the Comísión declared that,

Due to its exclusionary nature, the State was incapable ofachieving social
consensus around a national project able to unite the whole population.
Concomitantly, it abandoned its role as mediator between divergent social
and economic interests, thus creating a gulf which made direct
confrontation between them more likely.la

This thesis examines a coalition of intellectuals, students, dissident military

officers, urban and rural labourers, anð, campesinos and their attempt to re-imagine

and implement their vision of the modem Guatemalan nation during the mid-1960s.

A multi-class collection ofsocialist revolutionaries, this group formed the Frente

Guerrillero Edgar lban.ø (Edgar Ibarra Guerrilla Front or FGEI), the most prominent

rural guerrilla fionT of the Fuerzas Armadas Rebeldes (Rebel Armed Forces or FAR).

Their vision stood in stark contrast \'r'ith that embodied by the Centro Cívico and its

myopic creators. Instead, the FGEI sought to remedy the social exclusion detailed in

the CEH report and undertake its own national project, combating that of the

Guatemalan state. At best fluid, elusive, and not necessarily uniform-and at worst,

conhadictory and self-destructive-the guerrilla vision came to exempli$r the

aspirations and ideologies of the armed left that challenged the Guatemalan state

apparatus.

f 3 Mireya Navarro, "Guatemalan Army Waged 'Genocide' New Report Finds," The New york Tintes,
26 February 1999, pp. Al and Al0.
" Commission for Historical Clarification, Guatemala: Memorv ofSilence, (Guatemala: CEH, 1999),
p. 18.
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The guerrillas recast the nation in a new light, rejecting the reciprocity of

capitalist modemization which invariably produced social contradictions such as the

modem Centro Civico and the ostensibly anti-modem La Limonada.ts In its place,

the nationalists ofthe FGEI envisioned the creation of a new Guatemalan man and a

new society, akin to the template provided by the Cuban Revolution.l6 Through

socialist modemization, the FGEI aimed to produce social, cultural, political, and

economic conditions amenable to the new man's prosperity, or what one

Tricontinental thinker described as "the personification of man."l7 Drawing on

Tricontinentalism,ts the guerrilla construction ofthe nation would eradicate traces of

neo-colonial servitude and the yoke of foreign economic dependency. Having

attained its "second independence," focus of the Guatemalan nation would be directed

at the social well-being of members of the national community. To borrow Partha

Chatterjee's characterization, the guerrillas desired the inclusion ofvarious

dispossessed "fragments"re of the nation comprised of the rural and urban proletariat,

campesinos, the indigenous, and women. Activated by the guerrilla struggle and no

longer restricted by capitalist subservience, these fragments ofthe nation would

ideally contribute to and animate national life as agents of socialist revolution. From

¡5 That is, a¡ti-modern in the ¡hetoric ofprogress and modemity espoused by state modemizers.
16 The "nerv" Cuban man, as detailed bylrnèsto Guevara, will be élaborateá upon in the subsequent
chapter.
r7 Condetto Nenekhaly-Camara, "Guinea: Revolution and Culture," Tricontinental Maqazjne. No. 3
(Nov-Dec 1967),p. 125.
¡8 This thesis will use the terms "Tricontinentalism," "Tricontinental theory," and post-colonialism"
interchangeably. By these phrases, I am referring to the body of literatue and theory that sought to
understand and explain the process ofglobal decolonization and resistance to imperialism and neo-
colonialism that emerged behveen the 1950s and 1970s, principally ûom Latin America, Afüca, and
Asia.
tn Pa.tha Chatt"¡"", The Nation and Its Frasments: Colonial and Postcolonial Histories, (princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1993).
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the collapse of the old order, a uniform nation would emerge, attaining the national

homogeneity that evaded earlier regimes and nationalist projects.

This work argues that beyond a military theat, the FGEI were nationalist

iconoclasts who opposed the state's institutional conception of Guatemala. The

ideological formations, and other propagandistic output of the FGEI, utilized

expressly nationalist discourse that sought to challenge the govemment's claims of

legitimacy. By referencing their principle objectives in the rhetoric ofthe modern

nation, the guerrillas presented a counter-hegemonic construction ofthe nation that

complemented their military modes of struggle. My position rejects the standard

historiographic view of the former military officers who formed the core of the

guerrilla insurgency, which assumes the officers ceased to be nationalistic agents

when they became anti-institutional combatants. Rather, I posit that the culture that

they sought to create and the language they used were clear expressions of

nationalism, though not necessarily cohesive with the construct of the Guatemalan

nation that was delineated by various class components within Guatemala. Further, in

trying to overcome the tendency to treat such national phenomena as if they operated

within the bubble of a singular nation-state, this work ties the guerrillas ofthe FAR to

larger international trends. Here, I suggest that the guerrilla re-imaginings ofthe

Guatemalan nation were shaped by a worldview and strategy for revolution

propagated by the Tricontinental Organization and essential Cuban texts like The

Second Declaration of Havana. Taken as a whole, such a view of the Guatemalan

nation reinforced the armed struggle by emphasizing the wretched social realities in

which most Guatemalans languished. In doing so, it presented a deJegitimizing
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ideological and cultural front that contended with the institutional imaginings ofa

masculinized, predominantly Ladino, Guatemala, of which the example of the Centro

Cívico offers an insightful illust¡ation.

This thesis breaks guerrilla nationalism down into several categories and

frames ofreference. In the first chapter, the existence ofcontentious nationalisms is

exposed through an examination of several forms of elite and para-military

nationalisms and their juxtaposition to an altemate vision of the nation articulated by

the left. Using Luis Augusto Turcios Lima, the commander of the FGEI until his

untimely death in an automobile accident in October 1966, as both a representative

and unique "text" of the Guatemalan armed struggle, the chapter seeks to identifu

larger ideological paradigms through which the guerrillas referenced their project:

namely the intemational solidarity and revolutionary theory of Tricontinentalism and

aspirations towards modemity. Having established the broad structures of guerrilla

nationalism, the second chapter addresses specifìcs of the new Guatemala which

entailed the inclusion of marginalized sectors of the population, specifically the urban

and rural proletariat, in addition T.o campesinos, the indigenous, and women. Here

Turcios Lima, who helped to establish the ideological parameters for the vision of a

Nueva Guatemala, will be further examined along with various personalities such as

César Montes, Mima Paíz Cárcamo, and Emilio Román López.

While the first two chapters acknowledge the attempt by the guerrillas to

create autonomous physical space for their re-imaginings, the final chapter details the

struggle to widen the margins of national culture. In particular, it examines how the

discipline ofhistory was appropriated by cultural workers to justify armed struggle
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and view it as the logical evolution of the national historical narrative. By identifying

a "relevant past,"20 radical intellectuals aimed to legitimize guerrilla nationalism and

construct a history pertinent to their struggle. In the third chapter, two personalities-

both presented earlie¡ in this introduction-will be provided as evidence. The first is

Manuel Galich, a communist playwright and long-term social activist who

participated in the progressive governments of the period from 1944-1954. After the

Cuban Revolution, Galich relocated to the island whe¡e he became a central literary

figure in the Guatemalan exile community. The second personality examined is

guerrilla poet and cultural worker, Otto René Castillo. Castillo was an early student

activist within the Guatemalan Communist Party, the inconspicu ously-named, Partído

Guatemalteco de Trabajo (Guatemalan Labour Party or PGT) and associated with the

PGT's influential and active youth wing, the Juventud Patt iótica de Trabajo

(Patriotic Labour Youth or JPT). He endured years of exile and periodic

imprisonment as he paficipated in the cultural realm of revolutionary activism. He

and other cultural intellectuals, principally from the Unive¡sidad de San Ca¡los de

Guatemala (USAC), fashioned their ideological concerns into artistic output. Castillo

furnished the armed left with an impressive repertoire of nuanced cultural works that

synchronized historical primordialism with a tradition ofresistance to state authority.

Castillo's ideological commitment to armed struggle inspired him to fight in the FGEI

in mid-l966 where he sought to mobilize campesinos in eastem Guatemala through

education and revolutionary culture. His efforts eamed him the position of the

20 Eric Hobsbau,m and Terence Range¡ The Invention ofT¡adition, (Nerv York: Cambridge University
Press, 1983, p. 2. Benedict Anderson also emphasizes the importance ofthe use ofhistory to
nationalists and nationalism. See Benedict Anderson, Imaqined Communities: Reflections on the

(London: Verso, 1983)
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FGEI's Chief of Propaganda and Education in the Eastern Region until governrnent

forces tortured and immolated him in March 1967. Through the production of

various cultural mediums, the Guatemalan intellectual left hoped to mobilize popular

suppofi for the armed struggle. Concemed with what Italian Marxist Antonio

Gramsci denoted a "war ofposition,"2l these cultural workers constructed and

propagated a counter-hegemonic conceptualization of Guatemala against that of the

state and elite. Taken together, Otto René Castillo----one of the most posthumously

celebrated combatants of the 196Os-and the award-winning novelist, Manuel Galich,

represent the politico-cultural extension of the revolutionary left in Guatemala for the

purposes of this thesis.

Although midway through the 1960s, two principal guerrilla factions operated in

the Guatemalan Oriente-theF AR and the Trotsk yist Movìmìento Revolucionario I3

de Novíembre Alejandro de León (MR-L3)-this study will focus on the FAR. More

specifically, as mentioned, particular attention will be paid to the FGEI, the largest

front of the FAR. There are several reasons for the selection of the FGEL First, with

the exception of the American left-wing joumal Monthly Review and the irregular

writings ofjoumalists such as Norman Gall, information on MR-13 contemporary to

the era is less readily available. In part, this can be attributed to the personalities

involved with the FAR, who welcomed and encouraged both domestic and

intemational media attention. Secondly, the FAR was much larger and more

successful against the Guatemalan state than wete the Trotskyists. The FAR's greater

success makes it a more complex, yet still cohesive $oup, to analyze. Its size can, in

2l A¡tonio G¡amsci,
(Nerv York: Nerv York University Pres s,2000), pp.225-230.

, David Forgacs (ed),
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part, be attributed to the FAR's service as the armed wing of the umbrella PGT. The

PGT had extensive organizing experience based on its role in gamering popular

support through a popular front strategy for President Jacobo Arbenz's ill-fated land

reform during the 1950s, Although the PGT was 
-outlawed 

in the counter-revolution

following Arbenz's overthrow by the conservative wing of the Guatemalan military

and the Central Intelligence Agency, it remained an active underground political

force. Besides its propensity for organization, the PGT provided many activists,

cadres, and compaíieros for the guerrilla insurrection, especially through its youth

wing, the JPT. Consequently, the FAR was a more formidable force until extreme

counter-insurgency effofs effectively decapitated it by the summer of 1967. Bythis

point, the MR-13, too, had mostly been liquidated and its remnants allied themselves

with the FAR. Thirdly, given its outwardly intemationalist sympathies, the FAR

presents a more complicated example of guerrilla nationalism. This is particularly

evident in the FAR's participation in the Tricontinental Conference ofJanuary 1966,

which will serve as a case study in this work. Finally, the FAR, and the FGEI, fielded

some of the most notable and recognizable individuals in the armed struggle of the

1960s. Among othe¡s, this group included "Cesár Montes" (Julio Cesár Macias),22

Rolando Herrera ("el 'Chino' Amoldo'), Leonardo Castillo Johnson,MimaPaíz

Cárcamo ("Rosa María"), "Camilo Sánchez" (Chilano Ordóñez), "Orlando

Femández" (Ricardo Ramírez), and of course, Luis Augusto Turcios Lima and Otto

René Castillo.

22 ln public forums, many combatants u sed nons cle guen.e to hide the identities, while others chose
to employ their given names. For reasons ofclarity, I rvill use the name most corrunonly associated
withthepersonlam\witingabout.'loidenifynonsdeguerre,lwillplacetheminquotationmarks
on their first usage.
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While my analysis covers roughly a decade ofstruggle, from the late 1950s to

1968-"the year the prophets failed"23-it is well-rvorth acknowledging the broader

historical context from which the armed struggle emerged. The history of Guatemala

during the first halfofthe twentieth century is the history of its colonial legacy.2a

Rather than weakening and dissolving colonial structures of economic inequality,

Guatemala's independence Íïom Spain during the nineteenth century reinforced

"coercive o¡ 'feudalistic' modes oflabor exploitation."25 Successive liberal and

conservative govemments' modification ofexisting systems ofland tenure served to

entrench the oligarchy rather than improving the economic plight of the popular

masses. This was accomplished by displacing small farmers in the interests of the

liberal-capitalist export economy and establishing a dichotomous two-tiered economy

consisting of a landed oligarchy and transient semi-proletarianized rural workforce.26

While a small, idealistic middle-class intelligentsia had emerged by the early 20ù

century, its critique of the prevailing Guatemalan political currents was limited by its

class composition. That is to say, the divide befween a relatively well-educated

middle-strata and a formally unde¡- or uneducated populace hampered the creation of

a substantial politico-cultural hegemonic front to challenge elite prosperity and

political dominance. While this is not to suggest that seemingly "spontaneous"

eruptions ofpopular uprising against institutional power structures did not occur, such

incidents of collective resistance were generally limited in scope and lacked

2r Eric Hobsbawm,,"The Year the Prophets Failed," in Stéphanie Grégoire, 1968: Masnum Thouqhour
ütq Wgllal, (Paris: Éditions Hazan, 1998), p. S.
2a For a compelling account ofthe pereruriàl nature ofexploitation in Guatemala, please see Jim
Handy, GifÌ ofthe Devil: A Historv of Guatemala, (Toronto: Between the Lines, 1984).
25 Daniel Faber
York: Monthly Revierv Press, 1993),p.20.
26 rbìd., p. 43.

(New
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coordination across broad sectors ofGuatemalan society. Similarly, it must not be

assumed that the elite was necessarily cohesive. To the contrary, bloody lgth century

feuding between liberal and conservative sectors toppled govemments and marginally

upset regional economies. This said, however, authoritarian coercive measures and

positivist ideologies narrowed the parameters ofpolitical and economic dissent to

acceptable debate between liberals and conservatives-mere politicking that did not

substantially challenge elite social standing. As events of the 2Oth century unfolded,

however, growing discontent with the country's political, social, and economic

system mobilized the working and professional classes and bonds between the

intelligentsia and elements of the urban popular masses emerged.

Spuned by the Second World Wa:.- in 1944, anti-fascist and pro-westem

democratic ideologies formed the core ofan effective counter-hegemony in

Guatemala City as critics of dictatorial strongman Jorge Ubico came to view the

president as an authoritarian t)¡rant in their midst.27 Led by university students, who

bridged the fissure between the intelligentsia and professional classes, Ubico was

ousted in the summer of 1944, only to be replaced by one of his old associates.

Recognizing the intransigence ofthe old guard to relinquish its grasp on power,

protesters remained mobilized and the uprising continued. Finally, in October 1944,

a triumvirate ofprogressive forces formed ajunta and seized control ofthe

Guatemalan state. Over the winte¡ of 1944-1945, Ubico's repressive state appatatus

was dismantled as Guatemala ushered in an era of representative democracy and

libe¡alization of civil society.

" lbid., p. lo4
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Two subsequent govemments between 1944 and 1954-headed by Juan José

Arévalo and Jacobo Arbenz respectively-engaged in a modemization campaign to

wrest Guatemalan society from what it regarded as feudal bonds ofsubservience to

foreign interests and the dornestic oligarchy.2s Central to the govemmental

campaigns during what came to be known as "the ten years of spring" was the

national inclusion of the urban and rural proletariat and campesìnos. To this end, the

Arévalo administration legalized trade unions and most opposition parties, enacted

suffrage for men and literate women, and established a rudimentary system of social

security. The 1950 election ofArbenz witnessed the relative radicalization ofthe

Guatemalan October Revolution. The new President, a former army officer, legalized

the clandestine PGT and his policies were increasingly influenced by the party,s

leadership. This relationship reflects the lasting effects of defunct Comintem policies

on Latin American communist parties such as the emphasis on establishing popular

fronts. The PGT embraced the Arbenz regime and like-minded social democrats and

the progressive national bourgeoisie and sought to sway government policy. Their

effoñs were demonstrated most profoundly with the 1952 Agrarian Reform Act,

which signaled the govemment's attempt to cement the revolution in the countryside

as vast tracts ofland were appropriated fiom large estates and redistributed to poor

campesinos.

28 For satisfactory accounts ofthis period ofGuatemalan history please see Jim Handy, Revolution in
the Countryside: Rural Conflict and Agrarian Reform in Guatemala. 1944-1954, (Chapel Hill: North
Carolina Press, 1994); Cole Blasier, The Hoverins Giant: U.S. Responses to Chanse in Latin America,
l9l0-1985, (Pittsburgh: University ofPittsburgh Pr€ss, 1985); John Coatsrvorth, Cenhal America and
the United States: The Clients and the Colossus, (Nerv York Maxrvell Macmillan Intemational, 1994);
Pi€ro Gleijeses, Shattered Hope: The Guatemalan Revolution and the United States. 1944-1954,
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, l99l); Susanne Jonas,
Squads. and US Powe¡, (Boulder: Westvìew Press, l99l);
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The loss ofland and the mobilization ofthousands ofdestitute campesinos

into national politics tkough agrarian committees proved too much for a small

coalition of middle-class planters, reactionary students, the Catholic Church, and

landed elite. Together with the Eisenhower Administration, the Central Intelligence

Agency, and disillusioned military officers, counter-revolutionaries plotted against

the Arbenz administration in a series of actions that culminated in the President's

resignation in June 1954.2e Reactionary violence against Arbenz sl,rnpathizers, trade

unionists, social activists, and PGT members was fierce as the new authoritarian

govemment of Colonel Carlos Castillo Armas sought to establish control over the

countryside. Most reforms, including the agrarian, were reve¡sed and social

development was mostly retumed to the pre- 1944 era,

Despite the repression unleashed by conservative forces from 1954-1957 on

any lingering remnants of the Arbenz era, the memory and activism of the period did

not fade into oblivion. Radical energy persisted within certain spaces, such as USAC,

but more importantly, the material conditions that had created the crisis of 1944-

endemic poverty, authoritarianism, and consolidation of the means ofproduction into

the hands of a small minority-continued to manifest. The success of insurrectionary

armed struggle in Cuba in I 959 and the initiation ofthe Cuban Revolution shifìed

attention in Latin America to the possibility ofsocialist revolution via guerrilla

warfare, leading many to abandon the popular fiont strategy that had dominated leftist

thought since the mid-l930s. Taken together, the tactical influence and romantic

allure of the Cuban model, in addition to the unwillingness of the national oligarchy

2e Greg Grandin's recent wo¡k
Universify ofChicago Press, 2004) provides an excellent, albeit short, documentation ofthis
reactionary coalition.

(Chicago:
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to address structural inequality and the Guatemalan state's use ofrepression against

dissent, generated class warfare in the form ofrevolutionary guerrilla struggle.

During the year-and-a-half between two Havana-based conferences-the

Tricontinental Conference ofJanuary 1966 and the Organization of Latin American

Solidarity Conference of August 1967-the FGEI reached the apogee of its military

and political influence, then quickly descended into oblivion. Bymid-I967-

following a major counterinsurgency offensive by the Guatemalan Army-the

principal protagonists of this narrative were dead and the armed struggle ofthe 1960s

was effectively quashed, though its death th¡oes continued over the next couple of

years.

While historian Greg Grandin suggests that Guatemalan historiography is still

in its infancy,3o there is enough literature to merit comment. published wo¡k on

Guatemala has had a tendency to focus on ethnic nationalism as the primary identity

upon which nationalist projects have been built. This tendency often works within a

Ladino vs. Mayan paradigm, as historians deduce meaning from contentious ethnic

formations. A classic example of this trend is the work of anthropologist Carol A.

Smith, and her compilation Guatemalan Indians and the State, 1540-1988. Inher

essay "Origins of the National Question in Guatemala: A H¡pothesis,', Smith

examines how class differences emerged in the 19ù century between the indigenous

and a socially-constructed notion of the Ladino.3r More recently, her attention has

focused on issues ofrace, class, and gender in understanding Mayan ethnic identity

30 Greg Graadir, (Durham: Duke University
Press, 2000), p. I I
3r Carol A. Smith, "Origins ofthe National Question in Guatemala: A Hypothesis", Guatemalan
lndians and the State: 1540 to 1988, (Austin: University ofTexas press, 1990), pp.72-95.
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and the brutality exercised during the later years of the Guatemalan civil conflict.32

This trend has also been reflected in Grandin's The Blood of Guatentala. Analyzing

the creation of an ethnic national identity by Mayan elites in the I 9rh century, Grandin

tries to account for the emergence ofa pan-Mayan movement that challenged non-

indigenous claims to the nation, drawing particular attention to issues ofclass

struggle.33

On Ladino nationalism, in terms of the early guerrilla movements, the work

done by scholars has been fairly cohesive. Overall, there is little doubt within the

standard historiography that offended nationalist sensibilities contributed to a

banacks revolt ofjunior military officers on 13 November 1960.34 The revolt, which

included upwards of one-thi¡d of the Guatemalan Army, was quelled within days

following the surrender of the ZacapaMilitary Base. Although the rebellion failed, it

laid the structural antecedents upon which the incipient guerrilla war operated, as

many of the military conspirators, including Luis Turcios Lima, later became

guerrilla commanders. My point of departure Íiom this conventional view is that

following the ill-fated uprising, I argue that nationalism never ceased to be a

motivating factor for the principally Ladino guerrillas of the 1960s. Conceding that

their conceptualization of the nation did not remain static following 13 November

1960, nationalism remained a central factor in how the guerrillas understood and

32 Carol A. Smith, "Race-Class-Gender Ideology in Guatemala: Modem & Anti-Modern Forms,,'

çompararive Studie . Vol. 37, No.4 (October 1995).
" Grandin, The Blood of Guatemala.

'n S"" Suruorl" Jon'*, 5g3¡q¡9;6¡ggq¡9¡¡46; Jim Handy, The Gift of the Devil; George BIack,
Garrison Guatemala, (London: Zed Books, 1984); Richard Gott, Guerrilla Movements in Latin
America, (London: Nelson, 1970); Susaffre Jonas and David Tobis (eds), Guatemala, (Berkeley:
NACLA, 1974); Eduardo Galeano, Guatemala: Occupied Country, (New York: Monttrly Revierv
Press, 1969).
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portrayed their struggle. In viewing the guerrillas in this light, my thesis also breaks

arvay from the mold of ethnic nationalism.

A number ofworks have contributed to my understanding of the topic of

nationalism. Having said this, establishing a genealogy of thought remains one of the

most daunting tasks when trying to account for and reconcile various historiographic

t¡ends within such a vast topic. For my purposes, the modemist school of nationalism

has wrìtten the most useful work on the topic. Particularly significant is the literature

that has emerged since the early 1980s. This decade saw the academic acceptance of

the modemist school, loosely comprised ofscholars such as Benedict Anderson, Eric

Hobsbawm, and Tom Naim. These scholars rejected the classical tendency to treat

nationalism as a static, homogeneous entity.3s Instead, they have analyzed it as a

fluid social, political, economic, and cultural project, undertaken by various segments

of a given society. From the modemist school, there have been several texts that have

been helpful in establishing the theoretical foundations upon which this thesis is built.

Of these influential works, perhaps most groundbreaking for the modemist

school was Benedict Anderson's Imagined Communities,36 which altered how many

historians conceptualize the social phenomenon ofnationalism. Anderson attacks the

primordial assumptions ofnationalists by explaining that nationalism, nationality, and

nation-ness "are cultural artefacts ofa particular kind" created towards the end of the

35 
See Eric Hobsbas¡n, Nations and Nationalisms since l?80: Prosranìme. Myth. Realitv,

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992); Craig Calhoun, Nationalism, (Buckingham: Open
University Press, 1997); Chatte{ee, The Nation and Its F¡aements; Tom Naim, Faces ofNationalism:
Janus Revisited, (London: Verso, 1997). For an introductory summary of the competing schools and
debates in the field, please see Umut ózkirimli, Theories ofNationalism: A Critical Introduction,
(New York: St. Martin's Press, 2000).
ro Benedict Anderson, Imaeined Communities.
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18th century.37 The political and ideological flexibility of nations made them a

transportable model that could be fashioned to fit various geo-political realities. The

spread of the national model was hastened by the development ofprint capitalism and

the subsequent vemacularization ofEuropean languages, which filled the void left by

the "dusk ofreligious modes ofthought" and the restructuring of the dynastic realm.

A¡derson argues that the nation "is an imagined political community... because the

members of even the smallest nation will never know most of their f'ellow-members,

meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of their

communion."38 Although criticized by many, Anderson's work helped to articulate

the subjectivity ofnationalist sentiments, a position and conceptual framework that

has assisted subsequent schola¡s in the field.

Inbofh The Inventioü of n"adîtion and, Nations and Nationalisnt Sínce I780,

historian Eric Hobsbawm speaks to the ideas delineated by Anderson as he attempts

to understand how the myths, traditions, and symbols ofnationhood are constructed.

While Hobsbawm agrees with Anderson's anti-primordialism, he details how

imagined communities are constructed, stressing "the element of artifact, invention

and social engineering which enters into the making of nations."3e He views

nationalism as a dual phenomenon which is "constructed essentially from above, but

which can¡ot be understood unless analysed ÍÌom below, that is in te¡ms ofthe

assumptions, hopes, needs, longings and interests ofordinary people, which are not

necessarily national and still less nationalist.'r0 ln particular, Hobsbawm

37 lbid,, p. 13.
rE lbid., p. 15.
3e Hobsbau,n, Nations and Nationalism, p. 10.
oo lbid., p. lo. -.-
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concentrates on the period from 1870- 1914, which saw the traditions that legitimated

nations"springupwithparticularassiduity."arTakentogether,Hobsbawmand

Anderson's work have articulated and generated discussion on the way national

symbols have been consciously manufactured and rranipulated for political ends.

Warranted criticism has been directed at most accounts ofnationalism for

their failure to account for gender in understanding how nationalism functions. Two

critical approaches have been outlined by feminist scholars Cytthia Enloe and Ame

McClintock. The first approach seeks to view women as agents within a nationalist

movement and the second attempts to understand nationalism as a gendered construct.

Enloe posits that "nationalism typicatly has sprung from masculinized memory,

masculinized humiliation and masculinized hope."a2 She is concemed with how

women have been used mostly as symbols rather than nationalist agents within anti-

colonial struggles. The reduction of women to symbols of purity reflects the gender

divisions within a colonized society, a contradiction which is regarded as secondary

to the struggle for independence.a3 While Mcclintock would not disagree with

Enloe's position, she is more interested in how nationalisms have been gendered. She

argues that nationalism exists "as a gendered discourse and cannot be unde¡stood

without a theory of gender power." In making sense of Guatemalan guerrilla

nationalism, McClintock's emphasis on "investigating the gendered formation of

ar Hobsbawm and Ranger, The lnvention ofT¡adition, p. 263.
a2 C¡flthia EnJoe, Baninai. BãFes. and Bases: Makinq Feminist Sense of lntemational politics,
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990), p. 44.
4t [bid,Þp.42-63.
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sanctioned male theories"aa and identifying how national formations have been

constructed through women's cultural and political roles has proven useful.

While acknowledging the insightful work written on nationalism by historians

of Guatemala and the modemist school, there is less focus on the development of

contentious nationalisms in the same geo-political space that does not use ethnicity as

their foundation. This is not to suggest that such work does not exist in the larger

field of nationalism. Indeed, Prasenjit Duara, a historian ofChina, exposed this

historiographic shortcoming in his 1993 article "De-Constructing the Chinese

Nation."as While I do not share Duara's rejection of the modemist school, his work is

still insightful due to its account of contentious constructs of the nation. He contends

that historians should no longer privilege "the grand narrative of the nation as a

collective historical subject. Nationalism is rarely the nationalism of the nation, but

rather represents the site where very different views of the nation contest and

negotiate with each other."a6 Thus, nationalism is ofìen incorrectly understood to be

"the ideology ofthe nation-state which seeks to fix or privilege political identification

at the level of the nation-state."a7 Such an emphasis on the centrality of the nation-

state in formulating and dictating the parameters ofnationalism has been detrimental

to the field of study. In approaching the subject ÍÌom a gendered perspective,

McClintock shares a sìmilar theoretical fiamework, suggesting that ,different

members of the nation promote different, often conflicting, constructions of

on Anne McClintock, "'No Longer in a Future Heaven": Nationalism, Gender, and Race,', in Geoff
Eley and Ronald Grigor Suny, Becomine National, (New York: Oxfo¡d Unive¡sity press, 1996), p.
261.
45 Prasenjit Duara, "De-Constructing the Chinese Nation," The Australian Journal ofChinese Affairs,
no. 30 (July 1993), pp. l-26.
'" Ibid., p. 2.

" Ibid., p. 9.
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nationhood." As further evidence of this conceptualization, historian of nationalism

Umut Özkirimli offers the example of Turkey, arguing that

Islamists, secular Kemalists, ultra-nationalists and liberals have different
conceptions of nationhood. While Kemalists opt for (at least on the
surface) a 'civic{erritorial' national identity, ultra-nationalists deny any
form ofcultural pluralism, promoting instead the ethnic and cultural unity,
even 'identity', of all those living in Turkey. Liberals subscribe to
Western models of nationhood, whereas leftists espouse anti-imperialist
Third World nationalisms which are largely inimical to the West. a8

While these conflicting nationalisms may seem difficult to understand and reconcile,

Craig Calhoun argues that they are all bound together by what French thinker Michel

Foucault called "discursive formations." Calhoun explains this as "a way of speaking

that shapes our consciousness," continuing,

The issue is not only whether participants use a specific term. It is, rather,
whether participants use a rhetoric, a way ofspeaking, a kind oflanguage
that carries with it connections to other events or actions, that enables or
disables certain other ways ofspeaking or acting, or that is recognized by
others as entailing certain consequences.o'

For the purposes of this thesis, nationalism, like modemity or Marxism,50 is

viewed as a fluid and dynamic ideology. Possessing ill-defined parameters, it is a

tool ofpolitical, social, economic, and cultural legitimacy that can be seized by

disparate historical agents. The accessibility of specific "discursive formations"-in

this case, the rhetoric of the nation-means that "the nation" is constantly being

negotiated and re-negotiated through the various dialogues, diatribes, and

monologues of competing "imagined communities" in a given geo-political space.

Conflicting nationalisms compete for the consent of a population by animating

aE For McClintock and özkirimli quotes, please see Özkirimti, Theories ofNationalism, p. 228.
ae Calhoun. Nationalism. oo- 3-4.
to Fo, th" ieìãìernerrt oipàtitics, moOemity, and ideology, see Ra¡,rnond Williams, The politics of
Modemism: Asainst the New Conformists, (Nerv York: Verso, i989).
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particular national "fragments"-class and gender, for example5l-within their

discourse and ideology. On the battlefield of the national imagination, counter-

hegemonic constructions of"the nation" challenge the dominant and accepted

ideologies of the ruling elite. It is on this level that the FGEI conception of

Guatemala was articulated and clashed with that of successive govemmental regimes

during the 1960s.

In the closing remarks of her book Barilefor Guatemala,leading Guatemalan

historian Susanne Jonas notes that, due to the nature of structural inequalities, ,,two

Guatemalas" exist: "one for the 13 percent of the population that does not live in

povefy; the other for the remaining 87 percent.',s2 Acknowledging the social

conditions that created these two Guatemalas as polarized binaries, this thesis will

move the discussion from the battle for Guatemala to the battle for the idea of

Guatemala. With respect to achieving their goals of addressing endemic poverty, the

guerrillas of the 1960s were largely a failure. They were brutally routed in the united

States' primary laboratory for counterinsurgency in Latin America. Their efforts led

to the virtual elimination of a generation of Guatemalan leftists and activists, many of

whom we¡e disappeared and whose remains were tossed into clandestine graves.

This thesis is the history of their re-imaginin gs of a Nueva Guatemala and thei¡

struggle.

5r CIass, gender, and history are among the fragments identified by Chatterjee.
" Jonas, The Battle for Guatemala , p. 226.
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Chapter 1: Referencinq the Guerrilla Construction of a ny'¡¿¿y¿

Guatemala: Luis Turcios Lima. the Tricontinental. and Socialist Modernitv

In Orlando Femández's biography of his deceased conpañero, Comandante

Luis Augusto Turcios Lima, he describes a scene in which Turcios Lima was

interviewed in Havana, shortly after the Tricontinental Conference ofJanuary 1966.

In the interview, the young leader of the Guatemalan Fuerzas Armqdas Rebeldes

(FAR) commented on disparate topics such as the success of the conference, the

bourgeois-democratic ¡evolutions3 of former Guatemalan President Jacobo Arbenz,

and the Vietnamese struggle against American imperialism. He also described the

Guatemalan armed movement and its geographic base of operations within the

Guatemalan Oriente. In illustrating the topography of the region, Turcios Lima

propped up a folded edition of the Cuban weekly Granma on a table to represent the

Sierra de las Minas, the mountain range where the FAR guerrillas were active. He

explained,

This would be the Sierra de las Minas. On both sides are valleys and
through them run the rivers Motagua and Polochic. In the Polochic basin,
the jungle is thick, the sun hardly shines through to the ground. See?
Here we fight... Along here runs the central highway, bordering the
mountains. The Sierra is our support, our base.t*

The conversation described in Fernández's text is loaded with synbolism: from the

discussion of the Tricontinental Conference to the use ofa Cuban newspaper to depict

the Guatemalan Sierra, down to the Vietnamese sandals on Tu¡cios Lima's feet-a

53 This was the characterization conxnon.ly used by guerilla combatants during the 1960s. In speaking
of Comintem's use ofthe phrase, Maurice Meisner wdtes that a bourgeois-democratic revolution often
included national liberation &om foreign imperialist subservience, rvith particular .,emphasis on the
antifeudal social revolution in the countryside" and an increased role ofthe proletariat and peasantry.
Given Arbenz's land reform campaign and conduct with the United Fruit Company and its
subsidiaries, the notion ofa bourgeois-democratic revolution to describe his tenure may be app¡opriate.
See Maurice Meisner, Mao's China and Afte¡: A Historv of the People's Republic, (New york: The
Free Press, 1999), p.22.
5a O¡lando Femández, Turcios Lima, (Havana: Tricontinental, 1970), pp. 147-148.
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present given to him from his "Vietnamese comrades."ss In many regards, the

interview with Turcios Lima in Havana embodies the convoluted and seemingly

contradictory aspects ofthe Guatemalan nation as re-imagined by the Guatemalan leÍì

during the 1960s.

Paralleling the military engagements of the Guatemalan armed left as a mode

ofrevolutionary struggle was the ideological construction ofa contentious guerrilla

nationalism that challenged the consensus of elite national formulations. By the mid-

1960s, the left's vision ofa new Guatemala formed a reckonable counter-hegemonic

front that held considerable influence over certain secto¡s of the population.

Historian Greg Grandin has recently argued for the intemationalization of the local;

that is to say, placing seemingly divorced regional events in Guatemala into the

cauldron of global political economy.t6 Keeping Grandin's proposition in mind,

guerrilla nationalism did not emerge ffom an irreverent limbo, but rather was itselfa

product of the Latin American Cold War and international economic systems.

Indeed, the guerrilla struggle was greatly informed by the experiences of 1953- 1954

when the intemational politics of the Cold War descended upon Guatemala

culminating in the ouster of the bourgeois-democratic govemment of President

Jacobo Arbenz. This, of course, is not to suggest that the Cold War had no bearing on

Guatemalan politics prior to the mid-1950s. To the contrary, much of the country,s

political culture during the October RevolutionsT was debated and understood in Cold

tt lbid., p. 135.
5Ó Grandin, The l¡st Colonial Massacre.
tt The "O"tob"t Revolutiort'' ."fos both to the October 1944 civilian seizu¡e ofpower from the
military and the tenure ofPresident Juan José A¡évalo and P¡esident Jacobo A¡benz from A¡évalo's
election in 1944 until A¡benz's overtb¡orv in 1954. The period is also altematively kno$,n as the,,ten
years ofspring."
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Warjargon. What separates 1953-1954 from the preceding several years was the

intervention of the United States govemment in Guatemalan political affairs. Much

ink has been spilled in efforts to comprehend the Central Intelligence Agency,s

Operation PBSUCCESS, the codename for the overtkow of Guatemala's

democratically-elected president and whether it was bananas and the th¡eat of a good

example or fear ofa Soviet beachhead that activated the Eisenhower administration.58

Perhaps what is important to note is that the "battle of Guaternala"se was

comprehended and explained in the lexicon of the Cold War.

The manufacture of an altemate nationalism by the left should also be

contextualized in terms of the Cold War. ln particular, the influence of the Cuban

Revolution of 1959 and the trajectories for revolution that it promoted, the emergence

of the Third Wo¡ld altemative through de-colonization, and the associated post-

colonial criticism ofTricontinentalism had considerable bearing on Guatemalan

revolutionaries. This being said, however, due to its Marxist framework, the project

to build a new Guatemala was informed by the material realities of national life where

a great proportion of the population endured abject poverty due to the extraction of

surplus capital by foreign firms and the national oligarchy.60 The ideological

formulations that shaped the left's vision were not pulled from a vacuum but were

grounded in a critique ofpolitical economy.6l Whereas elite nationalism reinforced

the class position of dominant sectors ofsociety, consciously or not, the Guatemalan

58 Fo¡ the most complete accounts, see Piero Gleijeses, Shattered Hope and Stephen Sclrlesinger and
Stephen Kinzer, Bitter Fruit: The Untold Storv ofthe American Coup in Guatemala, (Garden City,
N.Y.: Anchor Books, 1983).
5e Guillermo Toriello, La batalla de Guatemala, (México: Cuadernos Americanos, 1955).
60 

See Jonas and Tobis, Guatemala.
ór Most convincingly aficulated in Corununist Victor Manuel Gutiénez,s abridgement of Marx's
Capitøl thatlocates Marx's seminal rvork in the situation of mid-twentieth century Guatemala. For
more, see chapter three,
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left exploited nationalism to propagate a divergent vision of society that would

replace the existing economic and social order. The class content ofthose who

shaped the guerrilla nationalism was varied. The ¡evolutionary intellectuals and

political architects of the movement were mostly males, heralding fror¡ the Ladino

urban middle-sectors, with a large proportion ofteachers, students, and other petty-

bourgeois products of academia. But former military officers, trade unionists, and

progressive activists also proved to be influential. Mention of the class and ethnìc

content of the left's leadership and cadre is not meant to discredit the authenticity of

the revolutionaries (after all, they too experienced Guatemala's poverty in different

forms), but rather to highlight an important feature to understanding the political

manifestations oftheir national project and to foreshadow its shortcomings.62

The Guatemalan left of the mid-1960s built on the leamed experiences of the

preceding two decades of class struggle and imperialist intervention. Similar to the

Marxists who shongly influenced the October Revolution before them, the left's

notions ofa new Guatemala were founded on the rejection ofinequitable wealth

distribution in addition to the ownership of the means ofproduction and cultural

propagation, Indeed, many of the long-time communists who initiated the

ideological, if not strategic, path followed by the guerrillas-Bernardo Alvarado

Monzón, Victor Manuel Gutiérrez, and José Manuel Fortuny-had eamed their

stripes during the ten years ofspring, serving not only as progressive activists, but

also as personal advisors to Arbenz th¡ou gh the Partido Guatemalteco de Trabajo

(PGT). It was through the hans-generational tradition that connected the communists

62 After all, as James Petras notes, intellectuals and the petty-bourgeoisie have been active components
ofall major socialist revolutionary projects in the 20'n century. See James Petras, ,,socialist

Revolutions and their Class Components," New Left Revierv, No. I I I (Sept-Oct 1978), pp.37 -74.
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of the 1940s and 1950s to those ofthe 1960s, that the notion of the Nøey¿ Guatemala

was derived. While the guerrillas never explicitly labeled their project as one to

construct a new Guatemala, they continually referred to the idea ofnational rebirth in

such terms. A strikingly similar lexicon was used by the PGT in the 1950s, and

indeed, is characteristic of revolutionary movements worldwide. As mentioned, what

differed between the PGT and the FAR was less the substance oftheir ideology, but

strategy. While cliques within the PGT still clung to popular frontism and reformism

via electoral politics during the 1960s, the Cuban Revolution promoted revolutionary

praxis though armed struggle with which many Guatemalan leftists agreed. It is

then, perhaps, a marriage ofconvenience and pragmatics that the guerrilla

nationalism of the 1960s be ¡educed to the idea of manufacturing a new Guatemala.

Disillusioned by the retention ofoligarchic wealth by a small Ladino elite and

what they regarded-cont¡a the PGT-as the electoral farce of liberal bourgeois

democracy, the Guatemalan armed left aficulated a contentious construction of their

nation during the 1960s. Rooted in and propelled by the material realities of

Guatemala, the guerrillas imagined "a new and just society''63 that alleviated the

societal injustices of structural economic inequalities that had plagued Guatemala for

centuries. It is evident through their discursive formations thal the Frente Guetillero

Edgar lbarra (FGEI) conveniently justified its struggle in the rhetoric of the nation.

This chapter contends that the intemationalism and worldview ofthe Tricontinental

Organization and notions ofnational modemization provided the over-arching

ideology that defined guerrilla nationalism. Tricontinentalism provided the guerrillas

63 "Manuel" Montes quoted by Louisa Frank, "Resistance and Revolution; The Development of Armed
Struggle in Guatemala" in Jonas and Tobis, Guatemala, p. 183.
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with a ÍÌame ofreference for their nationalist struggle, assisted by Trícontinental

Magazine and Tricontinental Bulletin, whose publication historian Robert Young

regarded as the founding moment of post-colonial theory.ú Their anti-imperialism

was more than simply the uninformed ramblings of dogmatic pseudo-intellectuals but

rather a detailed mode of interpreting their nationalist struggle. Meanwhile, by

emphasizing socialist modemity over liberal-capitalist modemity, the guerrillas

contrasted their vision with the nationalism of elite sectors. Having established the

ideological parameters of guerrilla nationalism, the subsequent chapter will more

precisely examine the man¡er in which the left sought to activate different sectors of

the population while liberating physical space to create anew Guatemala. First,

however, one must establish a theoretical methodology for analyzing contentious

nationalisms and identiff various imaginings in Guatemala during the 1960s.

I. The Rhetoric of the Nation and Contentious Nationalisms

Prior to examining evidence, it is necessary to expand the theoretical premises

upon which this argument is built. Taking Craig Calhoun's appropriation of

"discursive formations" back to its Foucaultian source, we find in The Archeology of

Knowledge thatFoucault cautions historians against automatically assuming the

existence of continuity, unity, and chains of inference within history. Contrarily, he

believes that systems of dispersion and forms of division are more usefui than

uncritically accepting notions oftradition, causality, development, and evolution.65

With an air of scholarly skepticism, Foucault writes,

s Robert Young, Postcolonialism: an Historical Introduction, (Oxford: Blackrvell publishing, 2001), p.
5.
65 Michel Foucault, The A¡cheolosv ofKnorvledse, A.M. Sheridan Smith (trans), (London: Routledge
Classics, 2002), pp. 23,28, autd 41.
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Whenever one can describe, between a number of statements, such a
system ofdispersion, whenever, between objects, types of statement,
concepts, or thematic choices, one can define a regularity (an order,
correlations, positions and functionings, transformations), we will say for
the sake of convenience, that we are dealing with a díscursiveformation -
thus avoiding words that are overladen with conditions and consequences,
and in any case inadequate to the task ofdesignating such a dispersion,
such as'science','ideology','theory', or'domain of objectivity'.66

By critically framing sources of evidence th¡ough the discursive formations that

Calhoun denotes "the rhetoric ofthe nation," an analysis of Guatemalan gueûilla

nationalism emerges. Therefore, it matters little whether participants in the armed

struggle used the words "Guatemala" or "nation" to understand, contextualize, and

justifi/ their uprising. More importantly rather, that they used a rhetoric to grasp and

legitimize their conceptions of these words. In this sense, notions of the people, the

masses, the indigenous, modemity, revolution, popular will, Tricontinentalism,

comrades, the people's war, women, and the workers become particularly

illuminating.

It must not be presupposed, however, that the emergence of a guerrilla

nationalism expanded, or conversely limited, the parameters of the national

imagination to two principal constructions. That is to sa¡ the existence of a

contentious guerrilla nationalism does not negate the proliferation ofvarious

constructions of the Guatemalan nation by others. On the contrary, countless

"rhetorics" of the Guatemalan nation existed in the 1960s, imagined by a host of

different ideological, political, ethnic, economic, and cultural groups. Indeed,

between the successive govemmental regimes from 1958-1967 , no uniform or

homogeneous vision of Guatemala existed, as each adminishation interpreted the

uu tbid.,p.42
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Guatemalan historical, economic, and political reality differently. It may be well-

worth considering that with the exception ofthe administ¡ation ofJacobo Arbenz

(and perhaps Juan José A¡évalo), there were few, ifany, instances where

governments underlook a nationalist project substantively to compromise the class

position of the oligarchy and owners of the means ofproduction or challenge the base

ofnational power.

During the administration of Miguel Ydígoras Fuentes from i959-1963, for

example, the President vainly attempted to impose his convoluted conceptualization

of Guatemala on the existing national structure, perfectly illustrating why historian

Roland Ebel could only describe him as a "misunderstood caudillo."6i Similar to the

guerrillas of the Frente Guerrillero Edgar lbarrø (FGEI), Ydígoras sought national

modernization, lamenting that "Guatemala is an underdeveloped country -
particularly in its tax system."68 His solution for the nation's pre-modem ills,

however, was the liberalization of hade through the Central American Common

Market (CACM), restricted democratization, the construction of roads and new public

buildings in the Centro Cívico, and mild taxation, perhaps to subsidize his annual

presidential salary of $150,000, the highest in the Westem Hemisphere.6e His efforts

did not go unnoticed particularly with American proponents ofPresident John

Kennedy's Alliance for Progress. A¡ editorial in the New York Daily News, for

67 
Ebel explains "H e tvas a caudillo by temperament and tradition, but a democrat by conviction; a

Íaditionalist Catholic with a social conscience; an alti-communist but not a reactionary one; a social
conservative, and yet a modemizer; a nationalist rvho nonetheless recognized the importance ofthe
United States to the stability and growth ofthe Guatemalan economy." Roland Ebel, Misunderstood
Caudillo: Mieuel Ydísoras Fuentes and the Failu¡e of Democ¡acv in Guatemala, (Lanham, Maryland:
University Press ofAmerica, 1998), p. xxvi.
öE Miguel Ydígoras Fuentes, Mv War With
Hill, 1963), p. 3.
6e Handy, ciÍì ofthe Devil, pp. 152- 153.

(Englervood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice
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example, opined that "ln a valiant effof to eliminate feudal conditions that originally

made possible a 'red' take-over of the country, he has been slowly modemizing the

economy and goveniment of the country."70 Elite rhetoric of modemization

contained traces ofpositivist thought that formed the basis for liberal and

conservative ideologies in Guatemala. In this way, positivism provided a rubric for

capitalist modemism that could be seized upon by elite sectors as they imagined and

sought to manufacture their respective national projects. Propelled by positivism's

will to progress, elite modemism came to flourish as a comprehensive ideology,

though one harnessed by a desire to protect wealth and power. A contradiction

emerged between the yeaming for progress and modemity and a hesitancy to

seriously reform or restructure existing means ofproduction and an export economy

that was subservient to foreign markets.Tl

Also mirroring the lefì, Ydígoras revised national history to serve his

purposes. His interpretation conveniently secured his position as the legitimate heir

of the 1944 Octobe¡ Revolution that overth¡ew President Jorge llbico. Although

Ydígoras served as Ubico's public works minister in the 1940s, he quickly distanced

himself from the regime as it collapsed under the weight of immense popular

mobilization in the spring of 1944. He later w¡ote of his former boss, Ubico, that

"With a peculiar talent, he did everything to create dissatisfaction in the country.,,?2

Given the immensely stratified political climate of the late 1940s, an ideological

?0 
Quoted in Ebel, Misunderstood Caudillo, p. xxiv.t' Fà, u discussionãf positiu[mJGase see Charles A. Hale,

Nineteenth-Century Mexico, (Princeton: Princeton Unive6ity Press, 1989); Charles A. Hale, ,?olitical
Ideas and Ideologies in Latin America, 1870-1930," in Ideas and Ideoloeies in Twentieth Centurv
L¿tin America, Leslie Bethell (Ed), (Cambridge: Cambridge University press, 1996); Leopoldo Zea,

þsltyu¡qj¡far4re, (translated by Josephine H. Schulte), (Austin: University ofTexas Press, 1974).
'' Ydígoras, My War rvith Communism, p. 35.
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rupture divided the forces ofthe October Revolution into conservative and

progressive camps. While the democratic left, such as the Méndez Montenegro

brothers' Partído Revolucionario (Revolutionary Party or PR) and the PGT identified

with Juan José Arévalo and Jacobo Arbenz, Ydígoras and his followers in the

Redencíón considered Colonel Francisco Arana as the true inheritor of the mass

movement. Thus, when Arana was killed by govemment forces loyal to Arbenz in

1949 due to his involvement in a planned coup against President Arévalo, he became

the right's first martyr of the revolutionary decade and a cause celebre for Ydígoras

who helped orchestrate an annual moment ofsilence for the fallen conservative,T3

Greg Grandin states that, in historical retrospective, the Guatemalan right still regards

Arana's death as the beginning of the civil wa..7o With Arana removed, Ydígoras

presented himself as the logical successor to the October Revolution and fought what

he perceived to be the communistic govemments of A¡évalo and Arbenz, then later

the undemocratic government of Carlos Castillo Armas,75

Beyond revising the national historical narrative to suit his ideological and

nationalist purposes, Ydígoras also invoked hostility against Great Britain for its

continued presence in Belize, which many Guatemalans regarded as a part oftheir

national territory. More importantly though, Ydígoras used the pretext of the Cuban

7r See Ebel, Misunderstood Caudillo, p. 16; Ronald Schneider, Communism in Guatemala. 1944-1954,
(Nerv York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1959), pp. 3 I -32 and Schlesinger and Kinzer, Bitter Fruit, p. 46.
" Grandin, The Last Colonial Massacre, p.83. Others argue that it b€gan in early July 1954 following
the ouste¡ ofArbenz, while some contend that it began on l3 November l9ó0 with the baÍacks coup.
Most on the ¡evolutionary left regard the Iaunching ofthe guerrilla insunection on 6 February 1962 as
the start.
75 Both Ydígoras and Castillo Armas rvere approached by the Central Intelligence Agency to carry out
the counter-revolutionary revolt against President Arbenz, though Ydígoras claims that he refused
because he didn't want to be dictator (My War 49-50). The authors of,Bilter.Frlrjt put forth fhe
argument that the State Department found him much too reactionary. Schlesinger and Kinzer, Bifter
Fruit,, p. l2l.
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Revolution to foster fears of "Castro-Cornmunism" and help entrench his power.76

By branding himself as a crusader against foreign communism, not only was

Ydígoras able to discredit A¡évalo and Arbenz, but also challenge disloyal

Guatemalan supporters of the Cuban Revolution. Communist activists like Fernando

Arce Behrens and Alejandro Silva Falla-the former an editor for the university

newspaper E/ Es tudíante, who was murdered in the "Case of the 28"7?-and others

like them were denounced as treasonous pawns and foreign agents ofCuba.78

Through such rhetorical guises, the Ydígoras regime portrayed itselfas a defender of

Guatemalan values and sovereignty while simultaneously using nationalist discourse

to harm the reputation of its opponents.

While Ydígoras was prone to utilizing nationalist sentiments to polarize political

matters, so too were his opponents. When he was overthrown in March 1963 by

members of the military, the conspirators explained their actions with nationalist

jargon. Ydígoras's downfall came with the naiVe decision to permit Juan José

Arévalo to run in the 1963 presidential election, convinced that Arévalo had no

popular support. Unfortunately for Ydígoras, the military elite and the Kennedy

administration saw the realistic potential for an Arévalo victory and sent tanks to

Ydígoras's house to relieve him of his command.Te Using the pretext of national

defense, Minister of Defense Enrique Peralta Azurdia was placed in the presidency

and the plotters issued a statement on 30 March 1963 explaining that "the Republic is

?ó His ramblings about Castro begin on the second page ofhis memoirs and seldom ¡elent.
" The "Case ofthe 28" was the first mass disappearance ofleftists in Guatemala by the state that
effectively eliminated many ofthe left's ties to the A¡benz period. For more on this, please see chapter
2.
7E Ydígoras, Mv War with Communism, p. 100.
7e The American role in the coup rvas firsì broken by foreign conespondent Georgie Anne Geyer of
The Chicago Daily Netvs.
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on the brink of an intemal conflict as a result ofsubversion promoted by pro-

Communist sectors, and because of the infiltration of Communists that had become

more alarming each day."80

Beyond the Ydígoras regime, other bodies used different constructions ofthe

nation to contextualize their programmes and visions. By the mid-I960s, with the

election of the Julio César Méndez Montenegro government and the proliferation of

rightwing death squads, numerous contentious nationalisms rhetorically and

violently engaged one another in the national theatre. The Méndez administration

identified itself as the "Third Govemment of the Revolution," thus placing itself as

the moral successor of Arbenz and in direct lineage of the October Revolution. While

leftist detractors from the regime preferred to see it as "the fourth govemment of the

counter-revolution,"sl Méndez viewed his government as a coalition of ¡eformist

progressives who sought the reintegation ofthe guerrillas into national life.82

Permeating his reconciliatory administration was discourse that placed the nation

within the strictures of familial bonds and called for unity to end the civil conflict. In

one of its first decrees while in power, Méndez's cabinet announced that, in face of

the escalating violence, "it is imperative to establish the climate necessary in order

that the desire for national unity that animates the Govemment may allow peace and

concord to reign within the Guatemalan family."83 Similarly, months later, in late

E0 Gott, Guerrilla Movements in Latin America, p. 45.
Er Galich, Guatemala, p. 85.
E2 

"Guatemalan Regime Lifts State of Siege; Bids Nation Unite," The Netv york Tines,3 July 1966, p.
9.
83 lbid, p. 9.
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1966, for exarnple, Interior Minister Hector Mansilla Pinto called for "peace in the

Guatemalan family."sa

Grossly exaggerating the PR's patriarchic nationalist values were those of

militant death squads, such as MANO Blanca that vowed to "eradicate national

renegades and traitors to their country."85 Guatemalan sociologist Gabriel Aguilera

Peralta writes that death squads "were activated under extremely patriotic and

virulently anticommunist symbols."86 Militantly defying all other claims to the

nation, particularly left-wing imaginings, Guatemala's death squads-for which the

country has the dubious distinction ofproducing the fìrst such roaming bands of

brutal vigilantes in Latin America-bound their rhetoric to challenging left-wing

subversion as the foreign infiltration of an alien ideology. Often directed by wealthy

businessmen, such as Raúl Lorenzana, with the complicity of right-wing politicians

and military officers, Guatemala's notorious death squads complemented the

govemment's counter-insurgency campaign of 1966-1967 . Consequently, they

became a well-publicized facet of national life as their leaflets and proclamations-.

complete with explicitly nationalist discursive formations-were distributed

throughout the capital and other population centres. One such leaflet, published by

the Anti-Communist Council of Guatemala (CADEG), explains,

The anti-communist forces of Guatemala and the squads ofjustice spread
throughout the country must seek out and discover the hiding places ofthe
Castro-Communist traitors. They must pay with their lives for the crime
of treason to the Fatherland implied in their attempts to infiltrate the

8a Norman Gall, "We Plan to Gain Control... From the Bottom Up," Toronto Daily Star,S November
1966,p.9.
E5 Horvard Sharckman, "The Vietnamization of Guatemala: U.S. Counterinsurgency Programs," in
Jonas and Tobis, Guatemala, p. 200.
Eó 

Quoted in Timothy P. \rVickham-Crorvley, "Terror and Guenilla Wa¡fare in Latin America, 1956-
1970," Compa¡ative Studies in Sociew and Historv, Vol.32, No. 2 (April 1990), p.208_
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country; they must be killed without pity like rabid dogs; their stinking
bodies must not be interred in the sacred soil of Guatemala, but rather be
offered as carrion to birds ofprey.. .8?

Further emphasizing the importance of work ethic, honesty, discipline, and order in

the name of the Fatherland, Guatemalan death squads laboured to defend their vision

ofthe nation from leftist "anti-patriots."8E In the view ofdeath squad members, they

were patemalistically protecting a fragile nation from the delinquency ofthose who

sought other avenues to fulfill their national project. Having established the existence

of numerous Ladino nations-and aware that radically different concepts of tho

nation were unveiled by various indigenous, gendered, and class-based groups in a

comucopia of contentious nationalist imaginings-it is necessary to tum to the

actions that marked the precursor to the armed insunection in the 1960s, namely the

early attempt to overthrow Ydígoras by elements of the military and how it spawned a

leftist vision of Guatemala.

II. Nationalism and the Incipient Armed Struggle

Historians' use ofnationalism as an ideological framework to understand the

actions of the Guatemalan left during the post-I954 era invariably concentrates on the

events surrounding 13 November 1960. It was on this day that junior military

officers from the Matamoros and Zacapabanacks revolted against the govemment of

President Miguel Ydígoras Fuentes, thus-though unknown to them at the time-

initiating the embryonic phase ofthe 1960s guerrilla insurrection. To simply say

that enraged nationalist sentiments were responsible for the November 13 conspiracy

is misleading. As historian Jim Handy makes clear, the fiscal com,rption of the

87 Gabriel Aguilera Peralta and Jobn Beverly, "Terror and Violence as Weapons ofCounterinsurgency
in Guatemala," Latin American Perspectives, Vol. 7, No. 2/3, (Spring-Summer, 1980), p. 104.
E8 lruüs MacBeath, "Guatemala's Daily Political Killings," îí ì ii,nã o¡Urdon,n Mày ß67,p.4.
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Ydígoras regime, along with the President's tendency to promote old cronies from the

dictatorship ofJorge Ubico and bypass the logical promotion process, outraged the

junior officers.Ee This being said, however, Ydígoras's decision to allow Cuban

exiles to train at the Helvetia finca in Retalhuleu in preparation for the Bay ofPigs

invasion ofCuba, incensed the officers and was one of the focal points of their

critique of the government. Ydígoras hoped that through cooperation he would be

able to curry favour with US President Dwight D. Eisenhower, with whom he had

experienced strained relations.eo The offìcers, however, saw things differently.

In 1960, permission was granted to Brigade 2506, consisting ofmercenaries

conscripted by allies of former Cuban dictator Fulgencio Batista and anti-Cast¡o

Cuban exiles, to train secretly on Guatemalan soil in preparation for an invasion of

Cuba. The presence of the Cubans offended a fratemity ofjunior offrcers who

belonged to a secret organization with leftist sympathies called the Logia del Niño

Jesúser (Company of the Baby Jesus). French philosopher Régis Debray wrote of the

group, "Bom out of a kind ofpatriotic humiliation, of secular and nationalist

inspiration, taken with modemism and moralism, it was rather like a Central

American version of the'Young Turks'."e2 Members o¡ associates of the Logia del

Niño Jesús included Alejandro de León, Marco Antonio Yon Sosa, Augusto Loarca,

and Luis Turcios Lima, who had retumed from the Petén Depafment to participate in

the barracks coup.e3 Also among the ranks were a number of officers who had

Ee Handy, Gift ofthe Devil. pp. 152-153.

'o C.orii" at 
" 

C"y.", fwÅts and Tums of Our Guatemala Polic y," Chicago Daily Netvs,24
Decembe¡ 1966, p. 5.
er Aguilera, "Terror and Violence," p. 93.
e2 Régis Debray,
(London: Penguin Books, 1978), pp. 276-277.
"r Gott, Guerrilla Movements in Lalin America, p. 36

, Rosemary Sheed (trans),
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participated in the August 1954 revolt at the Roosevelt Hospital in Guatemala City

against the army of Colonel Carlos Castillo Armas, following the deposition of

President Jacobo Arbenz's democratic regime. Years later Turcios Lima-who

played a relatively small role in the uprising, though historians subsequently credited

him as being ¿ ls¿de¡e4-¡sgounted to aNew York Zirres joumalist that the Cubans'

activity in Guatemala "was a shameless violation of our national sovereignty. And

why was it permitted? Because our Government is a puppet."es

Unfortunately for the golpístas, many who had pledged allegiance to the

revolt prior to 13 November failed to paficipate as the uprising began to materialize.

Consequently, only one-third of the military joined the attempted mutiny and it was

crushed by officers loyal to the Ydígoras regime after a few days.e6 Although

Ydígoras denounced the treasonous officers as "Castro-Communists"eT and suggested

that they had "been paid with Castro's money,"eE his nationalist remarks were largely

rhetorical. For their part, the participating officers who became guerrillas later

rejected the revolt's juvenile aims. Marco Yon Sosa, who formed the FAR with

Turcios Lima, stated in 1964 that, "It was the very limited scope of the movement's

political orientation that caused its military downfall; having a huge arsenal and a

military zone under control signified nothing, so long as the military leaders did not

understand clearly why they were fighting and toward what goal they were

moving."ee Yon Sosa also argued of the revolt that "If we had succeeded, it would

ea Handv. Gift ofthe Devil. o. 231.
nt alun äolwãd,; lvithìt! Guerritlas in Guate mata," The Ne.w york Titnes,26 hsne 1966, p. l8
e6 

Jonas, The Battle for Guatemala, p. 66.
e7 Ydígoras, My $/ar rvith Communism, p. 160.
e8 coft: cu;ni]ì; MovemenË in Latin Amedca, p. 37.* nruni.¡t.risãn"" 

"na 
n"*t,rrion," p. 179.
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have been one more military coup."l00 Such a statement sits well with the

historiographic perception ofthe officers as mostly apolitical but who were later

radicalized while in exile in Honduras and El Salvador and through their associations

with Guatemalan campesínos. For example, Adolfo Gilly, an Argentinean Trotskyist,

suggested that while the go lpistas "raised a nationalist and anti-imperialist ban¡er,',

the 13 November plot "was completely devoid of socialist ideas."ror It may be well

worth pointing out, though, that the 13 November conspirators were perhaps more

progressive than they credited themselves. For example, the so-called ,.13 November

Manifesto," issued during the revolt called for the "instillation of a regime ofsocial

justice in which riches pertain to those who work and not to the exploiters, those who

starve the people, and the gringo imperialists."l02 Despite this declaration, historical

consensus seems to have formed around the notion that, although nationalistic, the

officers lacked any sort ofleÍÌist consciousness.

Conceding that the offìcers were indeed nationalists and possessed vague

leftist sentiments, there were a number ofevents that transpired over the subsequent

year that radicalized a core group of officers into revolutionary nationalists. The

appearance of some eight hundred peasants at the military base in Zacapa and their

demand for weapons to fight alongside the rebels during the l3 November revolt

caught lhe golpistas by surprise and the military officers were reluctant to ann the

voluntee¡ civilian militia.l03 The peasants' spontaneous manifestation of solidarity

rm Handv. Gift ofthe Devil. o. 231.

'o' aaolio C-itty, fio Cu#illa Movement in Guatemala," Monrhly Review, Vol. l?, No. l, (May
l96s), p. 13.
I02 Recovery of Historical Memory Project (REMHI), Guatemala: Never Aeain!, (Maryknoll, N.y.:
Orbis Book, 1999), p. l9l.
r0r Franh "Resistance and Revolution," p. l?9.
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and their willingness to paficipate in a military uprising, though unfulfilled, made an

impression on many ofthe officers. Similarly, the rebels spent a briefperiod in exile

with Yon Sosa in Honduras and Turcios Lima in El Salvado¡ and were radicalized by

their close contactwilh catnpesinos, who shared comparably wretched living

conditions as the rebels' countÕ,Tnen. Retuming to Guatemala four months later,

Turcios Lima, Yon Sosa, and Alejandro de León arranged meetings with various

political parties to decide which best shared their evolving political worldview. It

\ryas soon decided that the clandestine PGT best represented the rebels.

Over the next several years, the guerrilla war erupted and slowly spread in

Guatemala, as it found in the PGT an ideology that it could employ to make sense of

the perennial suffering of the nation's poo¡. Without going into detail over the many

growths and cont¡actions ofvarious fronts and groups over the lifespan of the first

guerrilla insurrection, it is worth noting a number of important events. Following the

chief of Guatemala's secret police Ranulfo GonzíÃez Ovalle's assassination ofrebel

leader Alejandro de León midway tkough 1961 , Turcios Lima enacted revenge upon

Goruâle2, murdering him in late January 1962 as a precurso¡ to the guerrilla war.

Two weeks later, on 6 February 1962, the Movimiento Guerrillero Aléjandro de León

I3 de Noviembre commenced its fìrst insurgent strikes in the Department of lzabal by

attacking military outposts Morales and Bananero and targeting American-owned

United Fruit Company property. Hoping to spark a military coup against Ydígoras

Fuentes, the combatants occupied Radio Internacional and issued a proclamation
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titled "Who We Are, What We Want, and What We Are Fighting For" in which they

demanded democracy, respect for human rights, and the overth¡ow of ydígoras. r0a

In Guatemala City, popular discontent had been festering since December

1961 following fraudulent congressional elections. Early protest had been met with

detention of peaceful activists including the leader of the PR, Mario Méndez

Montenegro (the brother of the future Guatemalan President), and social democratic

advocate Manuel Colom Argueta.l05 Simmering discontent over the state's actions

begat further protest through January and February with the Asocíación de

Estudiantes Universítarios (University Students' Association or AEU) issuing

statements that called into question the legitimacy of the Ydígoras regime. Less than

three weeks following the guerrilla actions in Izabal, the AEU called for a general

strike during the second week of March. In what would become known as Zas

Jornadas, civil dissatisfaction erupted into st¡eet violence as students, workers, and

activists repeatedly clashed with the armed fo¡ces. Rather than quelling the protesters

through fear, state coercion-including the deaths of over a dozen university

students-served to infuriate the crowds and fan¡ed the flames of the demonstrations.

Canying on into April, the atmosphere ofrestlessness and uneasiness reignited the

crisis several times, culminating in the murder of a handful of Universidad de San

Carlos law students on 12 April by the Army.106

For their part, the guerrillas and PGT attempted in vain to capitalize on the

urban agitation in the capital duing Las Jorn¿das. While Turcios Lima and other

Ioa REMHI, Guatemala: Neve¡ Asain!, p. 192.

'o'P-y""to Int"iãio""ã*l""ffiación de la Memoria Histórica (REMHI), cuatemala: ¡Nunca
$d, (Guatemala: D.R. Oficina de De¡ehos Humanos del A¡zobispado de Guatem ala, l99g), p.29.
'ou lbid., p. 3.
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combatants from the United Fruit raid operated as sabotage commandos during the

protests, the PGT endeavored to coordinate the urban revolt and simultaneously

attempted in March to establish the Fr¿nte Guen íllero 20 de Octubre in the hills of

Baja Verapaz under the direction of a 13 Novemb er 1960 golpista Colonel Carlos paz

Tejada. In an episode known as the Concufi named after the mountain range where

the guerrillas operated, the group was discovered by lo cal cotnisados militares and

liquidated by the Army. The govemment claimed that thirteen members were

killed-mostly from the PGT and the Juventud Pat,'iótica de T.abajo (JPT)-and a

number more were arrested in connection, including Rodrigo Asturias Amado, the

son of famed Guatemalan author Miguel Ángel Asturias. ConÍìonted by military

setbacks and the inability to loosen the govemment's grasp on power through popular

protest, the premature alliance ofstudents, workers, and guerrillas of March and April

1962 withered and dissolved. As Régis Debray notes, the political opposition forces

lacked the necessary organic unity to coordinate the ouste¡ ofYdígoras from power

dunng Las Jornadas .to7

The failure of the spring uprising and subsequent military defeats that plagued

the guerrillas ove¡ the summer of 1962 forced them to reconsider their goþrsla

strategy. Traveling to Cuba in September 1962, Turcios Lima, Yon Sosa, and three

othe¡ MR-13 protagonists met with members of the Castro regime, including Emesto

Guevara, for ideological and pragmatic guerrilla instruction. The young officers also

had the opportunity to speak with the exiled Jacobo Arbenz, who served as a teacher

at a military college in Cuba and as theoretical fodder for the new Cuban govemment,

r07 Debray, Critique ofArms, p. 279.
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who claimed to have leamed from his mistakes.ros Fleeing Guatemala in 1954 after

spending a few months in the Mexican Embassy amidst threats against his life,

Arbenz had joined the PGT during 1957 while in exile, seemingly confirming

reactionary concems about his sympathy for communism. Arbenz's ¡elocation to

Cuba in I 960 further raised the ire of conservative elements back in his native

Guatemala.loe For Yon Sosa, his discussion with A¡benz was the most memorable

highlight of the trip, astonishing given that the Guatemalan rebels were on the island

during the October 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis. Yon Sosa later recalled to joumalist

Norman Gall that Arbenz once "wept as he told us he wanted to return to Guatemala.

He said, 'When you thint it convenient for me to join your movement as just another

soldier, I will do so gladly because I want to live again in Guatemala."'ll0

The 1962 trip to Cuba and the wo¡ds of Arbenz exempliff a major shift in the

geo-political insurgent strategy of Latin American leftists. The era of the Cuban

model for insurrectional armed struggle had commenced and quickly established a

counter-hegemonic grip over Latin American Marxist ideologues, many of whom

discarded ¡eformist or passive paths to revolution characteristic of PGT's popular

front line. The adoption of guerilla strategy by sectors of the Guatemalan left

signaled a generational rift between those who had actively participated in the

October Revolution and those who came of age in the light of the militant Cuban

paradigm.lll This rupture can be seen most notably with the strategic disagreements

r08 Indeed, the Cuban leaders-particularly Che Guevara----often pointed to the Arbenz period as the
revolution that failed and tried to draw lessons from its shortcomings.
roe Ydígoras, Mv Wa¡ rvith Communism, p. 147.
f f 0 Norman Gall, "A Red House Divided ," Toronto Daily SraL., 9 November 1966, p.7 .
rrr The generation divide that separated the young from ihe old must be closely conside¡ed. A¡benz
provides a p€rfect example ofan October Revolution participant who later embraced armed struggle.
Horveve¡ in other examples, the divide rvas literally generational as was the case ofLeona¡do Castillo
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between the old-line PGT and its militantly-radicalized, youth contingent, the JPT.

While the divide was not always clear cut, it became more pronounced as the 1960s

progressed culminating in a factional dispute over the 1966 elections, then the final

divorce between the PGT and armed left in January 1968. In any case, the presence

of the MR-13 leaders and JPT members in Havana led to bonds of solidarity, which

came to fruition in December 1962 with the temporary unification of the Guatemalan

armed left in the form of the FAR, consisting of the MR-13, the PGT and its armed

faction the Movi¡níento-21 de Octubre, as well as a student-fueled guerrilla outfit

bom from the ashes of Las Jornadas called, Movimiento Revolucionarío- I 2 de Abril.

Towards the end of Octob er 1963, the ÍÌont led by Turcios Lima paid homage to the

recently deceased student activist and one-time president of the Frente Unido de

Estudiantes Guatemaltecos Organizados (United Front ofOrganized Guatemalan

Students or FUEGO), Edgar lbarra, by appropriating his name for their front, thus

becoming the Fre nte Guen'illero Edgar lban a.tl2

Over the next th¡ee years, the guerrilla movement grew and contracted,

merged and separated as different factions adopted diverging and often contentious

ideological framewo¡ks. Long{erm separation ofthe FAR f¡om the PGT due to the

remoteness ofvarious zones ofoperation, allowed for the encroachment ofvarious

Marxist elements into the guerrilla struggle.r13 The incorporation of Mexican

Trotskyists into Yon Sosa's front in Izabal, for example, and its subsequent pledge to

the Fourth Intemational drove a wedge between the guerrilla movement as Turcios

Flo¡es and his son Leonardo Castillo Joh¡son, as rvell as, Miguel Árgel Asturias and Rodrigo
Asturias.
r12 REMHI, Guatemala: Never Asain!, p. 194.

"t D"bruy .luirr', thut ãrtuin frãäiof the FAR received no contact from the PGT from Dec. 1963 -
Aug. 1964. Debray, A Critique of Arms, p. 286.
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Lima and the PGT denounced the Trotskyist influence.rra TheMR-13 under yon

Sosa withdrew from the FAR, as Turcios Lima and the FGEI undertook their own

path, only to ¡eunite the FGEI with the JPT and disparate FAR regionales into a new

FAR in March 1965. Political restructuring in the FAR over the spring of 1965

increased the FGEI's power within the movement. The publication of "Ten Theses of

Organization" in May 1965 reshaped the command structure by drawing the PGT

closer to the armed struggle, while simultaneously giving the FGEI and JPT more

influence within the FAR.rrs By this time, the FGEI had come to formulate its

ideological construction of a Nueva Guatemala.

The guerrilla ideology and class-based, post-colonial analysis of the FGEI and

FAR was grounded in the rhetoric of the Guatemalan nation. ¡ l6 Growing organically

through their guerrilla experiences and indoctrination with Marxism, as well as Cuban

guevarista thought, the guerrillas of the FGEI developed a framer,vork for their

nationalist project that informed their understanding of the revolutionary process in

Guatemala. Calling for a revolutionary revaluation of Guatemalan values, the

subaltem ideological product ofthe armed left began to challenge the national ideals

of elite ìnstitutions after 1962. By 1966, a comprehensive counter-hegemonic

ideology had been formulated by the FGEI and FAR that threatened the legitimacy of

the state's claims to the Guatemalan nation. Manifesting itself in politico-military

rra In part this was bom out ofpragmatism. The FGEI criticized the Fourth Intemational for its
emphasis on the industrial rvorking class, rvhich Guatemala lacked. As well, the Trotskyists' desire to
declare rural areas "liberated" ûom the govemment made peasants from those places lulnerable to
Army repression,
ll5 David A. Crain, "Guatemalan Revolutionaries and Havana's Ideological Offensive of 1966-1968,"

. Vol. 17, No. 2 (May, t975),p. l6s.
r16 It should be noted thut the gue.riliur ofthe fGEI likely did not cill their theory ,,posrcolonial" 

as
the pkase had not yet come into fashion. Thus, rvhat is denoted as post-colonial in this thesis refers to
the body ofthought that is nolv regarded as post-colonial.
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and politico-culturâl forums, the guerrilla construction of the Nueva Guatemala

became the ideological structure that directed the actions of the armed leÍì in

Guatemala during the mid- I 960s. The Guatemalan guerrilla paradigm based itself in

the evolving post-colonial debate of the era and sought the modemization of the

Guatemalan state through class warfare and elimination of a class-based hierarchy.

Further, it aimed to incorporate three fragments of the Guatemalan nation that had

been systematically marginalized by existing social conditions: peasants and workers,

the indigenous, and women, which will be examined in greater detail in the next

chapter. Providing a basis for their guerrilla struggle, the FGEI's project informed

the movement's actions.

IlI. Castro. The Second Declaration o.f Havana, and Tncontinentalism

In modem Latin America, The Second Declaration ofHavana, issued by Fidel

Castro on 4 February 1962 in the Plaza de la Revolución, is the Westem

Hemisphere's seminal contribution to postcolonial theory. Although historian

Robert Young called the speech "the foundational text of the Cuban Revolution,"rrT

its international scope should in no way be underestimated. Adages and maxims

drawn from it became part of the lexicon of those committed to revolutionary armed

struggle, uttered by the likes ofStokely Carmichael of the Black Panther Party,

Amilcar Cabral of the Guinea-Bissau Liberation Movement, and the Tricontinental

Organization. The Second Declaration was issued following the ill-fated I 961 Bay of

Pigs invasion, the same failed counter-revolutionary operation that spawned the l3

November 1960 rebellion in Guatemala. Three aspects of Castro's speech stand out

as crucial for Tricontinental theory. First, after addressing the declaration to the

rr7 Young, Postcolonialism, p. 215.
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peoples of the Americas and the world, Castro detailed the history of Cuba, Latin

America, Asia, Oceania, and Afäca as being one and the same. He queried ,.what is

the history of all these peoples but the history of the cruelest exploitation of the wo¡ld

by imperialism?""8 ln doing so, he used the past to justifu a unified future for the

people of the three continents. Secondly, rather than relying on anti-imperialist

rhetoric alone, Castro sought to activate the masses by empowering people to become

agents ofhistoryby launching guerrilla insurrections. Elaborating on this point,

Castro famously declared,

The duty of every revolutionary is to make revolution. We know that in
America and throughout the world the revolution will be victorious. But
revolutionaries cannot sit in the doorways of their homes to watch the
corpse ofimperialism pass by. The role ofJob does not behoove a
revolutionary.l Ie

Finally, and perhaps most importantly for Latin American post-colonial theory, the

revolutionary aphorisms of The Second Declaration defined Cuba as ..Free Territory',

and Cubans as the "Free People of America." In doing so, a revolutionary

reinterpretation of the history of Latin America gained credibility. While

acknowledging that the first quarte¡ of the 19û century witnessed Latin American

political independence from Spain, sovereignty did not mean an end to exploitation.

Admittedly, Castro was not the first Latin American to make this assertion; indeed,

Latin American Marxists had made similar arguments throughout the 20th century.

The importance of Castro in this regard was that the Cuban govemment was the first

socialist regime in the Westem Hemisphere to use this interpretation of history to

rrE Fidel Castro, "The Second Decla¡ation ofHavana," 4 February 1962, (pamphlet published by the
General Nalional Assembly ofthe People ofCuba).
tre All ¡eferences to the spéech were taien fiom Fídel Casûo, ,,The Second Declaration ofHavana,,, (4
February 1962), Pampl et published by the General National Assembly of the people ofCuba.
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legítinize its power. Supplementing the new Cuban paradigm was the work of

Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana. His analysis, Neo-Colonialism: The Last Stage of

hnperialisnt, established a thçoretical archetype through which politically sovereign

states could understand their continued exploitation. He wrote,'

The essence of neo-colonialism is that the State which is subject to it is, in
theory, independent and has all the outward trappings of intemational
sovereignty. In reality.it^s economic system and thus its political policy is
directed from outside. r20

Nk¡umah continues to decry neo-colonialism as "the worst form of imperialism. For

those who practise it, it means power without responsibility and for those who suffer

from it, it means exploitation without redress." Neo-colonialism became an

economic and political theory through which the Cuban regime and others in Latin

America could reference their marginalization and plight. Based on the ideological

pronouncements of Nkrumah and the rhetoric of neo-colonialism, the Castro

adrninishation confidently declared that Cuba was indeed "Free Territory" and

defiantly proclaimed in The Second Declaration,

For that great humanity has cried, "Enough!" and has begun to move. Marching
with giant strides they will not be detained until they have conquered true
independence, to which they have died more than once to no avail.

By locating themselves within the anti-imperialist critique, Cuba's ruling clique

placed its struggle within the genealogy of decolonization. Contrary to their

contemporary detractors and opponents, who myopically viewed the Cuban

Revolution as merely a pawn of Soviet hegemony, the Casho regime more closely

identified with Nkrumah, Patrice Lumumba of the Congo, Ho Chi Minh of Vietnam,

and Ben Bella of Algeria than with Nikita Klrushchev.

l20 Krvame Nkrumah, (London: Nelson, 1965), p. ix.
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In the former Afücan and Asian colonies that achieved political independence

after the Second World War,r2r solidarity networks had been established during the

1950s and early 1960s, as an intricate assemblage ofnon-aligned countries attempted

to steer a course between American and Soviet spheres ofinfluence. In 1955, the

Bandung Conference was held in Indonesia, presenting "the first blueprint for

solidarity between the colonized countries."l22 Twenty-nine countries participated at

Bandung and the personalities that attended included Nehru, Nkrumah, Tito, Sukamo,

and Nasser representing newly created states. The conference laid the antecedents for

the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries and theoretical constructions such as the

idea of the "Third World" as an altemative to the "worlds" of the capitalist core and

socialist bloc. Following several other pan-Afücan, pan-Asian, and Afro-Asian

solidarity conferences, a Cuban delegate was invited to attend the Fourth Session of

the Council of Solidarity of the Afio-Asian Peoples at Bandung in April 1961 . In that

same month, the Castro regime scored a major psychological and military victory at

the Bay ofPigs, highlighting the need for a solidarity bond between Afäca, Asia, and

Latin America. In late February 1965, Che Guevara delivered his famous speech at

the Organization of Afro-Asian Solidarity's Second Economic Seminar in Algeria,

where he moved to establish the fledgling ties between the Cuban Revolution, Latin

America, Asia, and Afüca and gracefully displayed his proletarian intemationalism,

I2r As Soto points out, the events in Africa that precipitated the demand for unity included the Eglptian
Revolution of 1952, the Algerian war for independence from France, Kenyan resistance, the
establishment ofthe republics ofGhana and Guinea, and the struggle in the Portuguese colonies. See
Lionel Soto, "First Conference ofthe Peoples ofThree Continents," World Marxist Review, Vol. 9,
No.4 (April 1966),p.5. InAsia, Sukamo's Indonesia, the Chinese Revolution ofl949, the Korea
conflict, and the Vietnamese defeat ofFrance and the subsequent American invasion ofSouth Vie¡:am
in 1962 c¡eated a ¡evolutionary culture ofresistance against irnperialism, though not all ofthese
countries rvere necessarilv united,
r22 Anouar Abdel-Malek quoted in Young, Postcolonialism, p. l9l.
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I would not want to conclude these remarks, this repetition ofconcepts
you all know, without calling the attention of this gathering to the fact that
Cuba is not the only American nation; it is simply the only one that has the
opportunity of speaking before you today; and that other countries are
shedding their blood to win the rights we have; and that when we send our
geetings fiom here, and fiom all the conferences and the places where
they may be held, to the heroic peoples of Vietnarn, Laos, so-called
Poftuguese Guinea, South Affica, or Palestine - to all exploited countries
fighting for their emancipation - we should simultaneously extend our
voice, our hand, our encouragement, to our brother peoples in Venezuela,
Guatemala and Colombia who-today, arms in hand, are giving a resolute
No! to the imperialist enemy.'"

By this time, Latin American integration into the Afro-Asian solidarity network was a

foregone conclusion, a reality formalized by the Fourth Solidarity of the Afro-Asian

Peoples Conference in Winneba, Ghana.

After much preparation and the disappearance of its prime adherer Mehdi Ben

Barka, the new Organization for the Solidarity of Afüca, Asia, and Latin America

congregated in Havana, Cuba from January 3-15, 1966 for the Tricontinental

Conference. The parley provided a forum for revolutionaries to share their

experiences and draw up a comprehensive programme to combat the forces of

imperialism. Central to the process was the passing of numerous resolutions not only

to draw intemational attention to conflicts around the globe, but also to give the

Tricontinental a social, political, economic, and cultu¡al agenda and strategy which

included the publication of Tricontinental Magazin¿. Simultaneousl¡ the Conference

integrated ideas and slogans spelled ottin The Second Declaration, thus tying Cuba

and Latin America to the larger global resistance against imperialism led by African

and Asian movements. With some 512 accredited delegates representing 83 guerrilla

movements, political parties, and organizations from 82 countries, the Conference

r23 Emesto Che Guevara, Che: S€lected Works of Emesto Guevara. Rolando E. Bonachea and Nelson
P. Valdes (trans and eds), (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1969), p. 359.
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gamered attention from throughout the globe. Criticism came from across the

political spectrum with the iy'¿w York Times highlighting the Sino-soviet tensions

while dismissing the Conference's anti-irnperialist critique.i2a Meanwhile,

Argentinean Trotskyists accused Castro ofliquidating Che Guevara, who was

mysteriously absent from the Conference.r25 By contrast, the protagonists ofthe

gathering were elated. President of the Chilean delegation-and future President of

Chile-Salvador Allende suggested that the fruits of the Conference "are of the

$eatest historical importance, representing as they do the consolidation ofour

common struggle against imperialism and old and new colonialism."l26 lntemational

interest in the Tricontinental Conference was more than justified by the politicai

charades that occurred at the Hotel Habana Libre-fonrierly the Havana Hilton-

where the parley was held. From the dispute between the Chinese and Soviets to

chairman Raul Roa Garcia's declaration that "there is only one way out for the

imperialists-the grave which we will dig for them,"r27 the Conference is wofhy of

much more historical analysis than it has received, especially from a Guatemalan

perspective.

Back in 1962, from somewhere within Guatemala, Luis Turcios Lima listened

intently with his wife, Gladis, to Casho's pronouncement of The Second Declaration

of Havana on the radio. In a 1965 letter to Gladis, he later recalled how he had

r2a "Tone of Agenda is Anti-U.S," ?,f,e ¡y'ew yot.k Tines,4 Jarùrary 1966, p.5; ,.Hanoi Urges
Condem¡ation ofU.S. at Parley in Havana," The New York Tirnes,5 Jantary 1966, p. 3; .,Help for
Vietcong is Urged atHavana," The Netv York Times, l4 January 1966, p. 8; Richard Eder, ,,Cuba

Again Tightens Its B elt," The Netv York Tintes, 16lanuary 1966, p. E4; "Leftist Parley Ends in Havana
With Victory for Chinese Reds," l,l¡e ly'ø v York Tintes,l6 January 1966,p.7.
"' Adolfo Gilly, "A Conference Without Glory and Without Program," Monthly Revierv, Vol. 17, No.
l^l (April 1966), p. 27. Ofcourse, it rvas later revealed that Che had been in the Congo.
"" Tricontinental Bulletin, Vol. I No. I (April 1966), p. 5.
f27 Embassy ofCuba in Ottawa, Havana îri-Continental Conference, (Havana, 1966),p.3.
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attempted to explain the theoretical aspects of Castro's diatríbe to her, while he

himself struggled to make sense of it all.r28 By early 1966, however, Turcios Lima

had appropriated aspects of a post-colonial critique through which he understood the

place of the FGEI in constructing a Nueva Guatemala. His ideological commitment

to armed struggle, as well as his earlier trip to Cuba won him favour with the Cuban

brass, though Castro initially considered inviting MR-13 and Yon Sosa to the

Tricontinental Conference, until he leamed of Yon's Trotskyist sympathies. The

decision was quickly entrenched within the incipient Organization as Turcios Lima

became a Latin American poster boy of the Conference.¡2e

Besides being the chair of the Guatemalan delegation, Turcios Lima also

functioned as the President of the Special Committee on Vietnam. His function in

both capacities illustrates the intemational solidarity that Turcios Lima exuded.

Much more politically astute than the l9 year-old officer who participated in the l3

November 1960 rebellion, by the time he took the podium at the Tricontinental

Conference, Turcios Lima had developed a post-colonial Marxist analysis of the

relations of power in Guatemala in the intervening years. In his speech representing

the Guatemalan delegation, Turcios Lima performed the familial liturgy of

Tricontinental solidarity, extending "revolutionary and militant $eetings to the heroic

brother people of Cuba."l30 Almost immediately, however, Turcios Lima launched

into a vitriolic tirade against the US and "the neocolonialist strategy used by Yankee

r2E Edgar Alberto Marroquín, Turcios Lima: Éste sí era Comandante, (Guatemala: Imprenta Vásquez,
1998), p.49.
rze Inte¡est in Tu¡cios Lima was demonst¡ated in the debut issue of h.icontinettal Bulletin (yt. 4),
ryhere inside the magazine, the first picture rvas ofTu¡cios Lima at the Tricontinental Conference.
Subsequently, beyond Castro's praise for Turcios Lima, the young comandante appeared in posteß
issued by OSPAAAL.
I3o Fernández, Turcios Lima, p. I14.
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imperialismunderwhichpeoplehavebeensuffering."¡3rDetailingtheconsequences

of US imperial aggression against the Guatemalan October Revolution, Turcios Lima

allied himself with the genealogy thread of the national historical narrative--contra to

Ydígoras Fuentes-that saw Arbenz as the bourgeois-democratic hero of the

revolutionary period. He continued the narrative, suggesting that to fight "the game

ofnecolonialism Isic] disguised as an apparently formal independence,', a

Guatemalan "war of the people" has begun, where "the Rebel Armed Forces (FAR)

were formed-the political and rnilitary instrument of the Guatemalan people to lead

the war."r32 In Turcios Lima's analysis, by virtue of history, the revolutionary armed

struggle was the denouement ofmaterial historical forces and processes, thus

fulfilling the aspirations of the nation. True to the spirit of revolutionary national

rebirth detailed earlier, and evidence of the "rhetoric ofthe nation," Turcios Lima

claimed that,

In the guerrillas the new Guatemalan man is being formed, and it is due
above all to this factor that the encirclements and offensives by the army,
directed by Yankee experts and armed by imperialism, and in which units
ofother Central American armies have already taken paf, have not been
successful against us.l33

Suggestive of Turcios Lima's amalgam of nationalism and intemationalism upon

which Tricontinentalism operated, his speech was not restricted to mere patriotism.

Behind the speaker's platform from where Turcios Lima spoke, there were

enormous iconic images ofthe Tricontinental's forbearers Van Troi, Patrice

Lumumba, César Augusto Sandino, José Martí, and Antonio and Camilo Cienfuegos,

s1'nchronizing Turcios Lima's national narrative with an intemational genealogy of

13t lbid., p. I 16.
r32 lbid., pp. I l6-l17.
¡33 lbid., pp. I18.
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revolutionary heroes.r34 As his speech continued, Turcios Lima said that the ..heroic"

examples of the Vietnamese and Dominican people ideologically and morally

prepared the FAR for the extension of the armed struggle throughout Guatemala.r35

"Bearing in mind our distant comrades fiom Southeast Asia," Turcios Lima

explained, the FAR had changed the name ofa village in the guerrilla zone to ,,Vieþ

Nam."f 36 Foreshadowing Che Guevara's Mess age to the Tricontinental,Turctos

Lima emphasized the importance of solidarity,

Every action undertaken, every blow given, every additional combat
against imperialism, is effective solidarity with the other peoples of the
three continents. Its character may be varied, its intensity may be
different, it may have multiple forms; what matters is that it harm,
undermine, and strike a blow against imperialism.l3T

For his part, Fidel Castro lauded Turcios Lima as responsible for having saved the

Guatemalan revolutionary movement f¡om the influence of Trotskyists. Castro

concluded his final speech of the Conference with praise for Turcios Lima, who

"raised the revolutionary flag of Guatemala and its anti-imperialist movement,

rescuing it from the dirty hands ofmercenaries in the service ofYankee

imperialism."l3s

In his critique of intemationalism, historian Tom Naim, in a rather Eurocentric

fashion, derides internationalism as naive cosmopolitanism, in which intemationalists

often "are accused of this rootless vice by aboriginal spokesmen." One need only

consider Che Guevara's Congolese and Bolivian episodes to support such an

assertion. He continues, arguing that "Intemationalist philosophy asserts that

l3a Embassy ofCuba. Havana Tri-Continental Confe¡ence- o. l6
r35 

Fernánd'ez. Turcio. Li* ttq. 

-'

"u lbid.. o. 121. "
'3t lu¡4., p. tzo.
rrE 

General Secretariat ofthe OSPAAAL. (Havana, 1966), p. 174.
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between ('inter') national or eth¡o-state realities there lies a common higher ground,

and our most sacred duty is to struggle on to it." Naim stresses that intemationalists

simultaneously convince themselves that nationalism is an ,.illusory dimension', and

that national strife isjust "class struggles in disguise."l3e Reminiscent of Hobsbawrn

and Anderson, Naim may be correct that, like nationalism, intemationalism is a

socially manufactured and imagined identity. Indeed, anti-imperialist rnantras

characteristic of intemationalist sentiments may exaggerate material similarities that

transcend vast geo-political realities. However, his argument constructs nationalism

and intemationalism to be polarized, binary opposites that are ideologically

incompatible with one another. Contrary to the conclusions drawn by Naim,

however, this thesis argues that within certain ideological spheres, a degree of

ambivalence operates which does not necessarily see intemationalism and

nationalism as diametrically contrary, but as mutually reinforcing. Turcios Lima and

other proponents of Tricontinentalism saw intemational solidarity as necessary to

fulfill their national projects.lao As the young comandante was quoted as saying in

the first issue of Tricontinental Bulletin, the Tricontinental Conference gave ,,the

revolutionary fighters an extrao¡dinary opportunity to exchange experiences. We will

profit from these exchanges in the near future to improve our struggle for

freedom."la¡

r3e Naim Faces ofNationalism. D.29.

'oo Th"r" 
"*irÃ 

un 
"rnbiuul.r,t 

rålationship benveen nationalist p¡ojects and intemational humanism
lndeed, Tricontinental solidarity propaganda art is almost unanimously structu¡ed rvithin national
themes and framervorks, yet the overall message is pewasively international.
''' Tricontinental Bulletin, Vol. l, No. I (April 1966), pp.3-4.
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It was upon both strategic design and internationalist bonds ofsolidarity that the

self-described "soldier of the Am encas,"ta2 Che Guevara, wrote his Message to the

Tt'icontinentul from the mountains of Bolivia, Published in April 1967, fìfty years

after Vladimir Illyich Lenin's lpril Theses, Che famously argued for the creation of

"two, three...many Vietnams."la3 Historian Paul J. Dosal's recent dissection of

Guevarist thought persuasively contends that Che's M¿ss age was not a theory but a

strategy for the global defeat of imperialism and that rather than replacing the ideas

detailed in Guerrìlla LIlarfare, his Message complemented them.raa pragmatically

speaking, revolutionary intemationalism between the continents of Latin America,

Afüca, and Asia aimed to cause imperial overstretch for the US, thus strengthening

regional and local anti-imperialist national struggles. In this context, the relationship

between intemationalism and nationalism cannot as easilybe dismissed. Forhis

efforts in the strategy, Che honoured Turcios Lirna posthumously in The Message for

giving his "blood in this last stage of the fight for the total fieedom ofman."ra5

With their posfcolonial crìtique, the guerrillas of the FGEI were concemed with

two forms of imperialism: neo-colonial or economic and military. Within the recent

history of Guatemala, US imperialism had reared its head most significantly during

the 1953-1955 period. It was at this time when the Boston-based United Fruit

Company along with its subsidiaries Intemational Railways of Central America and

Electric Bond and Share acted in concert with the Eisenhower administration and

ra2 Paul J. Dosal, Comandante Che: Guerrilla Soldier. Commander. and St¡atesist. 1956-1967,
(University Park: The Pennsylvania State Universiry Press, 2003), p. 32.
"' Emesto Che Guevara, "Message to the Tricontinental," in Guerrilla Warfa¡e, (Int¡oduction by Marc
Becker), (Lincoln: University ofNebraska Press, 1998), p. 175.
"' Dosal. Comandante Che. DD. 2l5-216.
'ot Gu"uuru,;M"r*[-to th" iriconrinental," p. l?0.
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Central Intelligence Agency to plan and execute the overthrow ofthe Arbenz

government. Afterwards, the military dictatorship of Colonel Carlos Castillo Armas

was implemented under the guise ofan organic and nationalist popular rebellion.

American and Guatemalan elite economic interests had been threatened by the

implementation of A¡benz and the PGT's Agrarian Reform Act that expropriated

unused land from large land owners, including the United Fruit Company and its

subsidiaries, and redistributed it to landless catnpesinos. The mobilization of extreme

right-wing students in the Comité de Estudiantes Universitarios Anticomunistas

(CEUA) at the Universidad de San Carlos, the Catholic Church, conservative middle-

planters, and disgruntled former military officers fed the CIA with a domestic cache

ofresistance against the Arbenz govemment. ra6 Coupled with a psychological

campaign led by the American Embassy in Guatemala City, the well-organized

counter-revolutionary forces- -orchestrated by the Eisenhower adminishation-

convinced members ofArbenz's military brass to plot against the president. Upon

losing effective conhol of the military, Arbenz resigned in late June 1954 and sought

refuge in the Mexican Embassy.

Such overt imperialist meddling in the affairs of Guatemala alerted subsequent

generations ofradical circles to the dangers posed by imperialist and neo-colonial

forces. Moreover, in the eyes of Guatemalan leftists, the active involvement of

civilians in the counter-revolutionary camage thus implicated specific political groups

as collaborating classes tied to the American imperialist project, Many members of

the CEUA, particularly Mario Sandoval Alarcón-by his own admission an

r{ó Perhaps the best account ofcivilian activism against Arbenz is Grandin's Jhe Last Colonial
Massacre.
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uffelenting neo-fascistlaT-played a dominant role as members of the Movimiento de

Liberación Nacional (MLN) in dictating and influencing govemmental policy during

the civil war and organizing the formation of(and in some cases, participating in)

death squads. In this light, the Guatemalan civil war can be seen as a four decade-

long blood-feud between progressive and reactionary segments ofthe population over

their vision of the national project. Indeed, ofthe collaborating classes, Turcios Lima

announced "We shall not lay down our arms until the enemy - the imperialists and

their lackeys - is completely defeated."las One report on the FAR for Monthly

Review demonstrated that the FAR "teaches that the enemies of the Guatemalan

people are the American imperialists, the Guatemalan military, and the Guatemalan

wealthy classes, and that these three a¡e intimately related."rae Finally, ajoint

communiqué fiom Luis Turcios Lima and Bernardo Alvarado Monzón from the

summer of 1966 argued that,

the economic problems can not be solved with partial reforms but with the
revolutionary transformations, diametrically opposed to the subservient
policy ofdeferring to the interests of the Yankee monopolies, and their
local associates, which impede the development of the national
economy.'50

In fact, the intimacy between Guatemalan counte¡-revolutionaries and the US

govemment was a feature that the guerrillas of the FGEI relied on and introduces the

military aspect of US imperialism. In speaking with joumalists, members of the

FGEI often boasted of their ability to draw US Marines into the conflict as happened

in Vietnam and Santo Domingo. Indeed, many members encouraged foreign

la? BIack, Garrison Guatemala. n. 18.

' 

o t Femátr[, Jurcios 

-ti-". 
o.'g¡.

'4' John Ehre;eich anã-Barbå¡a Eh¡enreich, "A Favorable Vierv of FAR,,,Monthly Review, Vol. lg,
No. 9 (February 1967),Þ.29..
f50 Tricontinental Bulleti¡, Vol.l, No. 4 (July 1966), pp. 4041.
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intervention with one guerrilla challenging an American newspaperwoman, ,,,We

want them to fight. As the Guatemalan military gets more and more hopeless, they,ll

be forced to take over more and more." He continued, adding, ,lt will be an openly

mercenary army, and this will help us because those who are undecided now - who

say, 'No, we won't take sides' - will fight with us then against the outside

intervention. "'lsr César Montes even admitted that the FGEI worked imperialist

military intervention into their calculations of the revolutionary struggle, joking that

the US will soon be able to say "that they are fighting against the Nofh

Guatemalans."ls2

The point to be made here is that the FGEI and FAR participated in a larger global

network ofrevolutionary movements, based largely out ofHavana, in the form of the

Tricontinental Organization. The relationship between the Guatemalan guerrillas and

foreign adherents to Tricontinental principles was s1'rnbiotic; that is to say, while the

FAR shared experiences and strategies with other revolutionaries and helped

intemationally I egstimize Castro's project in Cuba, the Tricontinental also placed a

post-colonial critique on the left's agenda as a way for them to contextualize their

struggle.r53 Such anti-imperialist discourse provided the FGEI with a revolutionary

r5r Georgie Arure Geyer, "Green Berets in Guatemala - Reb e\s," Chicago Daily Nervs,22 December
1966,p. 6.
152^,\raleano, , p. 72 and Georgie Anne Geyer, "Left, Right, and Yankee:
The Blood of Guatemala," The Nation, 8 July 1968, p. 9.
"'With regard to the Guatemalan armed struggle ofthe 1960s, it should be made clear that
Tricontinental intemationalism was not a characteristic ¡eserved solely to Luis Turcios Lima, though
he was the most publicized adherent ofthe philosophy. For example, historian David A. crain creãits
orlando Femández, who penned the defmitive biography ofrurcios Lima, rvith shaping the ideas laid
out in F¡ench theorist Régis Debray's 1967 Revolltion in the Revohttion? durng his tenure in Cuba
(see Crain, "Guatemalan Revolutionaries and Havana's Ideological Offensive,', p. 194). Further, after
césar Montes was appointed commander ofthe Guatemalan guerrilla forces, he too, carried on rvhere
Turcios Lima left off, sending solidarity statements to.Rad¡b flaåa[ø (see Tricontinental Bulletin, Vol.
2, No. 15 (June 1967), p. 30). More importantly, Tricontinental and post-colonial posturing and
frames ofreference were regularly used by the FGEI and larger Guatemalan left as a way to understand
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lexicon through which they formulated their creation of a Nueva Guatemala. Acting

in unison with Tricontinentalism were theoretically-propagated constructions of

socialist modemity upon which their nationalist project was ideologically

manufactured.

IV. Socialist Modemity and the New Man in Guatemala

In his 1967 collection of poems, Papel y Tusa, Guatemalan poet Luis Alfredo

Arango ofthe Grupo Signo Nueuo generation composed a short and socially-

motivated piece entitled "General Electric." He writes,

I saw them bury a dead child
in a cardboard box.
(This is true, and I can't forget it.)
On the box there was a stamp:
"General Electric Company -
Progress is our Best Product" . ..t54

Arango belonged to a generation ofcultural workers, activists, and guerrilleros who

adopted a discourse that contrasted feudalism and modemism to protest the existing

social conditions within Guatemala. Understandably, notions of modemity, progress,

and development came to dominate the ideological frames of reference through which

the armed left understood its project to construct a Nueva Guatemala. They sought to

critique the social anangements created through the high concentration of oligarchic

their struggle and hìstory. Beyond that, post-colonial theoretical positions were a mode for the FGEI
ofconceptualizing their nationalist struggle and filled their discourse as they unveiled their vision ofa
Meva Gratemala.
154 Vi ,"pultu, u un niño muerto

en una caja de cartón.
(Esto es verdad, y no lo olvido.)
Sobre la caja había un sello:
"General Elecb'ic Conpany -
Progt"ess is our Best Producf'.,.

Luis Alfredo Arango, Papel v Tusa, (Guatemala: Editorial Landívar, 1967), p. 8.
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wealth in the country by adopting a language employed by intemational socialist

movements.

Modemity can be viewed as a convoluted and contested ideology. Of course,

this is not to suppose that modemity lacks a concrete material reality, as evidenced

through modem tåchnology, for example. However, this paper emphasizes modemity

as an ideology that can be informed by such material indicators ofprogress.rss Dueto

its contentious nature, modemity-as an abstract concept--can be seized by disparate

historical agents to articulate divergent visions of national development. Like the

struggle for the state, rural spheres ofinfluence, and the national economic means of

production, the ideological dispute over notions of modemity penetrated the discourse

and rhetoric ofcontentious sectors of the Guatemalan population during its thirty-six

year civil war. Thus, disputatious constructions of modemity became weapons on the

ideological battleground between the left and the Guatemalan state. Marked by the

rhetoric of anti-feudalism and grounded in objective factors ofnational subservience

to foreign capital accumulation and domestic economic and social wretchedness, the

guerrillas ofthe FGEI viewed socialist modemity as an essential goal of their national

project. As one commentato¡ said, the struggle of the Guatemalan left was ,,an

aspiration toward modemity."r s6

As mentioned in the introduction, Guatemala City projected the contradictory

forces of liberal-capitalist modemization in its urban space. Although the state's

modemization led to the construction of modem public buildings, it also manifested

r55 The most notable Marxist scholar of modemity, Raymond Williams, similarly recognized the
ideological and material aspects ofmodemity. For him, film and the cinema were the greatest
modemist mediums. See Williams, The Politics of Modemism.
r56 Megan Thomas in Se.gio ValdesÞãroni, p¡gqneje;t ;l ,!fidq, Artenativas/Dezentrale Kunst,
Guatemala./Vienna, 2003.
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itselfin forms such as La Limonada and other urban slums. In the rural reaches of the

country, however, the campesinos and the rural proletariat lived in wretched living

conditions, in which the city paled in comparison. In the I 960s, economists and

social scientists such as André Gunder Frank began to cultivate hypotheses to explain

the underdevelopment of Latin America and expounded what came to be known as

dependency theory. Often these economic theories were elaborated within the pages

of Tricontinental Magazineby Frank, among others, and subsequently appropriated

by Tricontinental thinkers.r5T Put plainly by Walter LaFeber, dependency theory is

a way of looking at Latin American development, not in isolation, but as
part ofan intemational system in which the leading powers (and since
1945, the United States in particular) have used their economic strength to
make Latin American development dependent on-and subo¡dinate to-
the interests ofthose leading powers.l'8

Contrasting the myopic view of "modernization theory," which calls for the

integration ofdeveloping countries into the global market, dependistøs charged that

the underdeveloped world was already economically integrated with the First World

albeit in an exploitative manner, a fact that explained its perpetual position of

developmental stasis. One ofthe major proponents ofdependency theory was

Eduardo Galeano, whose Open Veins of Latin America, is the seminal long ùu.ée text

of Latin American history for many on the left. Subsequent historians, however, have

come to question the economic determinism of dependency theory.lse ln making

sense of Guatemala's backward modes ofproduction, social system, and strategies of

r57 André Gunder Frank, "Walt Whitman Rostow: Ode to Underdevelopment," Tricontínental
Masazine, No. 7 (1968),pp.30-42.
rsE Walter Lal'eber, Inevitable Revolutions: the United States in Cent¡al Alnerica, (Nerv yo¡k: W.W.
Norton, 1993), pp. 16- 17.
r5e Critics even iuclude Caleano, himself. See Eduardo Galeano,
Hund¡ed Yea¡s ofPillase ofa Continent, Cedric Bel&age (hans), (Nerv York: Montlìly Review, 1973)
For information on Galeano's auto-critique, see Daniel Fischlin and Martha Nandorfu, Eduardo

(Montreal: Black Rose Books, 2002), p. 195.
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land tenure, historian Susanne Jonas ârgues that Guatemala's ch¡onic

underdevelopment is the product of 450 years of conquest.ró0 To explain these

systems ofrelations, Jonas contends that one must utilize both economic and non-

economic causal factors. Historian Greg Grandin shares Jonas's sentiments,

suggesting that while capital cannot solely be a determining factor, neither can the

recent fad oftreating subaltems as if they operated outside of a larger hegemonic

process be viewed as comprehensive.16l Rather, a balance between dependency and

agency ìs required to understand causes of and resistance to underdevelopment.

In attempting to describe the social situation in Guatemala and aware of its

objective conditions, iy'ew York Tìmes correspondent Henry Giniger wrote of the

country that "a Govemment planning board shrd¡ written in 1964, speaks of 143

years of abandonment - that is to sa¡ from the time the country gained

independence," He continues,

The plaruring board says that 75 per cent ofthe population has no access to
modem civilization and culture. By this it does not mean being able to
attend performances of the Guatemala S)'rnphony Orchestra or the Modem
Ballet Company in Guatemala City or go-go dances with the latest rock
records from the United States and England, or any ofthe other things that
white, urban, 'Spanish' Guatemalans might see or do. The lack ofaccess
is to more basic things. About 80 per cent of the rural population cannot
read o¡ write. Eightv per cent ofthe rural children get little orno
schooling.l62

The conditions detailed by Giniger were those that the guerrillas ofthe FGEI fought

against. While there was a recognition by proponents of US President John

Kennedy's Alliance for Progress in Guatemala that socialist ideas fermented in these

circumstances, the path that they felt was appropriate to remedy social ills included

160 
Jonas, The Battle for Guatemala, p. 15.

'll c'unoin,@!a, pp. l2-13.
'u'H"nty Ciilg";;õ;;;ulu ir u B attlegotnd," The Nerv york Titttes,l6 June t968, p. 14.
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the liberalization of trade and integration into foreign markets. Faced with a guerrilla

insurrection that capitalized on the existence of anti-modern living conditions, the

Guatemalan state--under guidance of US advisors-engaged in a civil action

program, as one reporter put it, in a "belated effort to make an ally of its own

people."r63 As part of the Alliance for Progress-a suggestive title in the rhetoric of

development-Latin American govemments began using their militaries in a

Rooseveltian "carrot-and-stick" man:rer to prevent "anothe¡ Cuba" in the Westem

Hemisphere. To accomplish the ambitious program, the Guatemalan Army began

driving trucks with the logo "alianza paru el progreso" and delivering foodstuffs to

the Guatemalan poor in order to win over the guerrillas' base ofsupport. Ofcourse,

civic action was less a long{erm solution than a mere tactic for solving gross

structural economic problems. Still, it demonshates counter-insurgency tacticians'

concem with backwardness, though Walter LaFeber has been quick to point out that

the Alliance for Progess did virtually nothing for the Latin American poor.'6a The

guerrillas of the FGEI, however, believed that the national rebirth associated with

revolution was the only course of action to modernize Guatemala and eradicate the

symptomatic problems related to poverty. For them, progress, modemity,

development, and revolution were intrinsically tied. After spending time with

members of the FGEI, joumalist Georgie Anne Geyer wrote that some of the

guerrillas "were highly idealistic and believed this [armed struggle] was the only way

to tum primitive Guatemala into a developed society."r65

ró3 NBC Nervs, "The Undeclared War," 15 June 1966.
ró{ LaFeber, Inevitable Revolutions , p. 164.
r65 Georgie Anne Ceyer, "social Outrìge Spurs Guatemala Rebellio4" Chicøgo Daily News, 17
December 1966,p.4.
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Central to their conception of a Nueva Guatemala was the eradication of the

exploitative nature ofexisting forms ofland use and Guatemalan reliance on the

export crop economy. Playrvright Manuel Galich assessed that the concentration of

land ownership was "the mark of feudalism in the rural Guatemalan relations of

production."ró6 During the 1960s the prevailing method of land tenure was the

Iatifundio-minifundío sysTem, a colonial legacy by which owners of large estate

Iatifundios purchased or were granted the labour ofsubsistence farmers who owned

minifundios.t61 The principal problem was the lack of accessibility to land, in part

because the major banks did not provide loans or long-term credit to subsistence

farmers.r6s Consequently, campesinos were often forced into a position of servitude

whereby they had to voluntee¡ labour to large landowners in order to maintain their

small subsistence plots. The problem ofland was so severe that the 1950 census

found that 2%o of the population owned 7 4o/o of the land. While Arbenz's 1952

Agrarian Reform Act ¡edistributed 917,659 acres ofland to 87,589 people by June

1954,1óe Colonel Carlos Castillo Armas's counter-revolution all but erased the

revolution's advances in agriculture. Both Susanne Jonas and Jim Handy have

attributed the cyclical nature ofsocial and guerrilla movements, as well as popular

peasant uprising, in part to the perennial failure of the Guatemalan state to seriously

solve structural inequalities in rural Guatemala.lT0 For these reasons, the guerrillas of

the FGEI fought to modemize conditions within Guatemala and socialist modemity

róó Galich, Guatemala, p. 27.
rói Eduardo Caleano rwites ofthe system ,"Latifiutdio, ninifrLrdro, rich land, poor people: the
ninifndio does not yield enough to live, so the mar who owns o¡ rents it sells his labor to the
Iatifndio for apauper's rvage." Galeano, Guatemala: Occupied Countrv, p. 96.
'"" Richard N. Adams, Crucifixion bv Power: Essavs on Guatemalan National Social Struch¡re. 1944-

19éé, (Austin: University ofTexas Press, 1970), p. 394.
r6e Handy, Gift ofthe Devil. oo. 127-128.

"o see tbid .
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became a tenet of their nationalist formulations to eradicate what Turcios Lima

deemed "an archaic system of production,"l7l

Beyond remedying traces of feudalism in agricultural land use, the guerrillas

tackled education, sub-standard housing, and health problems. As mentioned, as

many as 80% of Guatemalans could not effectively read or write in the mid-1960s. In

fact, despite the booming of the national economy through the Cenhal American

Common Market, the average Guatemalan was worse oîf in 1966 than a decade prior.

Statistics are astounding: the country required an additional one million housing units

to guarantee citizens adequate shelter; nationally, there was one doctor for every

5,400 people and, in the Department ofQuiché, the figure soared to one doctor for

every 120,000 people; the infant mortality rate was 120 deaths for every 1,000 live

births within the first four years; and halfofall Guatemalan children did not go to

school. I72 It is no surprise that one guerríllero of the FGEI commented, .,After the

1944 revolution, under the progressive presidents, illiteracy went down. But they

were overthrown, and now it is higher than ever. We aren't going forward, we,re

going backward."r73

To combat these conditions, one Jamaican Marxist-who spoke with

members of the FGEI in Cuba-wrote that,

The students and young intellectuals play a very important part in the
movement by helping with political education and orientation. They also
give literacy classes to guerrillas and peasants. They provide the essential
link with the towns and teach Marxism, an urban philosophy with all its
visions of the potential of modem technology.lTa

r7r Donn Munson. Zacapa. (Canoga Park: Challenge Books, 1967), pp. I l8-120.
"'NBC Nervs, "The Undeclared War."
¡?3 Gever. "Social Outrase." D- 4.
r7a A,P. Sîort, "Conve¡sãtions rvith the Guatemalan Delegates in Cuba,,' Monthlv Revierv, Vol, l g,
No. 9 (February 1967),p.37.
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Women, in particular, were vital in the FGEI educational campaigns, often being

delegated to roles as educators. Indeed, FGEI member Pablo Monsanto explained to

campesinos why education is central to class struggle.tls Literacy campaigns and the

presence ofradios in rural communities provided the left with an instrument for

reaching the general populace and introducing modem urban culture to impoverished

regions. A decade earlier,,Radio Liberacíón was used by the CIA and counter-

revolutionary forces as part oftheir campaign to psychologically damage the spirit of

Guatemalans during the coup against former President A¡benz. Heralded with

modemist praises as a triumph of sociologically-based public relations in 1954,176

Guatemalan airwaves by the early to mid-l960s were giving a forum to radical ¡adio

programs such as Cuba's Radìo Habana, "the ÍÌee voice of the South." Indeed, a

week after the official initiation ofguerrilla combat in Guatemala in February 1962,

Arbenz praised the "young patriots" who had "embarked on the glorious path of

guerrilla warfare" and denounced "the rotted regime of the criminal traitors,

accomplices of the comrpt and tyrarurical Miguel Ydígoras Fuentes" on Radio

Habana, conveniently beamed across the Caribbean basin.l77 Other Guatemalan

revolutionaries like Herlinda Xol recorded broadcasts--{estined for Latin America's

40 million radios----of calls to action in indigenous languages for the Castro regime,s

radio station.lTs In a sense, the guerrillas cashed in on a clash of uneven modemities,

capitalizing on the reliance ofindividuals on ¡adio for news due to systemic illiteracy.

r75 NBC Nervs, "The Undeclared War."
r7ó 

See Schlesinger and Kinzer Bitter Fruit; Larry Tye,

-BF¡d&þljç 
Ìrhir¡t. (New York: Crorvn Publishers, 1998).

"' Ydígoras, Mv War with Communism, p. 183.

't8 Stut-ßtlc árãG fro- NgdNeruq "ThiUndeclared War.,, For more on Xol, see cmndin, The Last
Colonial Massac¡e, p. I18.
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Even Guatemala's Nobel Prize-winning author, Miguel Ángel Asturias, commented

that when he visited his home country in the summer of 1966, he was shocked to

discover that the Guatemalan indigenous were very well-informed of intemational

events and he queried the source oftheir knowledge,

They don't have money to buy newspapers, and besides most ofthem do
not read. Then I ¡ealized that they had obtained their knowledge through
transistors. For many of them do have transistors; there is at least one in
each population center. And they listen to them constantly. They don,t
always understand what is happening, but in any case they now have a
contact which they did not have before, thanks to the radio.lTe

The ability ofilliterate peasants and workers to tune into Radlo Habana gave the

guerrillas ofthe FGEI a modem method to challenge social structures by

democratizing knowledge and education. Such pedagogical penetration via radio and

education campaigns played an important political function in creating cultural and

ideological space for the left's nationalist project.

Implicit in the guerrilla critique ofexisting social conditions in Guatemala and

their aspirations for modemity was the notion that revolution was tied to national

rebirth. Tapping into the wellspring of 20th century revolutionary thought, the

guerrillas of the FGEl-consciously or not--lrew on the rhetoric of their

revolutionary predecessors from Soviet Russia, Maoist China, and Communist Cuba.

Central to such discursive formations was the concept of "the new." Standing in

diametric opposition to the old order and its modes ofproduction, revolution was

imagined to be the harbinger ofsocial, economic, political, and cultural

transformation: from old to new, from tyranny to justice, and from feudal to modem.

Socialist progress and modemity were viewed as natural to the national destiny, as

r7e Ira Monis, "lntervierv rvith Miguel Áagel Asturias," Monthlv Revierv, Vol. 19, No..10 (March
1968), p. 53.
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suggested by the FGEI's project to create a Nueva Guatemala, Particularly

reminiscent ofCuban intellectual phrasings of revolutionary national renewal,

Turcios Lima and the FGEI proclaimed their mission to forge a new Guatemalan

from the backwardness of feudalism.rs0 Perhaps Cuba's greatest ideological

contribution to the idea ofrevolutionary rebifh was Emesto Guevara's 1965 tract,

Socialism and Man in Cuba. Here, Guevara describes the conscious manufacture ofa

new man in Cuba, essential to the process of building socialism. Viewed by Guevara

as one who values moral rather than material incentives for work, the construction of

the new Cuban man was a never-ending task that infinitely continues on in permanent

revolution.l8rsimilartoGuevara'svision,rhetoricdetailingtheforgingofanew

Guatemalan man simultaneously made the construction of such a being both a

personal and national responsibility. Thus, national renewal through revolution

brought with it a call to action for citizens to participate on an individual level. The

unity ofthe personal with the national was central to calls for a.ly'u eva Guatemala, a

rhetorical device that the guerrillas ofthe FGEI hoped would engage the three pillars

upon which they sought to manufacture their new society.

Taken together, the tenets of Tricontinentalism-embodied by post-colonial

theory-and notions of socialist modemity acted as frameworks that referenced the

guerrilla constru ction of a Nueva Guatemala. Viewing their struggle against endemic

poverty, backwardness, and imperialist exploitation in this manner, leftists concluded

that the problems facing Guatemala were intrinsically connected. The solution to

r80 Fernández, Turcios Lima, p. I18. In his Tricontinental Conference speech, for example, Turcios
Lima said, "In the guerrillas the new Guatemalan man is being formed."
r8l Emesto Che Guevara, Che Guevara Reade¡: W¡itings bv Ernesto Che Guevara on Guerrilla
SÍatesy. Politics. and R€volution, David Deutschmarur (ed), (Nerv York: Ocean press, 1997), pp. 202-
203.
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structural inequalities emerged with the victory of Castro in Cuba, as young

Guatemalan militants embraced revolutionary armed struggle commencing in the

early 1960s. Given his role in the Tricontinental Conference, Luis Augusto Turcios

Lima best represented Guatemala's relationship to the organization and its associated

theory. Complementing the traditional Marxist understanding of the pGT,

Tricontinentalism brought an added dimension to placing Guatemala within the

context of 1960s Cold War politics and the era of decolonization. Having established

the theoretical parameters that shaped guerrilla irnagini ngs of a Nueva Guatemala, it

is now necessary to tum to how this vision manifested itself.
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Chapter 2: Luis Turcios Lima and the Frasments of the
Guatemalan Nation

The ideological fabrication of a Nueva Guatemala by the FGEI represented a

counter-hegemonic nationalist vision that challenged the authority and legitimacy of

the established power structure in Guatemala. The guerrillas built on and converted

an existing rhetoric, or way ofspeaking about the nation, which they propagated to

mobilize a popular support base. Consequently, and by no surprise, their

appropriated conceptual framework maximized a nationalist lexicon that spoke of

"the people," "the masses," "women," "Guatemalans,', ,,the proletariat," and ,,the

indigenous." They applied such discursive formations as a linguistic metaphor for

popular will, implying that their actions were justified by a prevailing national

mandate. In a 1966 press release, for example, Luis Turcios Lima and Bemardo

Alvarado Monzón suggested that "The Guatemalan guerrillas are not a sporadic

occurrence, but a well founded hope of the people, and a guarantee that the revolution

will emerge triumphant."ls2 Through such phrasings, the guerrillas used the notion of

consent to gather further consent, thus legitimating their project. That is to say where

the guerrillas had not yet manufactured consent, they aimed to will it into existence.

Ofcourse, this is not to suggest that the guerrillas of the FGEI did not enjoy a

widespread base ofsupport. Indeed, there is ample evidence to corroborate such an

assertion, fiom the number of full{ime guerrillas (and part-time ,,weekend-

guerrillas") by 1966183 and the immunity with which the guerrillas operated within

r82 Tricontinental Bulletin, Vol. l, No.4, (July 1966), p. 41.
'"'Estimates vary, but the Church repo't claims there were 300 full-time FAR guerrillas during 1965-
1966 (REMHI, Guatemala: ¡Nunca más!, p. 63). Meanwhile, Régis Debray claims that yon Sòsa and
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their zone ofconflict, to the ferocity and urgency that thejoint Guatemalan-US

military initiative used in response to the guerrilla uprising. Support for the FAR

manifested itself in many ways, whether scrarvled on the walls of buildings in urban

centres in the fonn ofgraffiti, or confided to a factory doctor who reported that

Turcios Lima was "unìversally the workers'hero."l8a Even American joumalists,

like Norman Diamond of The Nation, recognized the legitimacy of the guerrillas,

claiming that while he visited Guatemala, he "found a respect for the integrity and

judiciousness of the guerrillas."r8s Further, the FGEI enjoyed a mythic status within

popular imaginations, not necessarily grounded in reality. Beyond the guerrilla

leadership's penchant for sleeping inside the bellies ofalligators to elude the

Guatemalan Army, possessing "the virtues of a phantom," and the ability to shape-

shift into dogs,l66 other tales demonstrated the guerrillas' support while

simultaneously creating or reinforcing it. While reminiscing about Turcios Lima in

August 1967, for example, César Montes relayed one such legend from the early days

of the guerrilla insurrection. In his anecdote, Montes claimed that Turcios Lima one

day found himself sunounded by a crowd in a market after the police who pursued

him commanded, "Thief, catch the thief." When quick{hinking Turcios Lima cried

out, "long live the l3th ofNovember," evoking the spirit of the guerrilla historical

narrative, the crowd released him and blocked the police.lE? Adolfo Gilly, meanwhile

MR-13 could have incorporated 3000 peasants, while the FGEI had provided guerrilla instruction for
l^000 peasants, but lacked the weapons to arm them (Debray, A Critique.of Arms, p.305).
I8a Ehrenreich, "A Favourable View of FAR," p. 25.
r85 Norman Diamond, "Why They Shoot Americans," The Nation, 206 (5 February 1968) p. l6?.
Diamond's article was even rvritten in 1968, after the eradication ofthe FGEI as an effective fighting
force, and rvhen the shambled remains ofthe FAR had resorted to urban te[orism.
186 Eduardo Galeano, We Sav No: Ckonicles 1963-1991, Mark Fried (trans), (Nerv york: W.W.
Norton, 1992), p. 67. Also see Gilly, "The Guerrilla Movement in Guatemala ,part 1," pp. 26-28.
"'Fernández, Turcios Lima, p. l8l.
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argued in 1965 that the existence oflegends ofguerrilla immortality demoralized the

Guatemalan army while buttressing suppof for the guerrillas.'8* Such stories, true or

not, provided the guerrillas with a reputation and source of legitimacy fiom which

they could mount their vision of a Nueva Cuatemala.

Utilizing the rhetoric of the Guatemalan state, the guerrillas of the FGEI re-

imagined Guatemala. The guerrilla vision was nurtured in contrast to larger historic

and economic trends that favoured elite sectors and possessed three central tenets:

{irst, a class analysis of their struggle that sought the inclusion of the urban and rural

proletariat, but, more importantly, the campesínos who toiled in exploitative

conditions in the countryside and were trapped in the latîfundio-minifundio system of

land tenure. Secondly, they conffonted issues facing indigenous people for whom the

guerrillas aimed to reverse century old prejudices. Finally, the guen illeros of the

FGEI re-evaluated gender roles in Guatemalan society by addressing the mobilization

of women in the revolution. This chapter details these "fragments" of the guerrilla

project and articulates their centrality to revolutionary nationalist struggle.

I. Guerrilla Class Analvsis: the Proletariat and Carnpesi¡¡os

Vital to the guerrillas' discursive formations of the nation was a detailed class

analysis. As Camilo Sánchez of the FGEI simply put it in late 1966, "I would like to

see a society without class, where all were equals, where there was no exploitation,

where there were schools and lands for everybody." While the guerrillas were

motivated by class struggle, complexities arose, however, in restricting the group to a

specifìc ideological category. When joumalist Georgie Anne Geyer asked one

guerrilla whether he was a Marxist, he avoided the question by replying, "We have all

rEE Gilly, "The Guerrilla Movement in Guatemala, Part 1," pp.26-27
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strains within the movement."lse Whìle Montes was a member of the central

committee of the PGT, Turcios Lima identified himself as "a socialist without a

pa.ty."teo Sánchez explained that when he joined the guerrilla movement, he found

"not only Communists, but also sincere ¡evolutionaries, catholics, Communists, and

people whose only aspiration was to overthrow the régime in order to replace it by

something more equitable."ler What united the group was a complex analysis of the

objective living conditions in Guatemala and global economic netrvorks through

which structures of inequality proliferated.

The ¡oots of the FAR's ideology were buried in the class analysis of the

Guatemalan communist party, the banned PGT. The 13 November 1960 plotters

embraced the pafy in July 1961 because Turcios Lima claimed the pGT ,,really cared

about the people."re2 While the PGT did not come into being until the early 1950s, its

political precursors manifested themselves throughout the late 1940s in various

partisan groupings. An often uneasy alliance of communist activists was headed by

the likes of José Manuel Fortuny Arana, Bemardo Alvarado Monzón, and Victor

Manuel Gutiérrez and,like other Latin American communist parties of the era,

embarked on a popular front strategy to influence govemment decisions. All th¡ee

men figured prominently in the PGT during the 1960s with Fortuny acting as an

intemationally-roving spokesperson for the party, Alvarado Monzón operating within

Guatemala in the PGT in concert with Turcios Lima, and Gutiérrez remaining a pGT

figurehead until his 1966 murder in the "Case ofthe 28." During his tenure, president

rEe Geyer, "social Oubage," p.4.
fe0 Elizabeth Margaritis, "[,os rebeldes sin barbas," Lile en español,24 octubre 1966,p.28.
rer Gott. The Guerilla Movemenls in Latin America- D. 40.

'"lul¿.,Ñ
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Juan José Arévalo banned the communist party, justiffing his decision in

constitutional parlance on grounds of the presumed foreign character of the party.

Similarly, he shut down Escuela Claridad, a resource and educational centre fo¡ union

activists and would-be cadres in the capital city, and later expelled a number of

foreign communists associated with the school in October 1947.1e3 Still, Arévalo

unde¡stood the vast influence of Guatemalan leftists, so he more or less tolerated

them as a bulwark against reactionaries. Indeed, he even allowed the communists to

operate in the civil service, with Alvarado Monzón serving at the Ministry of

Economy, Alfredo Guerra Borges heading the state propaganda office and editing the

goverment newspaper, and Gutiérrez on the Board of Directors of the newly created

Instítuto Cntatemalteco de Seguridad Social.lea FwIher, Guerra Borges, along with

activists Mario Silva Jonama and Huberto Alvarado, all managed the national radio

station during the Arévalo years.¡et

When Arbenz was elected in 1950, Guatemala's communists had established

themselves in the social infrastructure of Guatemala City, even though they lacked an

official party. Making himself privy to socialist ideas and modes of historical

interpretation through the influence of his wife, María Villanova , Arbenz increasingly

sought the company ofGuatemala's leftist leaders, most notably Fortuny. By the

time communist parties were leg alized and the PGT came into being, its leaders were

well-experienced in civil administration and had gamered considerable political

influence within trade unions, post-secondary educational institutions, and now the

re3 Among those expelled was Miguel Mármol, a Salvadoran comrnunist tvho rvas immortalized in a
lçngthy work by Salvadoran poet Roque Dalton.
rea Schneider, Communism in Guatemala ,pp 24-25. It .ivill be recalled that a new IGSS building rvas
constructed in the Centro Cívico in the late 1950s.

'" Ibid., p. 2lo.
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presidential palace. Following the CIA coup that placed Castillo Armas in the

presidency, the PGT was outlawed and many of its 5000 membe¡s were harassed,

arrested, murdered, or chased into exile. Due to its illegal status, the PGT modeled

itself as an underground Leninist hierarchical vanguard, which gamered much

criticism from its intemal activists during the 1960s. Several of the guerrílleros of

the FGEI were either party members or were active in its youth contingent, the JpT,

including César Montes and Otto René Castillo.

In the same way that the older generation of PGT members influenced A¡benz

with their political programme,le6 so too did the party's Marxist ideology permeate

the ranks of the armed left during the 1960s. Atthe 1960Party Congress, members

of the PGT endorsed "all forms of struggle," legitimizing guerrilla warfare without

abandoning the older popular front shategy; however, the following year, a special

resolution of the Central Committee-the party's chief theoretical apparatus-

designated armed insurrection as the principal mode of struggle.reT The pGT,s

semantic embrace ofguerrilla warfare did not signal a complete change in strategy

and focus as would be expected, though. To the contrary, while sending cadres to the

Siena to supplement the FAR, the party remained focused on the urban working

class-estimated to be 50,000 strong, mostly involved in light industry-and largely

remained in the city. The confused position of the PGT was highlighted in an article

written by Bemardo Alvarado Monzón of the PGT for Ilorld Mamist Review in ltly

1966. Alvarado implies that divisions existed within the organization as different

tendencies debated the best course of action between peaceful means ofrevolution

re6 For a level-headed account ofthis, see Grandin, The Last Colonial Massacre, pp. 53-57
¡e7 Frank, "Resistance and Revolution," p. 180.
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through the popular front and armed struggle.les The PGT's ambivalent position on

the matter was revealed by their endorsement of a civilian, Julio César Méndez

Montenegro, in the 1966 national elections, a decision that was vehemently opposed

by radicals in the FGEI including César Montes, Turcios Lima, and Néstor Valle.ree

As a result, Alvarado suggested, the Party lagged behind the Guatemalan masses.'oo

For their indecisiveness, following the demise of the FGEI, five leade¡s of the FAR

later leveled the criticism that "the PGT (its ruling clique) supplied the ideas and the

FAR the dead."2or

Despite the gap that existed between the PGT's theory and praxis, the party's

thought influenced a great number of the guerrillas including Turcios Lima who was

prompted by Ted Yates of NBC News to confide that "Marxism is our guide".202

This is not to suggest that the PGT's class analysis was all-encompassing and

satisfactory for all members of the FGEI. The party's ideology never developed

much beyond a class critique and largely failed to contemplate or theorize race and

ethnicity, which historian Greg Grandin credits for the organic evolution of

indigenous Marxist interpretations.203 Still, the PGT's proselytizing provided

members of the FGEI with a Marxist ideological-framework through which they

could explain the structural inequalities in Guatemala. While the PGT acknowledged

the ¡evolutionary potential of rural campesinos, they never fully embraced them in the

reE Bema¡do Alvarado Monzón, "Some P¡oblems of the Guatemalan Revolution,,, World Marxist
Review, Vol. 9, No. l0 (October 1966), pp. 39-41.

-t 
D.bruy, A iritiqu" oì4.-r, p 296; Fernández, Turcios Lima, p. 19.

2m AIvarado, "Some problemsìithe Guatemalan Revoluti on," p.'+z-
201 

Quoted from Goft, The Cuerrilla Movements of Latin Ameri;a, p 83.
202 NBC News, "Th" Uodeclared Wur." Yates alro *"sn't the fr*;porter to note that the gue6illeros
educated themselves with Marxist literature at their guerilla encampments. see Margaritas and Geyer
203 Grandin, The Last Colonial Massacre, pp. 120-121. Grandin makes an exception fãrpGT membãr
Joaquín Noval, a Marxist anthropologist.
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same manner as the FGEI. Instead they concemed themselves with Guatemala,s

consciousness-deficient trade unions.20a Within the ¡anks of the FGEI, the inverse

was true, as the guetilleros involved themselves with both subsistence farmers and

agricultural proletarians. In an explanation to Mario Menéndez Rodríguez of the

Mexican periodical Sucesos para todos,Turcios Lima elaborated:

We are fighting for land and against imperialism. In the first place, we
must have f¡eedom from intervention; we must have freedom in order to
lead our country onto the road ofprogress and take such measures as will
suit the present reality. You cannot ignore the fact that we are essentially
an agrarian country, with a most uneven distribution ofland and a
primìtive system of production. It stands to reason that we must cany out
a general and thorough land reform; that is to say, notjust by giving land
to the peasants but providing them with the necessary credits and loans
and implements. We must take such measures as will increase production
and steadily lead the peasants to adopt voluntarily superior modes of
production, co-operation and collectivization. But, first of all, there must
be freedom, which cannot be won through elections or such other
channels. The¡e is only one road before Guatemala, the road of armed
force. In my opinion, the revolution will be made by the peasants, the
worke¡s and the urban middle strata, in other words, by the exploited who
clearly realize that those who have everything, or almost everything, have
not the slightest intention ofsurrendering or dividing up what they own on
the principle ofreasonable distribution. --On the contrary, they are sure to
Ieave no stone untumed to defend it all.zu)

Much of the FGEI's frustration was directed at the inequitable distribution of land, a

problem that the Arbenz govemment tried to address prior to its overthrow. ln

speaking to the campesinos, the guerrillas used the A¡benz period to explain their

struggle.206 Between the counter-revolution's retum ofnationalized lands and the

population explosion in the following decade, by the mid-1960s, land shortages were

2q Handy, Gift ofthe Devil, p. 22?. Part ofthe problem rvas that unions \vere not indeÞendent ofthe
govenùnent.
205 

Quoted in Gott, The Cuerrilla Movements of Lalin America. op. 64-ó5.

'ouBlu"k, Gu..i.onffi"'
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severely aggravated. César Montes bluntly explained that the principal problem in

Guatemala "is the problem of land."207 He elaborated elsewhere,

The guerrillero is essentially an agranan fighter. Our country is pre-
eminently agrarian. We seek different solutions for different areas,
different problems. The truth is that the mínifundio,like rhe latifundío,
has done plenty ofdamage to Guatemala. Our chief demand is land, under
a single slogan which embraces all forms ofland tenancy and all possible
solutions: Land to him who works it, in one form or another.2o8

Beyond campesílos, in the eastem Depafment of Zacapa, where the FGEI operated,

there existed ten agricultural enterprises that employed about nine hundred workers at

a rate of 0.80 quetzales per day.20e ln comparison, the average wage in Guatemala

City was Q2.28, a mere pittance, but considerably more than in Zacapa. Organizing

this small sector of the population was regarded as significant though, particularly

those working on plantations.

Strategically, the guerrillas simultaneously launched a two-pronged politico-

military and politico-cultural policy through 1965 until the summer of 1966 when

they entered into a ceasefire. In Gramscian lexicon, they engaged in both a war of

maneuver and a war of position; that is to sa¡ the FGEI fought the state militarily,

while also trying to win the consent and support of civil society. G¡amsci ¡e-

evaluated Marx's base-superstructure model, placing greater emphasis on the

superstructure and hence stepping back from the determinism of economistic models.

Mere economic and political crisis alone was not regarded by Gramsci as a sufficient

cause for socialist revolution, to which the rise of Fascism in Italy attests. Rather, the

subjective consciousness of the masses must be raised to a hegemonic (or counter-

207 Margaritas, "Los rebeldes sin barbas," p. 28.
208 

Galeano, Cuatemala: Occuoied Countrv, p,40.
'o' adu.., ô*.iEion bvÞÑ.rJ ¡88.
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hegemonic) level to ensure their support.2lo Intellectuals within the pGT and FGEI,

familiar with Gramsci's work, emphasized the impofance of the subjective

conditions necessary for revolution, evidenced by the guerrillas, concem with culture

and indoctrination.2l I In any case, beyond armed confrontations with the Guatemalan

military, the guerrillas engaged in a war of position that relied on direct contact with

the peasantry to explain their political programme. Indeed, as Turcios Lima and

César Montes explained to Georgie Ann Geyer in the spring of 1966, the FGEI's

shategy had three stages. According to Montes,

Now we are only entering the first stage. We are teaching the peasants
and preparing for the moment when we can fight the army and take power.
The second stage will be to transform the guerrilla war to a regular war,
and the third stage is the general _offensive when the whole people will rise
in regular and irregular fashion.2l2

In the "war ofposition" phase the guerrillas used the strategy of "armed propaganda',

to mobilize support , an approach used in Vietnam that complemented existing Latin

Arnencanfoquista theory. Without entering into a partisan debate about the merits

and definition of armed propagan da andfoquismo,2r3 suffice to say that the tactic-as

used by the FGEI-included the brief military occupation of small villages in and

around the Sierra de las Minas to "explain the revolution to the peasants"2la and leave

behind a clandestine organizational structure. Often, armed propaganda included

several speakers who interpreted and expounded the villagers' plight through basic

2f0 Gramsci, The A¡tonio Gramsci Reader ,pp.225-237 .

'" orlando Fi-ãiGz, foi"*^-pG. Femándlz, Turcios Lima, p. 71.
2r2 Georgie Ame Geyer, Buvine-the Nieht Flisit: The Autobios¡aphv of a Woman Fo¡eiqn
çglrcspaEd- ent, (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2001), p. 8.
2r3 

See Régis Debray, Revolution in the Revolution? Arme¿ Stru;sie and Political Strusele in Larin
America, Bobbye Ortis (h"dnÐ, (New York: Monthly Revierv Press, 1968); Gilly, ,The Guerrilla
Movement in Guatemala"; Galeano, Guatemala: Occupied Country; Jonas and Tobis, Guatemala.
''' Guerrillero quoted in Ceorgie Arure Geyer, "Reds Make Pitch at Sec¡et Rallies,', Chicago Daily
ìy'øvs,20 December 1966, p. 16.
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class analysis and anti-imperialist modes ofthought. The consciousness-raising of

armed propaganda helped the FGEI win the support and trust of the peasants who

made up what Turcios Lima called Guatemala's "second nation."2rs ln one village,

"Amoldo"-the "camp intellàctual who filled notebooks with ,the lessons of our

revolution"'2r6-spoke forcefully to the villagers,

We are the only ÍÌiends you have. We are here to defend your rights and
we'll die defending you. You have spent your life working this land. For
what? What do you have? Nothing. What can you hope for? Nothing.
There's more than 50 kids in this town. Do you have a school around
here? No. Pharmacy? No. All y.orr have are cemeteries. We're going to
put an end to this state of affairs.2r1

Through similar sernons, the guerrillas of the FGEI explained their vision of the

Nueva Guatemala to those they sought to incorporate and "teach the people to have a

conscience."2ls Their class-based critique gave them an ideological framework

through which they could explain the structural inequalities of Guatemala and

"conve¡t the entire nation into revolutionaries."2le

II. The FGEI and Guatemala's Indieenous

In describing Turcios Lima, Orlando Femández commented on his ethnicity,

opining, "As is the case with most Guatemalans, Luis Turcios Lima was a synthesis

of Spanish and Indian characteristics." He continued, "Behind his predominantly

European appearance were hidden definite elements of Indian psychology.,,"o

Characteristic ofthe complexity ofrevolutionary identity politics, Femández felt

inclined to conìment on the ethnic make-up of the deceased guerrilla leader. ln so

2r5 Howard, "With the Guerrillas in Guatemala," p. 16.
2¡6 Robert Rogers and Ted Yates, "Undeclared W-ar in Guatemala," Saturdav Evenins post, 239, l8
June 1966, p.32.
2r7 Margaritas, "Los rebeldes sjn barbas," p. 27. "Arnoldo" vas the nonr tle guer.rz ofRolando Herre¡a.
''o Munson. Zaca¡a. po. I l8-120.

''n c"y"r,'nìãi áke Pitch at Secret Rallies," p. 16.
220 Fernández, Turcios Lima, p. 24.
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doing, he attempted to Iegitimate Turcios Lima's national project by suggesting that

through his blood and psyche, the Comandante personified the Guatemalan nation.

The left's insistence on the inclusion of the Maya in their nationalist vision stood in

stark contrast with earlier fonns ofgovemance and economic models that had placed

most indigenous in positions ofsubservience, about whom Jim Handy comments:

Those self-proclaimed descendants of the Spanish, who rather desperately
tried to construct a nation out of the remnants of the Spanish empire, the
Mexican empire, and the United Provinces of Central America in the
middle of the nineteenth century, struggled with an unacceptable reality.
They inhabited a country that had a vast Mayan majority, but their
conceptions ofnationhood demanded that Guatemala be a product of
Europe, leavened by the benevolent environment of the Americas.22l

Uruguayan Marxist Eduardo Galeano bluntly expressed similar sentiments,

suggesting in 1967 that "Guatemala is an Indian country which betrays itselfby being

ashamed of its own condition." He continued, explaining that ,.the mestizo

population prefers to deny its high proportion of Maya blood: so ìt turns against the

Indians, transmuting into contenpt its ímpotence to assume its own idenriry.,,222 Such

presumptions and declarations are based on the structural inequalities that advertently

divide Ladinos and non-Ladinos in Guatemala. While exploitation served oligarchic

inte¡ests in the accumulation ofcapital, it spelled disaster for attempts to reconcile the

two dominant ethnic groups for the purposes ofcreating a coherent national identity.

Thus, owing to their marginalization of the indigenous population, the national

projects of liberal and conservative movements in Guatemala in the l9ù and 20ù

centuries were doomed to failure. Systemic discrimination emphasized ethnic and

22r Jim Handy, "Reimagining Guatemala: Reconciliation and the Indigenous Accords,,,in Carol A.L.
Prager and Trudy Govier (eds), Dilemmas ofReconciliation: Cases and Concepts, (\Vate¡loo: Wilfrid
Laurier University Press, 2003), p. 281.
"' Emphasis in original. Galeano, Qg¿t, p. 19.
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cultural differences, a reality that led commentators like New york Times

correspondent Henry Giniger to note the existence of "two Guatemalas." Giniger

elaborated further, adding, "The Spanish one has lived offthe Indian one for

centuries. The Indians pick the coffee and the other cash crops from which fortunes

have been made and political power acquired."223

Even in the 20th century, the politics ofexclusion affected a vast majority of

the population on the basis of constructed notions ofrace that were codified in

Guatemalan law. For example, debt peonage for the indigenous existed until 1934,

only to be followed by a vagrancy law that required volunteer labour for those who

owned small parcels ofland. Further, Decree 1816 ofApril 1932 prevented the legal

prosecution of landowners who killed indigenous people in the defense of their

property.22a Even the bourgeois-democ¡atic e¡ a of 1944-1954 demonstrated the

ethlic tensions that existed in Guatemala during the mid-20th century. One of the first

acts of the provisional govemment of the October Revolution was to quell an uprising

of Mayans inPatzicia. The forces of the revolutionary govemment responded to the

murder of twenty Ladinos by indiscriminately butchering upwards of nine hundred

non-Ladinos.22s In spite of its initial shortcomings, the Arévalo and Arbenz

administrations together attempted to create a unified Guatemalan citizenry, using

assimilation as a tactic for homogeneity and the creation ofa unified national culture.

However, the counter-revolution of 1954 unraveled what little had been achieved,

reversing the land reform act and thus th¡owing many indigenous back into positions

of servitude.

223 Giniger, " Guatemala is a Battleground," p. 14.
"' Gleiieses. Shatte¡ed Hooe- o. 13.,r lbid- p. it- ^
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Due to their class-based ideological ÍÌamework, left-wing organizations-whether

civil or military-largely viewed the indigenous as an exploited, but potentially

explosive, element in Guatemalan society. As mentioned, the PGT,s emphasis on

class tended to neglect ethnicity and race, thus diminishing the relevance ofvarious

identity politics for a sizable portion of the countryside (though this is not to suggest

that the PGT lacked indigenous participation). Partly, the left's myopic

conceptualizations stemmed from an early 2Oth century cultural inheritance that-

while recognizing and theorizing the plight of the indigenous--{id not seek to

incorporate them in a meaningful way other than by uttering pittances.226 The land

reform project of the Arbenz period made the most significant inroads in mobilizing

the Maya in a national project; however, the govemment's bureaucratic structuring

often collided with grassroots mobilization that exploded into violent confrontations

at local levels. In some cases, the govemment was prepared to stifle organic

mobilization when impatient c ampesinos began occupying arable land prior to

nationalization.22T

Believing in the revolutionary potential of apolitical segments of the

population, however, the FGEI and the FAR went beyond theoretically embracing the

indigenous masses, and actively sought their cooperation in the armed struggle.228 As

a critical element oftheir national project, Luis Turcios Lima and the guerrillas of the

226 This rvas the case with progressive cultural producers during the 1930s-1950s who willingly called
for a solution to the "Indian Question" without taking steps to resolve the problem beyond writing
about it.
227 For a satisfactory account ofthis conflict, see Handy, Revolution in the Countrvside.
22E Grandin, The l¿st Colonial Massacre, p. t t A. fne purticipatøn ofq,eqchi' in the pcT during the
1960s did not stem from the party's o¡ganizing in rural areas, but rather seems to be trans-generational
activism, in which young indigenous party organizers inherited their parents, radicalism from the
October Revolution. The PGT's ¡efusal to organize outside ofthe city was cited as a reason for the
FAR's b¡eak with the party in January 1968.
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FGEI courted the inclusion ofthe Mayan population into national life. Historian

Edgar Alberto Marroquín argues that, "Only Turcios Lima's nature, his humanity,

and his prodigiousness allowed for the creation of a Nueva Guatemala presided over

by the Mayan people."22e While this thesis argues that Turcios Lima sought to create

the new nation through inclusion ofnumerous dispossessed Íìagments and not solely

the Maya, Marroquín's point is not devoid of merit. Answers to the,,Indian Problem"

occupied much ofthe FGEI's theoretical energies, but what differentiated them from

urban political groups was their willingness to actively solicit Mayan participation. It

must not be assumed that the FGEI did not act in a patemalistic and self-righteous

fashion with the indigenous, or that the guerrillas we¡e flawless in their actions. This

being said, it should be conceded that the FGEI made conscious attempts, with

limited success, to answer the "lndian Question" and involve Mayans in their Ladino-

derived nationalist project.

Orlando Femández's biography on Turcios Lima represents an archetype of the

FGEI's celebratory views on Guatemala's indigenous. Fernández writes ,.The

Guatemalan peasantry is mainly composed ofindigenous people, national groups of

glorious Mayan ancestry, the most outstanding pre-Columbian civilization of the

continent." Femández derides the assumption held by some revolutionaries that the

natives are "a dead weight for the revolution," insisting to the conhary that they

possess great revolutionary promise.230 Evidence of indigenous potential was an

Evangelical preacher and Achí Mayan from Rabinal, Yerapaz, named Emilio Román

López. Perhaps better known by his nom de guere, Pascual, he served as the FAR's

22e Marroouín. Tu¡cios Lima- n
r ernanoez, ]1lq19!!¡!qê, p.

32.
Û7.
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second Comandante General. Pascual became overtly involved in politics with the

announcement of Colonel Castillo Armas's invasion to "liberate" Guatemala from the

"communist" clutches of Jacobo Arbenz. He was present on the night of I 7 June

1954 when thousands of workers arrived at Plaza Barrios demanding armaments to

fight the reactionary forces, a plea that was ignored by the goverrìment for fea¡ of

offending the state's military brass. Years later, Pascual befriended Turcios Lima

during the popular unrest of Las Jornadas in Guatemala City that aimed to unseat

President Ydígoras Fùentes, at which point Pascual pledged to join the armed

struggle. The incorporation ofPascual led to the creation ofCakchiquel front in the

Department of B aja Y erapaz, which consisted of indigenous campesinos, a feature

that limitedly served to break down linguistic and cultural barriers between the

guerrillas and certain pockets of the Mayan. Pascual was killed, however, in a

dentist's office in October 1966, delivering a devastating blow to the FGEI,s hopes

for indigenous involvement.

Similarly, Mario Botzoc was a Q'eqchi' from San Juan Chamelco, a FGEI

gaerrillero, a prominent leader of the Asociación Estudiantes Universítarios (AEU),

and another well-known indigenous combatant of the 1960s. Exuding guerrilla

romanticism, Tricontinental Bulletin reported that while being tried in a court in

Guatemala City, Botzoc was rescued from his captors by commandos. Botzoc then

issued a press release a few days later boasting that he had already commenced

fighting alongside César Montes in the FGEI.23r Like Pascual, however, the

celebrated Botzoc died prematurely, reportedly detonating a hand grenade after being

surrounded by the Guatemalan army in March 1967. Conceding, ofcourse, that

23f Tricontinental Bulletin, Vol. 2, No. 16 (July 1967),p.21.
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Pascual and Botzoc are outstanding cases and certainly not the norm, their stories still

highlight an important level of involvement of indigenous members in the FGEI.

Until recently, scholarship in the field has greatly underplayed both the

revolutionary left's activation of Mayan consciousness during the 1960s and the

organic development of indigenous Marxist radicalism, seemingly assuming that the

Mayan radicalism of the 1970s produced itself. Bom, in part, out ofa craving for

self-criticism and a desire to comprehend the failings ofthe first phase ofguerrilla

struggle, historians and critics alike have consistently criticized the FAR and the pGT

for not incorporating the Maya. While there is a great deal of merit to such judgment,

overgeneralizations have fulfilled the stereotype of Guatemala,s indigenous as being

passive subjects of history.232 Through such constructions emerge paüonizing

analyses of the Maya not limited to Georgie Ann Geyer's 1966 description of .,those

tiny brown people with their Mayan fresco noses, passive eyes and outrageous

costumes - still lost in history with no consciousness of themselves."233 Recent work

by Greg Grandin, however, suggests a much higher level ofindigenous political

participation in leftist organizations during the 1960s than earlier suspected. For

example, Grandin claims that between 200 and 250 Q'eqchi'-including Mario

Botzoc, Herlinda Xol, and Efraín Reyes Maaz-traveled to Cuba in the early 1960s

for military training and political education.23a While Botzoc joined the armed

struggle, Xol worked to rebuild the PGT in the Polochic Valley, and Reyes Maaz-

who translated Marxism into a Mayan vernacular-fell in between Botzoc and Xol,

2r2 Handy. Gift ofthe Devil. o. 235-

"t C"y.i, 'n"b.t. Muk" th"i, Pitch at Secret Rallies,,'p. 78.
"" Grandin, The Last Colonial Massacre, pp. I l8 and 254 n.47.
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working to build up a guerilla fÌont for the FAR, then moving on to organize for the

PGT.235

As evident within the discourse of the FGEI, the guerrillas suggested that the

indigenous masses must be incorporated into national life. Although they did not

necessarily have a theoretical framework through which they could interpret ethnic

and ¡acial differences, they understood at face value that integration was essential in

building their nationalist project. Femández pragmatically explained, for example,

that the indigenous "will be the decisive element not only in the country's liberation

and the triumph of the revolution, but in the future confìguration of the Guatemalan

nationality."236 Elsewhere, Montes suggested, "It's no secret to anyone that our

peasant problem will be resolved by the integration of the Indians, through the

struggle, into national life."23? Some manifested their outrage quickly. Georgie Ann

Geyer repofed that, when prompted, one guer.t"illero exploded with anger, criticizing

that "Here in this country, the mentality is unbelievable. You know, the landowners

still advertise in the paper to sell, stating 'A finca of200 acres with a big house and

300 Indians...'Theyhave no sense ofhumanity at all.,'238 Dueto their ideological

presuppositions and rage, the guerrillas ofthe FAR had contempt for organizations

like the Peace Corps and religious missions that purported to be working in the best

interests of the Maya. They viewed such maneuvering as depoliticizing retardation of

the indigenous mentality and argued that encouraging the production of artisanal

2r5 Ibid., p. t05.
23ó Fernández. Turcios Lima. o. 37.

'3t G"leano, óuut"rn.ola: Oc"upi"d Country, p. 39.

"t G"y"r, "3*[l outruge plã.
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crafts would not solve the national "Indian problem."23e Rather, for the FGEI, the

solution lay in the integration of the indigenous into the armed struggle and later,

following the seizure of state power, the forceful, top-down implementation of

assimilationist policies that would incorporate them into the FAR,s national project.

The shortsightedness of the FGEI's expectations has been critiqued by subsequent

generations ofscholars and commentators. Despite the fantasy that the guerrillas

spoke on behalfofthe indigenous during the 1960s, the Méndez govemment's

counter-insurgency campaign demonstrated how little the FGEI had accomplished in

mobilizing Mayan support as their bases of strength quickly melted away under the

weight of govemment and death squad repression. As mentioned, from the safety of

Cuba, Orlando Femández later attempted nostalgically to reconcile the FGEI,s

shortcomings, suggesting that Turcios Lima was of the people and akin to the needs

of the Maya. To the indigenous masses who failed to share Turcios Lima and the

FGEI's worldview and nationalist aspirations, however, such imaginings were merely

wishful thinking. If anlhing else, the major deficiency of the FAR was the inability

to reconcile a culture of mistrust in an impossibly short period of time; that is to say,

if they hoped to repair 450 years of mistrust it would take longer than the time the

FGEI was given.2a0 Still, the goal of actively incorporating the indigenous masses into

their national project went much further than many of their contemporarìes and

predecessors. Consequently and in spite ofthe difficulties encountered, the FGEI's

discursive formations and active attempts at Mayan mobilization represent a major

column upon which their construction of aNueva Guatemala was built.

?le 
César Montes in Galeano, Guaremala: Occupied Country, p. 44.

2a0 Similar sentiments are shåred by Handy, Gifl ofthe Devil. p. 236.
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IIL Las Compañeras and Femininity in the ly'¡r¿va Guatemala

In writing about the use of female icons in Maoist China, historian Tina Mai

Chen argues that the Chinese Communist Party targeted ,,patriarchy and gender

inequality as antithetical to the new socio-political order it sought to create.',2a1

Similar to this and other socialist movements, the revolutionary revaluation ofgender

roles was a pillar upon which Turcios Lima and the guerrilleros of the FGEI

constructed their vision of a Nueva Guatemala. As a women's historian, Jane S.

Jaquette celebrates the tradition of female revolutionaries in Latin America.'42 As

examples, she cites-among others-the three most prominent Cubans: Haydée

Santamaría, Celia Sánchez, and Vilma Espín, along with Tamara Bunke Bider, the

Argentine-bom East German who died in Che Guevara's ill-fated Bolivianþco in

1967. Profiling the female guerrilla fighter, Jaquette writes that

historicall¡ the women who have participated as guetílleras have
shared certain characteristics: they are young, often in their early
twenties; they often come from upper middle-class, educated
backgrounds; and they are quite oÍìen wives or ¡elatives ofmale
revolutionaries. Within the guerrilla operation itself, certain tasks such
as bearing messages, spying, carrying contraband weapons, etc., have
been traditiolally assigned to women, along with the tasks ofnursing
and cooking.2a3

She continues, arguing that "there appears to be a link between female participation in

guerrìlla movements and the development of political statements and platforms

directly aimed at feminist issues."2aa Jaquette is careful to point out, however, that in

Guatemala, there was no female-oriented platform for the guerrillas, peasant-based

2al Tina Mai Chen, "Female lcons, Feminist Iconography: Socialist Rhetoric and Female Agency in

^1950s 
China," Gende¡ and Historv, Vol. 15, No. 2 (August 2003), p. 268.

"'Jane S,Jaquette, "Women in Revolutionary Movements in Latin America," Joumal of Marriage and

ltr-EatrIy, Vol. 35, No. 2 (May 1973), p .344.
'"' Ibid., p. 344.
2aa rbid.,p.344.
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programme.24s Historian Greg Grandin echoes similar sentiments: that although the

PGT proselytized about the importance of gender equality, very few female

combatants were involved in the armed struggle in Guatemala during the 1960s,

especially within the party hierarchy.2a6

Despite the systemic patriarchy of the revolutionary left, women were key agents

within the movement and, indeed, several female combatants and organizers were

murdered by state forces in the 1960s as a result.2aT However, conceding female

involvement, their roles and the language used to describe them generally perpetuated

a level ofsubservience and masculine domination, as well as a gendered division of

labour. While certainly more progressive than the ¡nachista exclusion of females

exercised within mainstream Guatemalan society-what Guevara called ,,the colonial

mentality"2as-the FGEI's vision failed to gene¡ate serious dialogue about gender

equality and discrepancies. Still, re-imagining gender roles in a limited fashion

served to complement the FGEI's construc tion of a NuevaGuatemala. Assumptions

and conclusions about the proposed gender relations in the new Guatemala can be

drawn through the guerrillas' words and actions.

In Guatemala during the 1930s, gender divisions were pronounced and deeply

engrained in popular imagination. Greg Grandin, for example, relays a 1934 letter

245 Like its larger political p¡ograme, the FGEI inherited pGT's gender legacy. During the 1950s, the
party attempted to place gender on its agenda, including hyo females on the pGT CenÍal Coûì¡nittee
and the creation ofthe Alianza Feminina Guatemalteca, led by Irma Chávez de Alvarado, the wife of
Bema¡do Alva¡ado Monzón. See Schneide¡ Communism in Guatemala, pp. 9l-92 and I10.
246 Grandin, The Last Colonial Massac¡e. p. 133.

'nt Su"h 
"u.uìlti"iinãuE 

Kti, Y* So* ancl Eunice Campirán de AguilarMora, activists vith MR-
l3 rvho rvere bludgeoned to death by the Guatemalan police in the ,,Case ofthe 28,'; Rogelia Cruz
Martínez, who lvas raped and murdered by a death squad; Nora paíz Cárcamo, rvho died alongside
Otto René Castillo; Silvia Yvo¡rne Flores Letona, rvho perished in the same automobile accident as
Turcios Lima; and F¡ench communist and FAR sympathizer Michele Firk, rvho chose to end her o$.n
life ¡ather than be laken by the Guatemalan state securiry apparatus.
i"" Guevara, Guerrilla Warfare. p. 92.
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from the Guatemalan minister of govemment, in which the minister proclaimed that

"Women have their own function in the home where they fulfill an irreplaceable role

supporting the family, and in consequence, society."2ae In non-indigenous

communities, the restriction of females to the domestic sphere reflected key gender

formations within civil society. Following the bourgeois-democratic revolution that

overthrew the despotic Jorge Ubico, the relatively enlightened administration ofJuan

José Arévalo granted suffrage only to literate Guatemalan women in 1945, thereby

disenfranchising a considerable portion ofthe population.2so While the bourgeois-

revolutionary decade fiom 1944-1954 saw an increase in female participation in

public life, machista prejudices ran deeply and hindered the full integration ofwomen

into the national sphere. With the counter-revolutionary coup that toppled the

Arbenz regime, the push to emancipate women became benign and stagnated. Still,

ovefly political organizations such as the F¡.¿¡¡ te de Mujeres Guatemsltecas marched,

in protest against govemmental abuses-in Apñ 1962, for example, to denounce the

govemment's shooting of law students2sl-though similar actions in the public sphere

were not commonplace,

The success of the Cuban Revolution and its perceived dependence on female

combatants was followed by the integration of women into the FAR and FGEI. In his

1961 thesis, Guerrilla Llrarfare, Che Guevara devoted several pages to the role of

women in the revolutionary war. He argued that "The part that the woman can play

2ae Grandin, p. 135. Grandin rnakes the point that it is important to
distinguish behveen different social groups in cuatemala. He points out-without glorification--that
lir-Q'eqchi' communities, women rvere quite involved in community affairs and politics.
250 Emilie Smith-Ayala, The Granddauehters oflxmucané: Guatemãlan Wornen bpeak, (Toronto:
Women's Press. l99l)- o. 23.
25f 

Jonas, The Battle íoi'Guatemala ,pp.66-67.
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in the development of a revolutionary process is of extraordinary impofance," and

claimed, "ln the rigorous combatant life the woman is a companion who brings the

qualities appropriate to her sex, but she can work the same as a man and she can fight;

she is weaker, but no less resistant."2s2 However, he soon began to reinforce

patriarchal thinking when detailing the role of females when he wrote that,,a woman

can perform her habitual tasks ofpeacetime; it is very pleasing to a soldier subjected

to the extremely hard conditions of this life to be able to look forward to a seasoned

meal which tastes likç something." Not only can females cook, but they can also be

nurses, teachers, and make uniforms, "a traditional employment of women in Latin

American countries. With a simple sewing machine and a few pattems she can

perform marvels."253 Thus it quickly becomes evident that while compañeras can

make fine combatants, they also have been domesticated to fulfill prescribed gender

roles within the guerrilla band. While they are allowed to carry and fire weapons,

females are also easily subordinated into traditional positions, re-articulating a new-

yet familiar-revolutionary gender separation of labour.

A significant body ofliterature has been produced in the past decade or more

theorizing the role of women both in Latin American revolutions, particularly in El

Salvador, Nicaragua, Chi1e, and Chiapas, Mexico, as well as Central Asia and the

Middle East. Gathering particular attention has been the work of Valentine M.

Moghadam, who outlines two models of revolutions by outlining their gender

outcomes. Moghadam writes that "one group of revolutions is modemizing and

egalitarian, with women's emancipation an explicit goal; another group is patriarchal,

252 Guevara. Guerrilla Warfare. o. 92

"' Ibid., pp. 93-94 

-"
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tying women to the family and stressing gender differences rather than equality."25a

Gender relations in revolutions during the 20th cenfury have been based on either an

emancipatory or patriarchal agenda for women. A gap often existed though, between

the real and desired results. Thus, whereas Latin American revolutionary movements

were emancipatory, they did not succeed in achieving their goals; ironically, guerrilla

movements ofthe 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s generally gave rise to civic feminist

movements, leading Karen Kampwirth to note that the ¡evolutionary movements ,,all

contained the seeds of feminist consciousness and organizing, seeds that often

germinated after the military stage of the guerrilla movements had ended or

subsided."2ss For the purpose ofthis thesis, two paradigms emerge for considering

gender in revolutionary movements: gender in praxis and gender as ideology. Gender

in praxis examines the lived experience of guerrilleras ìn the FGEI, particularly

examining the gender separation oflabour as evidence ofgender roles in the Nueva

Guatemala. Moving beyond the pragrnatic view of gender relations, theories of the

ideological use of gender, particularly in national liberation movements, have offered

valuable insights into how gender ideology fi.¡nctions in revolutionary nationalism.

At the funeral of Luis Turcios Lima in early October 1966-and as part of a

procession of 2,000 people, complementing gun-toting guerrillas of the FGEI-Mima

Paiz Cârcamo ("Rosa María') walked alongside the young comandante's casket.

Described by joumalist Georgie Anne Geyer as the ,,leading woman,,in the armed

254 
Valentine M. Moghadam, "Gender and Revolutions,,in John Foran (ed) Theorizinq Revolutions,

fNerv York: Routledge, 1997\, p. 137

')) Karen Kamprvirth, Feminism and the Lesacv ofRevolution: Nicarasua. El salvado¡. and chiapas,
(Athens: Ohio University Press, 2004), p. 3.
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struggle,2s6 Paiz Carcâmo was popularly recognized as a calculating and ruthless

member of the FGEI. One news correspondent described how, for example, the

feminine Paíz Cárcamo had calmly "executed in cold blood two civilians,,' which

Paiz Cárcamo explained by saying of female combatants,,,We take part in actions

and the ambushes, executions of enemies; and it's a duty of every gl etillero fo

combat the enemy. So we don't feel sorry if we execute one because if we don,t do it,

they will do it to us."2s7 Besides being the first female combatant to fight full{ime as

a guerrillera, she also had two sisters who were active in resistance against the

Guatemalan state.25E

Educated for four years in a convent in Nashville, Tennessee, Mirna paíz

Cárcamo spoke English considerably better than a majority of the combatants in the

FGEI, a feature that, along with her gender, placed her in the spottight for No¡th

American news correspondents who sought to recreate Herbert Mathews,s

romanticized experiences with guerritlas.25e Years later, Paíz Cárcamo explained

that for her, like for many ofher generation, the Cuban Revolution and popular

protests in Guatemala City served as points ofdeparture for involvement in the

guerrilla struggle.260 Not only did the success of the Cuban Revolution serve as a

25ó Georgie Arure Geyer, "We Found Guatemala's Red Ban ds," Chicago Dailyy'y'errs, 12 December
1966,p.24.
257 NBC News, "The Undeclared War." When asked further about the ex€cutions, she replied ,,To tell
you the truth, it did not bother me a bit." Rogers and Yates, "The Undeclared War in Guatemala,,, p.
33.
258 As mentioned, No¡a Palz Cá¡camo was tortur€d and murdered at the Zacapa military zone in March
196?, while Clemencia Paíz Cárcamo, the partner ofCésar Montes, rvas killed in the resunected
guerrilla struggle during the 1970s. See Julio césa¡ Macías, La zuerrilla fue mi camino: epitafio para
Césa¡ Montes, (Guatemala: Editorial Pied¡a Santa, 1997). Mima, the most militant and active of the
siblings, survived the civil war.
25e Mathews will be remembered as the New Yo¡k Times cor¡espondent who traveled to the Sier¡a
Maestra in the 1950s to interview Fidel Castro, an act that won the Cuban guerrilla movement
considerable intematio¡al support.
'õu Valdés, Discurso cont¡a el olvido.
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catalyst for Paíz Cárcamo's involvement, but Che Guevara's Guerrilla llatfare and

its three-stages of armed struggle functioned as a blueprint for Paiz Cârcamo and her

gaernlla compaíi¿r os in the FGEL FoT a time, she was one of three females active in

the FGEI's main forty-person military column, though her female contemporaries

reserved roles as medics/nurses and educato¡s. Actively engaging in combat, she was

reputedly an "expert in ambush tactics."2ut Indeed, one foreign joumalist commented

that at the time of her visit, "There are only two women in the camp and both handle

a rifle better than a needle and thread."262 As well, Paiz Cârcamo was a mainstay in

the guerrilla tactic of armed propaganda, often addressing the women of guerrilla-

occupied communities, encouraging them to participate in the revolutionary

movement. At one such meeting, a film crew fiom NBC captured paíz Cárcamo on

film, speaking to a gathering ofpeasants. She began, ',The com¡ades have already

explained to you how the peasants are exploited and used by the great rich people;

those rich people who live in the capital and who are the owners ofthese great lands.',

Continuing,

Ladies, as you see, there are three women in the guerrillas, which means
we can fight this oppression, too. You can fight with guns or you can
leam about nursing so you can heal our wounded, and you can serve as
messengers between our comrades, because the army will not suspect a
woman. It is the duty of all women who are suffering the exploitation of
the ri^c-h to help the revolution as they can, just as the women of Vietnam
help.263

Julie D. Shal'ne, a historian of feminism and revolution, detailed the concept ofa

"gendered revolutionary bridge" as a mode ofplacing women,s contribution and

2ór NBC News, "The Undeclared War."
262 Margarifas, "Los rebeldes sin barbas," p. 27.
263 

Please see NBC News, "The Undeclared War" and the accompanying aficle in the Saturday
Evening Post (Roge$ and Yat€s, "The Undeclared Wa¡ in Guatemala,', p. 33).
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significance into the context of the revolutionary struggle. She explains that ,.women

bridged physical space in revolutionary exchanges and partially closed the gap

between the organized leÍÌ and unincorporated citizens.*26a Through gendered

revolutionary bridges, guerrilla bands were able to build bases of support among

uninvolved residents and incorporate people, particularly women, into impofant

functions within the armed struggle. Mima Paiz Cárcamo's armed propaganda

speech provides evidence ofgendered revolutionary bridges that the FGEI used to

mobilize women as medical attendants, militants, or, perhaps more importantly, as

messengers and arms smugglers. From the grand narrative of20th century

revolutionary movements-from Cuba to Algiers to Vietnam-stories abound of the

revolutionary utilization of femininity's guise to car¡y out acts of sabotage and

subversion. Indeed, Shayne comments that "femininity is one such tactic for its

ability to cloak women's subversive political activities.',26t The FGEI took advantage

of Guatemalan machista culture and societal constructions of gender, presuming that

the military and state authorities would not suspect .women to be accomplices in

subversion. In large part, the strategy was successful as men were the principal target

of the govemment's counter-insurgency measures and women we¡e comparatively

spared. The use of gendered revolutionary bridges won the FGEI an important base

of support, mobilizing women into the PGT rank-and-fi1e. One such activist, Adelina

Caal ("Mamá Maquin") helped support the FAR in the mid-1960s through her work

with the PGT. Another, Herlinda Xol, who was briefly discussed earlier, traveled to

2s Julie D. Shay.ne, The Revolution Ouestion: Feminisms in El Salvador. Chile. and Cuba. (New
Jersey: Rutger's Univenity Press,2004), p. 43.
'"' Ibid., p. I15.
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Cuba for kaining and education and recorded revolutionary messages in e,eqchi' to

be broadcast across the Caribbean from Cuba back to Guatemala.266

The example of MimaPaiz Cárcamo, the handful of other women in the FGEI

and its urban inffastructure, and those involved in the PGT illust¡ates the willingness

of the Guatemalan armed left during the 1960s to incorporate women into their

struggle for a Nu eva Guatemala. Indeed, César Montes displayed his contempt for

Guatemalan gender discrimination and implicitly suggested that the guerrillas aimed

to dismantle existing conditions when he complained to a reporter, ,,Do you know

that Guatemalan civil laws say that women's place is in the home and subject to the

husband? The law? Can you imagine such feudal concepts?,'2ó? The egalitarian

principles of the a¡med left allowed for a significant departure from traditional

domesticity and Jane Jaquette is correct with her assertion that, for a woman, ,,the act

oftaking up a gun and entering a guerrilla band implies a new relationship ofequality

with men and a consequent change in pattems ofrole differentiation by sex."26E

However, incorporation does not necessarily mean meaningful solicitation and an end

to and¡ocentric attitudes, nor does the outstanding example of Mirna Paíz Cârcamo

guarantee that there was gender equality within the FGEI; that is to say, the fact that

the overwhelming majority of activists involved in the armed struggle were men and

that, to an extent, a gendered division oflabour still existed in the FGEI suggests a

disconnect between revolutionary gender theory and praxis. This fact has been noted

by most gender historians and some, like Shal'ne and Kampwirth, argue that the

failure ofrevolutionary ideology to live up to their gender ideals explains the rise of

2óó Grandin, The Last Colonial Massac¡e, pp. I l8 and 133.

'ut c"y"r,'RebJs MukãÞitãh at s."ret tviéerings." p. 78.
'"' Jaquette, "Women in Revolutionary Movements in Latin America," p. 344,
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radical feminist movements in El Salvador and Nicaragua following the cessation of

armed conflict.2u' Of th" Guatemalan guerrilla movement of the 1960s, Emilie

Smith-Ayala suggests that the guerrilla's failure stemmed from the fact that too many

potential activists did not feel that the revolutionary process was theirs.270 part and

parcel of Smith-Ayala's criticism was the failure to involve,,the granddaughters of

Ixmucané" or the women of Guatemala. In fact, only in l99l did the FAR's National

Assembly pass a resolution pertaining to women's liberation.2Tr Thus, while the

guerrillas sought the inclusion of women in their project to btlld the Nueva

Guatemala, their actions and rhetoric suggests that female emancipation would be

limited and imagined by men.

Moving beyond the real incorporation of women into the armed struggle, another

facet òf the armed left's nationalist project was the ideological use ofgendered

discourse. Cynthia Enloe has written extensively on the.use of women as syrnbols by

nationalist movements worldwide.2?2 Although such gender critiques target anti-

colonial movements as opposed to counter-hegemonic nationalist movements within

the same geo-political space, their analysis is not devoid of meaning. Oftentimes, the

"nation," as a constructed socio- and geo-political, economic, and cultural entity

personifies matemal qualities, as gender is intrinsically linked to the national by

26e 
See Shayne, The Revolution Ouestion and Kampwirth,

ljl sm,i'-Àv"lu,@_sfI&q!cêae. p. ¡0.
27r It ¡ead: 'it is our fundu-ental g;l to ptomote thå effective and eftcient incorporation,
participation and representation ofthe Guatemalan rvoma¡ in the political, social, and economic
process as part ofthe integral development ofcuatemalan society, in the context ofthe search for
democracy, peace, and the construction ofa Netv Guatemala, rvhere gender equality rvill be one ofthe
elements that define the democratic character ofsociety." Quoted in Ilja A. Luciak, ,,Gender Equality,
Democratization, and the Revolutionary Left in central America: Guatemala in comparative context"
in Victoria González and Karen Kampwirth (eds), Radical Women in Latin America: Left and Rieht.
(University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press 200l), p.204.
"'For a sample, see Chapter Three ofEnloe, Bananas. Beaches. and Bascs.
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nationalists. This trend is evident throughout the work of Guatemalan poeftumed-

guerrillero, Otto René Castillo, a radical cultural worke¡ who joined the armed

struggle in late 1966 and was murdered by the state the following March. In his

poetry, Castillo characterizes Guatemala in feminine terms, either as a mother, lover,

or compañera and, as Anne-Maria Yvorme Bankay points out, ,,there is often an

erotic undertone to his declarations."2T3 Perhaps his most frequently cited work,

Vámonos patria a catninar, exemplifies the feminine personification of the nation.

Castillo wrote,

My small country, sweet torment,
a bed of love lifts my pupils
and my throat fills wild with joy
when I say country, worker, golondrina.
A thousand years I have wakened in death
and laid my cadaver to sleep on your great name,
floating over all of freedom's breath,
Guatemala, saying, my country, liftle campesína.21a

Although Castillo also presents women as combatants in the armed struggle, more

regularly, they serve a sexualized symbolic function. By gendering cultural

nationalism, the rhetoric of the nation adopted familial dynamics through Castillo,s

work; ergo the structure of the nuclear family can be reinforced and gender roles

entrenched through nationalist discourse and associated cultural formations, rather

than confronting and challenging patriarchy. Simultaneously, while the nation is

feminized, women and their bodies are, in a sense, nationalized, metaphorically

273 An¡e-Maria Yvome Bankay (PhD diss.), Rooue Dalton,s Poetrv in the Context of the Sixties: The
Thematic and A¡tistic concems ofthe spanish American committed poetry ofthis Decade, stanford
U-niversiry, 1984, p. 65.
"'Otto René Castillo,"Vámonos pat¡ia a caminar," [æt's Go! Margaret Randall (trans), (Willimantic,
CT: Curbstone P¡ess, 1984), pp. 92-93.
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existing as the "bearers of the nation"275 within nationalist thought. Whereas Otto

René Castillo's poetry embodies the feminization of the nation, the Guatemalan

armed struggle of the 1960s provided examples of the nationalization of the female

body.

Writing for h'icontinental Magazine in 1967, contemporary to the demise of the

FGEI, exiled Guatemalan playwright Manuel Galich, promoter of Turcios Lima and

the FAR, described the early anti-imperialist sentiments of Guatemalan student

radicals. After describing the desire of Guatemalan leftists to join Sandino's struggle

in the 1930s "to throw the gringos out of Central America," he continues,

A decade later, our repudiation was as much sexual as national, since it
was equally intolerable to us that llbico had ceded bases in the airport at
La Aurora and in the port of San José to the Yankee military and that
soldiers fiom these bases swarmed over the capital on Saturday nights,
like great herds of capering goats, to insult our manners and customs in
drunken and obscene clashes. We held the worst possible opinion of, and
considered "traitors to their race, blood and people," the "gringueras,',
semi-prostitutes who felt flattered to walk arm-in-arm with blond, gum-
chewing gringos dressed in khaki. And we gleefully participated in any
scuffle that was organized against a drunken or impertinent Yankee. ..276

While Galich fails to see nationalism and sexual politics as tied, his nostalgia points

to interesting gender dynamics whereby Guatemalans equated female sexual purity

with national sovereignty. Those willing to 'þrostitute" their bodies, despite the

sexual role demanded ofthem by their nationalist counter-parts, violated a sacred

anti-imperialist bond.

A more telling example of the nationalist defense of the female body is that of

Rogelia Cruz Mafünez, abeauty queen and former Miss Guatemala. In early January

275 To bonorv Arme McClintock's phraseology from Anne McClintock, ',,No Longer in a Future
Heaven," p. 261.
276 Manuel Galich, "Internal Reasons for the Defeat," Tricontinental Masazine, Vol. I No. 2 (Sept-Oct
t967),p.69.
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1968, at a time when the FGEI had ceased to exist as a rural tkeat and the FAR-

following its divorce from the PGT-had accelerated its urban guerrilla terrorist

tactics, Cruz Mafínez's naked, raped, torfured, and mutilated body was found under a

bridge near Esquintla. She had been kidnapped by members of the Fourth police

Corps and relocated from Army Headquarters to a private residence where she was

brulalized.21l Cruz Mafünez, an architectu¡e student who was remembered as being

"like a Mayan goddess,"2?8 was a membe¡ of the militant JpT and partner of

Leonardo Castillo Johnson, the son of the murdered PGT-leader Leonardo Castillo

Flores and one of the top commanders of the FAR. Castillo Johnson led 30-40 well-

anned guerrilleros along Guatemala's Pacific Coast, trying to establish a FAR

guerrilla front in the coffee-rich Department of San Marcos.2Te However, the

temporary failure ofrural guerrilla warfare hastened Castillo Johnson's retreat to the

capital city. Cruz Martínez's romantic involvement with Castillo Johnson and

subversive work for the FAR made her a target for the rapidly expanding death squad

mobilization in Guatemala. Of the discovery of her body, a Mexican daily reported,

According to our reports, righlwing extremists used her to discharge their
hatred of the guerrillas. They made her pay with her life for her links with
the guerrillas. And since hatred is charged with sadism, they left her
naked body under a bridge so that her dead beauty could be admired by
the buzzards. But those who killed her are themselves birds of prey.280

As Castillo Joh¡son's grief and rage overwhelmed him, he embarked on a revenge-

driven rampage, killing a member of the righfwing political party and two US

military advisors in Guatemala City. After bombarding with grenades the military

277 Deb¡ay, A Critique ofArms. p. 329.

"t L.ono, Pì7yÞãlluotã irr-Marc Zimmerman,

&S¡$ê!99, (Athens: Ohio University Center for Intemational Studies, 1998), p. 286.
27e Debray. A Critique of Arms. ¡. 305.

'50 quoteã inãguitãããd eeueily, "t.rro, and violence," p. 104.
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base where his father had been detained prior to his execution, the 22 year-old

Castillo Johnson was gunned down on Martí Street in the capital. Castillo Johnson's

vengeful anti-imperialist assassination of the chief of US Military Mission Col. John

Webber and Naval Attaché Lt. Commander Emest Munro on l6 January 1968 was

justified by the US Military Mission's participation in the counter-insurgency, but

perhaps, more significantly, by the growth ofdeath squads, ,,created by American

orders."2Er For many on the left, the murder of Rogelia C ruz Martinez was used as a

rallying cry against the vicious crimes of the Guatemalan state and its paramilitary

proxies. The emphasis on the sexual violation of Cruz Martínez,s pure body and her

aesthetic beauty along with the FAR's anti-imperialist response places this incident

within the realm of the nationalization of the female body. As Enloe explains, the

rape of women is regularly regarded as an assault on male honour.282 Il this sense,

the brutalization ofRogelia Cruz Martínez's body reduces her to a victim of

competing national projects, as opposed to a committed activist within the

Guatemalan armed struggle.

Despite their willingness to defend female virtues and femininity, the

guerrìllas failed to take gendered experiences as a starting place to understand their

construction of a Nueva Guatemala. Consequently, although the FGEI incorporated

women into the armed struggle, there was often gender subordination where women

carried out roles delineated by a pre-existing gendered division of labour. Through

their actions, the guerrillas of the FGEI seemed willing to acknowledge the existence

of machista culture and even took steps to address it. still, they fell short of seriously

2Er 
Jonas and Tobis Guatemala. o. 196

282 Enloe. Bananas. nã.t-"t -¿'sur" p. 62
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confronting gender inequalities, a fact reflected in the rise of feminist organizations

following the cessation ofofficial civil conflict. Regardless however, the FGEI used

the integration of women into national life as a foundation oftheir nationalist project

10 construct a new Guatemala.

IV. The Mr¿vø Guatemala Unraveled: The Demise of the FGEI

On a national scale, the guerrillas were skeptical of reformism and saw the

armed struggle as the primary form ofclass resistance to employ against the

reactionary classes. This critique entailed a strong denunciation of electoral politics

as a fraudulent legitimation ofoligarchic power and a false form ofclass strugg1e.283

Although Turcios Lima was in Cuba prior to the 1966 Guatemalan presidential

elections, he repeatedly broadcasted his disapproval ofthe electoral farce, famously

declaring that "The road ofour revolution does not pass through a ballot box."28a It

was on this issue that a major rupture within the revolutionary alliance revealed itself.

While Turcios Lima charged that elections "are traps set out to keep people away

from the one and only true revolutionary struggle,"285 the older members of the pGT,

like Leonardo Castillo Flores and Víctor Manuel Gutiénez, and even some members

of the FAR, disagreed.286 Drawn together in late February for a plenary meeting just

outside Guatemala City prior to the election, the PGT, as mentioned above, succeeded

2E3 Turcios Lima arutounced from Cuba: "Ifwe revolutionaries rvere to participate in these elections, or
ifrve called upon the people to participate in them by voting for the Revolutionary party or any ofthe
other opposition parties, rve rvould be giving our backing, our prinoipled support, our revolutionary
approval and the suppof ofthe masses who believe in us, to people who we knorv have no scruples,
rvho rve know a¡e the accomplices ofreaction and imperialism." Quoted in Gott, Guerrilla Movèments
ofLatin America- DD. 67-68-

'¡rF"-á"d% T"r;ils Lima. o. 91.

"t lbid., p. g2.- '

"u Gott, p. 68. While Turcios Lima was in Havana, the
Provisional Revolutionary Leadership Centre ofthe FAR (CpDR), influenced by pGT, decided to
support Méndez.
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in passing a resolution that saw Guatemala's radical left endorse the partído

Revolucionarìo' s Julio César Méndez Montenegro in his bid for the presidency.

The seemingly irreconcilable dispute over electoral politics in the class

struggle was partially resolved in a brutal manner. Over a few days in early March

1966 following the PGT-FAR meeting, Colonel Enrique Peralta Azurdia's forces-

recently reinvigorated by US military advisors, particularly John Longan-enacted

Operación Limpieza. In a chain reaction of events that saw a number of successful

raids on safe houses and the leaking ofsecurity information induced through torture,

the Guatemalan state apparatus arrested, tortured, and extrajudicially executed at least

32 prominent leaders of the PGT, MR-13, and FAR. Victims included Gutiénez,

Castillo Flores, Francisco Amado Granados of MR-13, and the former editor of the

student periodical, El Estudiante, Femando Arce Beh¡ens.287 What was misleadingly

k¡own as the "Case ofthe 28" registered the first mass disappearance in Latin

America, a tactic of govemrnent forces that later became a staple device ofrepressive

state forces over the next couple of decades.288 Despite pleas from the FGEI, media,

activists, and families of the disappeared, the Peralta govemment (and later the

Méndez govemment)-with tacit support fiom the US Embassy-refused to

comment on the whereabouts of the missing radicals.2Ee The story was soon leaked,

however, to the newspaper El GráJìco by an army deserter who witnessed the

disposal ofthe bodies from a plane into the Atlantic Ocean, and was subsequently

2E7 REMHI, Guatemala: ¡Nunca más!, p. 45.

"t Of th" i"ãpo*Adolnduurao Guleano explains, "there are no prisoners to claim nor martyrs to
moum, The earth devours the people and the govemment washes its hands. The¡e are no crimes to
denounce nor explanations to give. Each death dies over and over again until, finally, the only thing
your soul ¡etains is a mist ofhorror and uncertainty," Eduardo Galeano,

!at, Judith Brister (trans), (New York: Monthly Revierv Press, 1983), p. 15.2E9r-_-_-^-_¡-.,-,, -,,'"'For a satisfuing account ofthe Case ofthe 28, please see Grandin,
94-t04.
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carried by world newspapers.2e0 Besides demonstrating a rapid evolution in the

Cuatemalan state's counter-insurgency measures, the actions ofOperación Limpieza

wiped out much of the PGT's old guard and consequently weakened ties to the

bourgeois-democratic Arbenz era and popular frontism. In doing so, it served to

weaken the PGT and temporarily strengthen the more radical JpT and FAR.

From its point of view, the first several months of Méndez's administration

confirmed the FGEI'S concem with electo¡al politics as the new President failed to

acknowledge the state security force's role in the "Case of the 28.', Turcios Lima

detailed his skepticism, suggesting that even if the military allowed Méndez to take

power, the situation of the peasantry would not alter. He explained that the

reactionary classes would always maximize the army as an instrument of their power

to crush any serious reformist effort to redistribute land, reduce rent, or increase

salaries.2el Such criticisms were not unwarranted; a month after the election, the Vice

President-elect, Clemente Manoquín Rojas, wrote in La Hora that with Méndez's

assumption to power, in effect, "there will.be a military state within a civilian

state."2e2 lndeed, prior to inauguration, Méndezwas forced to sign a confidential pact

with the army which ensured the autonomy of the armed forces over its counte¡-

insurgency efforts. Despite the agreement's secrecy, critics ofthe government

recognized that Méndez did not truly hold power over the military and was little more

than a civilian puppet govemment. Commenting in 1967, Galeano wrote of the

2s For example, please see "Police Said to SIay Guatemalan Leftists," The New york Times, 13 }y'rarch
1966,p.27 and"28 in Guatemala Repofied Slain By Police in peralta's Regime," The Netv york
ftirar, I8 July 1966, p. 12. For an in depth explanation, see Galeano, Guatemala: Occupied Country,
pp.74-77.
2er NBC Nervs, "The Undeclared War."
2e2 REMHI, Guatemala: Never Asain! ,pp. 197-198.
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Méndez administration that, "lt is prohibited to act but permitted to talk. No one

denies Méndez Montenegro, President of Guatemala, the right to proclaim reforms

which he will not make."2e3 It was for this reason that the guerrillas of the FGEI

refused peace offers flom the govemment and amnesty retroactive to 1960. Mid-way

through July, in a communiqué signed by Turcios Lima and Bemardo Alvarado

Monzón, the FGEI explained that "despite the popular attraction of the new régime,

the army retains most of the effective power. The Guatemalan army is still the same

reactionary tool ofnative plutocracy and foreign companies and therefore must be

fought to the bitter end,"2ea The guerrillas' command structure did, however, agree to

a temporary cease-fire and withdrew a considerable number oftroops from the

combat zone.

By September 1966, Comandante Luis Turcios Lima realized that a military

trap was being devised by the state's military apparatus. Using the cease-fì¡e as an

opportunity to prepare, the Army was trained in the latest counter-insurgency

methods by US military advisors from Vietnam. The Army, equipped with American

military hardware, established a civilian inilastructure within the conflict zone

consisting of informers and guerrilla defectors. Reinforcing govemment forces lvere

paramilitary death-squads, operating in coordination with the state but with the

plausible deniability of their non-official capacity. Turcios Lima quickly drafted a

confidential memorandum that circulated among the movement's civilian and

military leadership. 2e5 In it, Turcios Lima predicted that a gathering storm of

2e3 Galeano, Guatemala: Occupied Countrv, p. 91.

"ocott, Gu.rt-llalo*rnentsìf L"tin America- n- 72.,,tø""i@i-'"*"^o.uu,p,ug.aticallytitled..Mta'Íastal.eas
futdanentales en Ia situacion qchßl y Ìueslrc prcparaciót1 pqrut una i,uninente canrpaña en el
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counter-revolutionary reaction was going to strike against the seemingly immune

guerrillas. César Montes later explained that the programme, which became Turcios

Lima's political legacy, was directed to the PGT, JPT, and FAR as the movement's

first comprehensive strategic plan for the whole country.2e6 Citing the Méndez

govemment's false ideological manufacture of popular consent, Turcios Lima

explained,

What is new in the present régirne is that the political offensive, by a
demagogical use of limited reforms and revolutionary-sounding slogans
that conceal the régime's true nature and class character, will be followed
by a fierce military offensive. One element in that offensive will be to
encircle the FGEI using technological methods which are a vast
improvement on any used in the past.

Turcios Lima feared that the appropriation of revolutionary nationalist discourse by

the govemment had weakened the guerrilla's ideological position. While the

dictatorship ofPeralta Azurdia did not possess the blanket ofpopular legitimacy, the

Méndez administration could clairn a degree of authority as the manifestation of

collective will. Consequently, Turcios Lima called on the guerrilla combatants to

prepare for the military offensive. He concluded with the summation that

Either, given our weaknesses, they will murder and tenorize large sectors
of the population, largely neutralizing the impetus of the revolutionary
struggle and causing the war to lie down, or, if we can manage to be ready
in time, we shall withstand their offensive, the popular forces will emerge
stronger from the trial, and the people's revolutionary war will move
forward into a completely new stage.2e7

Unfortunately fo¡ the FGEI and larger Guatemalan left, the former came true.

Commencing in the first days of October 1966, the Guatemalan Army and its proxies

Ê1¡rr?," ("Our basic tasks in the pr€sent situation, and our preparation for a campaign in the immediate
tuture").
2e6 lbid.. p. 139.
2e7 Deb¡ay, A Critique ofA¡ms, pp. 301-302.
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systematically dismantled the social infrastructur.e of the guerilla initiative through a

campaign oftenor and violence. Labeled as the United States, ..laboratory for

counter-insurgen cy,"2e8 the Guatemalan countryside was invaded by the Army and

quickly embroiled in a brutal anti-insurgent conflict that targeted suspected leftist

sympathizers. While two previous military campaigns in 1964 and 1965 had yielded

no significant results besides the entrenchment of the guerrillas, the offensive of

Octobe¡ 1966 was militarily successful. Prior to the operations of the Guatemalan

Army, the FGEI divided into two columns, hoping to limit the impact of the state,s

military actions. Before the end of 1966, the front led by Rolando Herrera was

infiltrated by the Army and led into a trap where it was annihilated.2ee The other

group suffered continual losses through the winte¡ and spring of 1967, including the

death of Otto René Castillo and Nora Paiz Círcamo in March. Following a July i967

ambush in which the guerrillas suffered heavy casualties, the FGEI ceased to exist as

a functioning rural guerrilla unit.

For his part, Luis Augusto Turcios Lima did not live to witness the dismantling of

the national project that he helped formulate. In the early moming hours of 2 October

1966, a speeding Austin Cooper sports car flipped on the Roosevelt Highway and

bu¡st into flames. Knocked unconscious by the crash, Turcios Lima perished in the

fire, while Silvia Yvonne Flores Leton, an eighteen year-old FAR militant, died in

hospital from her injuries.3oo A third passenger in the car escaped with minor injuries.

The th¡ee had met with a peasant support committee in Guatemala City,s suburbs

2eE 
Jonas. The Battle fo¡ Guatemala

'ee D.brav.À c.itiãueìf A.rr,r ll?.
''* "Luit î';io; I;"de-r of th" ieftist Guerrilla Forces in cuatemala, Is Killed in an Auto c¡ash at
24," The Netv York ?iues, 4 October 1966, p. 18.
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prior to the crash,3ol part of Turcios Lima's increased role in the management of the

Guatemalan leÍÌ. Within hours of his death, the bureaucracy of the FAR appointed

César Montes as the successor to Turcios Lima. The funeral was held the following

day in the national cemetery in Guatemala City, and became a public spectacle that

saw well over one thousand moumers and a military salute of the funeral bier as it

passed Escuela Polytécnica where the officer-tumed-guerrilla had been trained.302

The subsequent chapter shiíìs the focus of this thesis from the politico-military

construction ofguerrilla nationalism to the politico-cultural. In particular, it traces

the implementation of the guerrilla vision articulated by the Guatemalan Ieft into the

national historical nar¡ative by intellectuals.

30¡ Debray, A Critique ofArms. n. 302.

'ot cott, Gu llãüo*ln*--t, áil-utin Arn".i"u, p 72 and Debray, A Critique ofAnns, p.303.
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Chapter 3: History and Martvrdom as Cultural Creation:
Nationalist Intellectuals and the Search for a Relevant past

Previously classified United States Department of State correspondence iÌom

the mid-I960s demonstrates the tensions within the US Embassy in Guatemala City

as the counter-insurgency against the guerrillas of the Fuerzas Annadas Rebeldes

(FAR) escalated in a manner that certain US personnel felt compromised American

values. Viron Vaky, a highly-positioned bureauc¡at who worked as the US Deputy

Chief of Mission in Guatemala at the Embass¡303 increasingly became concemed

with the Guatemalan military's actions in late l966,urging the Department of state to

be cautious about providing special covert training to Guatemalan military squads.30a

A little more than a year later, functioning as a member of the State Department's

Policy Planning Council in Washington, Vaky wrote an emotional plea to the

Assistant Secretary of State for Inte¡-American Affairs, Covey Oliver. His concem

was that the anti-guerrilla tactics of the Guatemalan military were running arnok and

that the US was complicit in the terror. Vaky asserted to Oliver that ..we have not

been honest with ourselves." He continued,

We have condoned counter-terror; we may even in effect have encouraged
or blessed it. We have been so obsessed with the fear of insurgency thaì
we have rationalized away our qualms and uneasiness. This is not only
because we have concluded we cannot do anything about it, for we never
really tried. Rather we suspected that maybe it is a good tactic, and that as
long as Communists are being killed it is alright. Murder, torture and
mutilation are alright if our side is doing it and the victims are
Communists. After all hasn't man been a savage from the beginning of

s3 Greg Grandin identifies vaþ as the second-in-command at the Embassy. see Grandin, The Last
Colonial Massacre, p. 190. Soon after this post, Vaþ became a member of the State Department\
Policy Planning Council.
3n see Deparhnent ofstate Memo ofDec 3, 1966. Accessed through "The National security Archive"
at G€orge washington university, w*'w.gwu-edu/-nsarchiv/NSAEBB^.lsAEBB I l/docs/, accessed 7
April2005.
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time so let us not be too que-asy about terro¡. I have literally heard these
arguments from our people.305

Vaky surmised that the acquiescence of the US govemment in the violence not only

jeopardized its image in Guatemala and throughout Latin America, but also th¡ew

American ethics and morals into question. By way of concluding the letter and in

regard to the institutionalization of counter-terror in Guatemala, he queried, ..Do we

just throw up our hands and accept all of its wrongness as long as it is also 'effective',

(and will history's verdict say it is also 'effective' in Guatemala)?,, Thus, amidst his

anxiety over the horrors of counter-insurgency, vaky also expressed trepidation about

history's judgment on the conduct of the US in Guatemala.306

Considering the brutalities committed by the successive US administrations

against the people of Guatemala, Vietnam, Chile, Cambodia, and Nicaragua (among

numerous other places) during the Cold War and in the Balkans, lraq, Sudan,

Afghanistan, and Haiti (again, to select examples) since the early 1990s, the academic

discipline of history has been kind. Presenting evolving pretexts as justifìcations-

from containment, domino theories, and Red tenor to drug cartels, terrorism, and

clashes of civilizations-the apologetics ofUS foreign policy have co-opted the

political and cultural lexicon of democracy, libert¡ and freedom. English novelist

George Orwell called the appropriation of such political language to mask state

violence "the defence ofthe indefensible."30T Still, hegemonic consensus around the

"official" version of Cold War history in the United States has marginalized or

305 vakl,letter to oliver, 29 March 1968. Accessed th¡ough "The National Security Archive" at George
washington university, rvmv. gwu.edr-r./*nsarchiv/ì.ISA-EBB/1.{SAEBB I l/docs/, accessed 7 April 2001.
Emphasis in original.

'uu Ibid.
307 George Onvell, "Politics and the English Language,', The peneuin Essays ofGeorqe Onvell,
(London: Penguin Books, 1994), p. 356.
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rejected outspoken critics who seek to challenge US foreign policy during this

period.3o8 Retuming to Viron Vaky and his fear of history's retribution, the

successful "manufacture ofconsent"3oe of the past reinforces the politico-cultural

hegemony of elite institutions. In so doing, it successfully shields the bureaucrats and

technocrats ofUS power from serious judgment.

The point to be made here is that history fulfills important political, cultural,

and social functions in a two-fold manner. First, in a historiographic sense, it reflects

the ideas and ideologies ofa social group specific to time and space. Secondly, and

perhaps more importantly, it contributes to a politico-cultural reservoir that groups

draw upon to reference and make sense of their contemporary material realities.

Elaborating on this second point, history becomes co-opted by ideology-either by

the inclusion o¡ the exclusion of "facts" pertaining to the past-and manifests itself as

the foundation ofpolitical philosophies. From a cultural perspective, the search for a

"relevant past" fuses together \ryith ideology, symbiotically reinforcing one another.

History thus becomes one ofideology's many forums, though as a unique cultural

medium that legitimates itself in its quest for the "truth." Indeed, historian Eric

Hobsbawm has written on the use of "invented traditions,' as a legitimating factor for

308 A¡ explanation may be in order here. By "official" histories ofthe US, I mean accounts ofthe past
that can be maximized by politicians, intellectuals ofthe establishment, and the White House as
political capital. Despite the gap behveen historic claims and reality, major media outlets echo such
rhetoric without challenge. Interesting recent examples of the afïìrmation of,,official,' histories
include the 2004 death offormer US President Ronald Reagan, rvho rvas heralded as a champion of
democracy and credited as ending the cold vy'ar. Ary amount ofserious investigation rvoulà deflate
s^uch nonsense, still there was very little dissent to the contrary from the mainstream medía.
rue V/alter Lippman, Public Ooi¡ion, (Nerv York: Harcourt, Brace, 1922),p.248. Alsosee Edward S.
Herman and Noam Chomsky, Manufacturins Consent: The Political Economy ofthe Mass Media,
(New York: Pantheon Books, 1988).
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nationalist and popular movements.3l0 He recognizes that history and historians play

an important role in the process of invention. He writes that,.the history which

became part of the fund of knowledge or the ideology of nation, state or movement is

not what has actually been preserved in popular memory, but what has been selected,

written, pictured, popularized and institutionalized by those whose function it is to do

so." Hobsbawm emphasizes the use of history in the formation of a nation ,,with its

associated phenomena: nationalism, the nation-state, national symbols, histories and

the rest."3rr Shifting focus back to Latin America during the 1960s, herein lies the

importance ofpost-colonial perspectives and texts such as Fidel Castro,s

aforementioned ,S¿cond Declaration ofHavana, Tricontinentalism provided Latin

American radicals with a frame of reference with which they could reinterpret history

and root their struggle in a relevant past. Certainly the politico-cultural capital of

history was not lost on those who engaged orjustified insurrectionary armed struggle

in Guatemala and elsewhere during the 1960s.

Going beyond Turcios Lima's use of the past at the Tricontinental Conference

to contextualize Guatemala's place in the post-colonial world, this chapter focuses on

the intellectuals associated with both the FGEI and the greater Guatemalan left and

how history pervaded their struggle to manufactur e a Nueva Guatemala.312 It argues

that the field ofhistory was a politico-cultural "organism,'that was constantly in flux,

3r0 
See Hobsbawm and Ranger, The Invention ofTradition and Eric Hobsbawm, Nations and

Nationalism Since 1780.

'lr lbrd, p. ta
3r2 My understanding ofthe term "intellectuals" is derived fiom A¡tonio Gramsci's notion of the \yord,
which concenhates on an individual's social function (albeit in a gendered marurer). Gramsci
famously wrote that "AIl men are intellectuals, one could therefore say; but all m€n do not have the
fi¡nction ofintellectuals in society." Thus, in using the t€rm, I am concemed with those rvho operate
and economically sustain themselves primarily from their role as intellectuals. See Antonio Giamsci,
"The Formation oflntellectuals," The Modern prince and othe¡ writinss, (Nerv york: International
Publishers, 1957).
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being negotiated by the Guatemalan left in order to create a cultural space where

political re-imaginings of the Nueva Guatemala could flourish. In so doing, it

complements a whole host ofnationalist theorists such as Benedict Anderson who

view the development of"national" histories as intrinsic to the growth of

nationalism.3r3 As the 1960s proceeded and casualties mounted in the armed

struggle, cultural workers constructed a genealogy of revolutionary martyrs to create

a "relevant past" where none had existed. The wretched conditions produced by

systemic poverty coupled with the romantic allure ofrevolutionary activism inspired

many intellectuals of the 1960s generation to abandon the confines of academia to

enlist in the armed struggle. lntellectuals who participated in the guerrilla movement

simultaneously created history and wrote themselves into a new interpretation of

Guatemala's past, thus placing themselves as the logical extension ofhistorical

processes. Emphasis will be placed on the student radicals from the Universidad de

San Carlos de Guatemala (USAC), such as Otto René Castillo, who sought to bridge

the gap between academia and the armed struggle, as well as associated intellectuals

of the Partìdo Gaatemalteco de Tr.abajo (Guatemalan Labour Party or pGT) such as

Manuel Galich, Bemardo Alvarado Monzón, and José Manuel Fortuny, among

others. By virtue of intellectual cosmopolitanism, revolutionary Cuba became a hub

for Latin American intellectuals, and thus will figure prominently in this narrative.

In many regards, historian Ronald Sch¡eidet's Conmunis¡n in Guatemala is

the most interesting English-language account of the Jacobo Arberz administration to

appear in the years immediately following his 1954 CIA-o¡chestrated overthrow.

313 
See Benedict A¡derson, lmaqined Communities,
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Regarded as the "official" history of the coup,3'4 the text details the activities of the

Guatemalan communist movement since the October Revolution of 1944, with

special emphasis on the PGT's influence on Arbenz in the early 1950s. Schneider,s

account was drawn up fiom over 50,000 communist files that had been gathered by

the Guatemalan Contité Nacional de Defensa contra el Comunismo and shipped to the

Foreign Policy Research Institute ofthe University of Pennsylvania.3r5 ln his work,

Schleider portrays the revolt against Arbenz as a home-grown rejection of

communist encroachment on the state. Acknowledging that very few Guatemalans

participated in the counter-¡evolutionary movement of Colonel Carlos Castillo

Armas, Sch¡eider grants historical agency to the Guatemalan officer corps who grew

intolerant of communist penetration and Arbenz's willingness to arm civilian militias

and who acted on their impulses to challenge the President.3l6 In so doing, he

completely writes the United States-and the CIA in particular----out of the history of

the coup, absolving the Eisenhower administration and the United Fruit Company of

any responsibility. Further, his work reinforced the US Cold War consensus that

permeated the political culture ofthe mid-1950s. Conveniently, Schneider also

neglects to mention that the Comité Nacional de Defensa contra el Cornunismo,

which afforded him the opportunity to research his project, was created by the CIA in

concert with Castillo Armas and his govemment.3lT

Regardless of the fact that Schneider's work was written on deceptive

pretenses and functioned to obscure the Eisenhower administration's role in

rra Schlesinger and Kinzer, Bifler Fruit, p. 227.
rr) Schneider, Communism in Guatemala, p. 323.

"u lbid., p. gio. .--
3r7 Schlesinger and Kinz€r, Bitter Fruit, p. 221.
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overthrowing a democratically-elected govemment, as with so many works of history

it was merely fulfilling a politico-cultural role. Moreover, for this st¡dy, Communisnt

in Guatemala ironically serves as a valuable social history ofthe Guatemalan left,s

project to create a new Guatemala until 1954. Its utilitarian dimension stems from the

fact that Schneider convincingly conveys the left,s efforts to control cultural

institutions durìng the Arbenz era, strategies which carried over into the guerrilla

struggle of the 1960s.

I. Revolution and Culture durine the Ten Years of Spring

The preceding two chapters established the historic association of the

Guatemalan armed left to the PGT and the latter's function during the decade of the

October Revolution. Ifnothing else, the leaders of the Guatemalan left contemporary

to the revolutionary decade understood the great merit ofsites ofcultural production

and their relationship to ideolog¡ hegemony, and popular consent. Consequently,

they actively pursued and secu¡ed these sites for their revolutionary cultural agenda.

Alfredo Guena Borges, for example, was instrumental in the creation of Saker-Tí, an

avant-garde collection ofradicals, Marxists, anarchists, feminists, and indigenistas

involved in literature, the fine and plastic arts, and music. Saker-Ti's variegated

assembly of Guatemala's finest cultural workers shared a common commitment to

leftist activism and to constructing a cultural front to concretize the political

atmosphere of the Octobe¡ Revolution. I¡ June 1950, the communist weekly Octubre

was launched by the PGT, only to be replaced in August 1953 by the daily Tribuna

Popular. In addition, the party owned the bookstore Lib¡ería Futuro and con¡nunists
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held editorial control over Unidad, the monthly publication of one of Guatemala's

largest unions.

At the Instituto Cruatemalteco de Seguridad Social (Guatemalan Social Security

Institute or IGSS), where Gutiénez had penetrated the Board of Directors during

Arévalo's administration, leftist influence continued after Arbenz's assumption of

power. Though Gutiérrez no longer sat on the Board, other leftists entered into the

Institute's ranks, such as Virgilio Guerra Méndez, one of the most senior members of

the PGT. Besides subsidizing the productio¡ of tlnidad, the IGSS also assisted

Saker-Ti projects and published political manuscripts. Perhaps most importantly was

Gutiérrez's "Breves Resúmenes de Economía Política," which was an abridgement to

the first volume of Karl Marx's Capìtal, witten from a uniquely Guatemalan

perspective.3ls Schneider asse¡ts that th¡ough their control of the Ministry of public

Education, in addition to publishing the works ofRaúl Leiva and Luis Cardoza y . .

Aragón, the communists also exerted disc¡etion ove¡ normal school curriculums. It

was through this inside influence in the Ministry that Gutiérrez,s ,,Breves

Resúmenes" became the standard text for political economy in Guatemala.3le

Within a reasonably short amount of time, the Guatemalan left was able to

place itselfin a high position ofpolitical clout. The failure of thelefttohaltthe

counter-revolutionary onslaught that followed the overthrow of Arbenz in 1954,

however, signaled the shortcomings of the PGT and its fellow-kavelers to effectively

establish a hegemonic political-culture in Guatemala. The predominantly middle-

class revolutionaries were ironically unable to transcend class, social standing,

ll8^,
ùcnneloerr

3re Ibid., pp. 204-205.
p. 65.
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gender, and race in the short amount of time they wielded power, suggestive of the

weaknesses of their popular front strategy. Consequently, organic cultural bonds that

should have fused the revolutionaries to civil society were absent. This being said,

although the general populace was as unwilling as the majority of the middle-class

intelligentsia to defend the October Revolution from the alliance of anti-communists,

a seed of revolutionary consciousness was planted in sectors of society that

germinated in the 1960s.

II. Academia and Intellectuals: Creatins Cultural Space for the ¡y'¿reva Guatemala

One space where the memory of the October Revolution was kept alive was at

USAC, the oldest post-secondary institution in Cenhal America. Within certain

faculties, most notably the Law Faculty, and in the radical Asociación de Estudiantes

Universitarios (Association of University Students or AEU), progressive politics

were advocated, thus taking advantage of the Spanish American tradition of

university autonomy from the state. Indeed, it was not until the late 1960s and early

1970s that the Guatemalan state violated the sacred autonomy of USAC in a

wholesale marmer.32o Throughout Latin America, it was generally recognized that

unive¡sities often functioned as bastions ofindependent and critical thinking,

producing articulate denunciations of the state. Moreover, as Salvadoran poet Roque

Dalton noted, students did not merely critique institutions ofpower, but actually

engaged in the activities of revoiutionary movements.32l Dalton elaborated,

320In particular, following the election ofColonel Carlos A¡ana Osorío, the Army ,,invaded th¡ee
university campuses to begin a campaign against academics and Iawyers." Still rvo¡se rvas the
repression of 1980, afìer President Romeo Lucas García declared USAC to be a ,,centre of
subversion," when 27 faculty and adminshators and over 50 students were killed in a six-month
p^eriod. Handy, Cift ofthe Devil, pp. 168 and 178.r'' Roque Dalton, "Student Youth and the Latin American Revolution,,, World Marxist Revierv, Vol. 9,
No. 3 (March 1966), p. 57.
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explaining that, in part, the potency ofstudent movements was derived from their

existence as what Antonio Gramsci called a "derivative social group.,' By this label,

Gramsci meant that they functioned as a multi-class alliance with a similar social

function; that is to say, academia brought together a wide selection of groups into one

social setting.322 Retuming to the Guatemalan context, writing in the mid-1960s,

Alvarado Monzón emphasized the impofance of intellectuals and sfudents to the

revolutionary movement, and their activism in the struggle.323 It is true that beyond

urban organizing and protest, students participated in the armed struggle in rural

sectors of the country. For example, among the earliest casualties of the guerrilla

insurrection was twenty year-old Carlos Toledo Hemández, a poet, student leader,

and communist youth member. Toledo was one of thirteen killed in March 1962 in

the ill-fated Concúa front of the PGT that was hastily launched in the Department of

BajaY enpaz during the student uprisings of that month occurring in the capital

city.324

Besides serving as full+ime guerrillas, numerous students also functioned as

"weekend guerrillas" who traveled weekly to the Sierra de las Minas.325 Indeed, as

Trí c on t i n e n ta I Bu I I ef i n noted,

The students of the continent constitute a genuine vanguard detachment of
the Latin American peoples in the great struggle fo¡ national liberation.
They demonstrate this in their militant actions in all ofour countries from
the demonstrations and protests to the direct clashes with the repressive
forces and the long list ofheroes and martyrs who have fallen in the
course ofviolent confrontations wìth the repressive forces in the cities and

322 tbid., p. 54.
323 Alvarado Mónzon, "Some Problems ofthe Guatemalan Revolution," p. 39.
"'Huberto Alvarado, "Un poeta a la altura de su tiempo y su pueblo,', in Otto René Castillo, Informe
de una iniusticia. (Guatemala: Editorial Cultura, 1993), p xxxv and REMHI, Guatemala:iNunca más!,
p.33.
325 For example, please see Munson, Zacapa, p. 80,
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in the mountains where the students havejoined and even led the guerrilla
struggle.326

Culturally-speaking, students produced the USAC news paper El Estudiante, witin

Femando Arce Behrens, functioning for a time as editor. His role in the left's cultural

movement in the 1960s led to his untimely death in the "Case of the 28" in March

1966. Further, the late 1950s saw the emergence ofthe influential Guatemalan

magazine of altemative culture, Lanzas y letras, for which the poet Otto René Castillo

served on the editorial board until an AEU scholarship sent him abroad. The

existence of critical magazines and newspapers gave students and left-wing

intellectuals a forum to shape cultural and political attitudes. Symbiotically, these

periodicals and the social webbing that produced them also created a space where

radical ideologies could germinate and flourish. As much as political manifestos,

student publications gave voice to visions ofguerrilla nationalism as propagated by

Turcios Lima and the FGEI. Evidence suggests that the threat to established

institutions of power posed by academics stemming from USAC led the state to

indirectly encroach on university autonomy in subtle ways by the late 1960s, though

short of the measures that were taken in the proceeding decades. In concert with

Washington, the Guatemalan government undertook a project to stifle political

activism at USAC by enacting experimental programs developed at Michigan State

University. Under the name, "Basic Plan", there was an attempt to encourage

students to enroll in technical and adminishative courses, while govemment funding

fo¡ the social sciences and humanities was heavily cut and their curricula altered.

326 Tricontinental Bulletin, Vol. 4, No. 34 Qan 1969), p. 22. This issue is incorrectly listed as Volume 3
on the cove¡,
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Joumalist Norman Diarnond even argued that the relocation of USAC to a new

campus in the capital city's outer zones during the late 1960s was undertaken to allow

the state's armed gentry to intervene against potential student p¡otests or

demonstrations.32T

III. Havana and Intellectual Cosmopolitanism

It should not be assumed, ofcourse, that Guatemalan left-wing intellectuals

operated within a bubble, with no influence from intemational events. political and

cultural trends throughout Latin America, but particularly in central America and the

Caribbean basin, had a significant influence on developments in Guatemalan

intellectual circles. During the octobe¡ Revolution, Guatemala had functioned as an

intellectual mecca for Latin American leftists due to its relaxed censorship and

political freedoms.326 After the overth¡ow ofJacobo Arb eru in 1954,however, Costa

Rica emerged as a Central American cultural centre due to its relatively democratic

domestic policy. Ironically, US capital helped modemize the educational

infrastructure and cultivated a progressive intellectual climate in san José after the

second world war.32e The creation or the Editorial (Jniversitaria centroamericana

(EDUCA) by the Confederation of Central American Universities brought the

physical means ofproduction for mass publication ofradical literature. Kennedy's

Alliance for Progress, the Central American Common Market, and US AID, all

327 Norman Diamond, "Latin America: Guerillas Facing counterinsurgency," Tricontinental Bulletin,
Vol. 4, No. 39 (June 1969), pp.23-25.
rr8 As mentioned, foreigners such as Miguel Mármol participated in the October Revolution.
similarly, Ernesto Guevara, a then-unkno\vn Argentinean doctor, lived in Guatemala city during the
last months ofthe Arbenz regime and frequented academic circles. Guevara witnessed the collalse of
the october Revolution and experienced the counter-revolution from an embassy prior to being granted
a-mnesty to Mexico, an encount€r with imperialism that molded his political career.
329 John Beverley and Marc Zimmerman, Literature and poli 

,
(Austin: University ofTexas Press, 1990), p. 45.
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geared towards preventing "another Cuba," financed and provided the infrastructure

for EDUCA and similar presses, to publish the works of Otto René Castillo, Claribel

Alegría, and Roque Dalton. As Beverley and Zimmerman contend,

Paradoxically, then, the limited but real space opened for Central
American education, universities, and publishing ventures in the 1960s by
US-inspired and funded progtams served to promote the development of a
radicalized sector of the humanist-technical intelligentsia strategically
positioned to react to the new contingencies generated by the rapid
socioeconomic change and crisis in this period.330

By 1960-1961, however, Costa Rica and EDUCA slipped to relative insignifìcance

following Castro's seizure of power in Cuba. While EDUCA continued publishing, it

was vastly overshadowed by the emerging cultural and educational infrastructure of

the Cuban Revolution.

The revitalization, democratization, and production ofculture were at the fore of

the Cuban Revolution f¡om the earliest days of 1959, even if the state initially lacked

adequate resources. The Cuban state's heavy emphasis on revolutionary culture can

be ¡ead into the many proclamations, decrees, and programs sponsored by the Castro

regime. Beyond founding the Casa de las Américas, The l96l mass campaign to

eradicate illiteracy on the island certainly aided the democratization of culture and

knowledge. Guevara's writin gs in Socialism and Man in Cuba and Castro,s famous

pronouncements in The Second Declaration of Havana and ll'ords þr the

Intellectuals contained expressive cultural dimensions, particularly the latter. In this

1961 speech, Cast¡o delineated the parameters and fixed the role of writers in the

Revolution. \Vhile acknowledging the dire importance ofmaterial needs in Cuba, he

argued that "we also want to develop the conditions that will permit the satisfaction of

33o tbid., p.45
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all the people's cultural needs."33r As well, Castro set the limits of cultural

expression declaring that those working toward the revolution would enjoy limitless

rights, whereas those who challenged the revolution would forfeit their rights.332 The

Revolution increased the number ofCuban libraries and publishing presses and

facilitated a revolutionary cultural atmosphere in select factories with public readings

and discussions while the workers laboured. Indeed, by the January I 968 Cuban

Cultural Congress, joumalist James Higgins was astounded by the popular

participation in the Congress's events and the marked elimination of the barrier

between intellectuals and ordinary citizens. Higgins's interpreter, a Cuban named

Lohania, explained to him that,

the Revolution has permitted us to begin the work of eliminating
separation and alienation and of bringing about an inte$ation, a
connection between all elements ofsociety which helps us to gain an
awareness ofourselves and our revolutionary task in Cuba and in the
world.333

For many Latin American intellectuals, the Cuban Revolution provided a safe

cultural space whe¡e ideas and artistic expression could be shared, contrary to the

restrictive state policies of their home countries. Forced or voluntary exile of Latin

American radicals to cuba was often an exercise in experiencing the polar extremities

of intemational Cold War politics. That is to say, in Cuba, the state endorsed and

marketed radical thinking so that the ideology ofrevolution reached the proportions

ofa historic bloc; revolution, as an identity of a collective cultural and political being,

33r 
Quoted in BanJ<ay, Roque Dalton's Poetrv in the Context ofthe Sixties, p. 24.

"' Fo¡ a briefdiscussion ofCuban culture and rvriting selections on the topic, please see Aviva
Chomsþ, Barry Carr, and Pamela Maria Smorkaloff(eds), The Cuba Reader: Historv, Culture.
Egü.tjri, (Durham: Duke University Press, 2003).
"' James Higgins, "füba's Cultu¡al Congress," Montl¡lv Revierv, Vol. 19, No_ l0 (March l96g), pp.
22-24.
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perrneated most aspects ofcuban life. In contrast to the culture ofrevolution was the

life for left-wing intellectuals in most Latin American countries, where offìcial

censorship on socialist culture was practiced and enforced using coercive means. It is

understandable why so many intellectuals made trips to Cuba as part of their struggle

to create cultural fronts in their own countries (few ever stayed in Cuba indefinitely).

Capitalizing on the political atmosphere, in January 1962, the pGT sent a number of

radicals, including Edgar Ibarra to Cuba for guerrilla training. At the same time, the

Juventud Patt'iótica de Trabajo (JPT), had as many as twenty students in Cuba on

scholarships. Upon arriving in Cuba, the JPT activists requested and received special

instruction in insurrectionary armed struggle. Among their ranks was Julio César

Macías ("César Montes'), Ortiz Vides, and Mario Lemus, all of whom would later

become guerrilla commanders.334

It cefainly must be conceded that the Cuban state censored ,,counter-

revolutionary" works and often exiled or imprisoned their authors. Works that did

not fit into the Cuban state's national project were often banned. principally

bourgeois intellectuals, queer poets, and anti-Castro Cuban cultural workers we¡e

exiled to neighbouring countries, regions, and communities (Little Havana in Miami,

for example), while left-wing intellectuals from elsewhere flocked to Havana to

experience Cuba's afistic "Íieedoms." To a North Amerìcan audience, perhaps the

most well-known example is Reinaldo Arenas, a homosexual novelist and poet,

whose persecution led him to flee to the United States where he penned his popular

3r{ REMHI, Guatemala: Never Asain!, p. 193.
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memoirs, Before Níght Falls which detailed Cuban govemment repression.335 In a

sense, the pushes and pulls of Latin Arnerican inter-state travel resembled the

exchange of intellectual commodities on a market. The result was the concentration

ofprogressive intellectuals in Havana for a hemispheric cultural exchange.

More than anlhing else, the Cuban Revolution altered the literary landscape

of Latin America after 1959. In that year, the Casa de las Amérícas and its

corresponding revista of the same name was created under the auspices of director

Haydee Santamana. The revista published poems, reviews, speeches, and critical

literary essays on a host of Latin American cultural and political topics. Later,

together with Tricontinental publications, a hemispheric cultural space was opened in

which emerging and established left-wing authors had a forum to publish and

promote their works. The Casa de las Américas Prize was established by the

organization to highlight the immense talent of Latin American writers, many of

whom became intemationally acclaimed. Conscious of its immodesty, The Casa

published a history of the pt'rze in 1999, claiming that the history ofthe literature

prize is "the history ofthe best part of Latin American and caribbean literature in the

past four decades."336 It is difficult to challenge the Cøsa,s boast, however, as the

likes of Miguel Ángel Asturias, Roque Dalton, Alejo Carpentier, Carlos Fuentes,

Emesto Cardenal, Andre Gunder Frank, Allen Ginsberg, Femando Henrique Cardoso,

René Depestre, José Saramago, Luis Cardoza y Arágon, Eduardo Galeano, Elizabeth

335 Reinaldo A¡enas, Before Nipht Falls: A Memoir, Nerv york: Viking penguin, 1993. The book was
subsequently made into a film in 2000. Julian Sch¡abel, ,,Before Night Falls," Fine Line Features,
2000.
336 Inés Casañas and Jorge Fornet, P¡emio Casa de las Arnéricas: Memoria 1960-1999, (La Habana:
Fondo Editorìal Casa de las Arnéricas, 1999),p.7.
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Burgos Debray, and Mario Vargas Llosa have either won the award, sat on its juries,

or published articles in its monthly rcvísta.

IV. Galich. Castillo, and the Reinterpretation of National Nanative

For progressive Guatemalans, Cuba represented liberated territory that existed

within geographical striking distance of their homeland. Similar to deposed

Guatemalan president Jacobo Arbenz, one intellectual exile who sought refuge in

Cuba in the years aíìer the Revolution was Guatemalan playwright Manuel Galich.33?

Galich established himself as a promising young intellectual during the last years of

the Ubico dictatorship and was an active participant in the October Revolution. He

was a major protagonist in the heavily politicized Guatemalan Law Association-

along with José Manuel Fortuny-and was co-opted and institutionalized by the

revolutionary goverrì¡nents. Following the ouster of Ubico, Galich was made the

interim President of the Revolutionary Congress, Arévalo's Minister ofpublic

Education and Minister of Culture, then he served as Arbenz's Minister of Foreign

Relations, as well as Ambassador to Uruguay and Argentina. After arriving in Cuba,

Galich became intimately linked To the Casa and was awa¡ded the l96l Casa de las

Américas prize in theatre for El pescado indigesto. In addition, he served as ajuror

for the literary prize numerous times through the 1960s.338 During this time, he also

functioned as a member on the editorial board of the Casa's prestigious joumal.

As argued in the preceding chapters, particular emphasis was placed on the

cultural importance ofhistory by proponents ofrevolutionary armed struggle. The

revision of Latin American history from a post-colonial perspective served as a focal

33? A¡benz arrived in Cuba in the early 1960s. In 1964, he sat on the jury for the Casa's essay prize
138 For complete details ofwinners, runners-up, jurors, etc, see Ibid.
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point not only in The Second Declaration of Havana, but also within the cultural

pronouncements of the Tricontinental Conference. Indeed, explicit attention to

history was evident Íiom Cast¡o's 1953 History Wíll Absolve Me speech, proclaimed

before Fulgencia Batista's orchestrated tribunal following Castro's botched Moncada

Barracks raid. For revolutionaries, by necessity, a reevaluation ofhistory entails the

revision ofexisting texts and narratives, but with a new emphasis on the heroic

struggle of the people and popular heroes. The importance ofsuch a development

should not be overlooked.

The use, ¡econstruction, and revision of history have played integral politico-

cultural roles for the revolutionary left not only in Guatemala, but throughout Latin

America and the Caribbean. Like Boy Scolts, La Tomatina, and national anthems,

revolutionary movements invented a relevant past, sometimes objective, but usually

constructed and selective. In particular, the formation ofposthumous personality

cults around romanticized personages has figured prominently in the construction of

revolutionary nationalism. Many examples exist, from the identification of José

Martí, a lgth century bourgeois nationalist, with the Cuban Revolution, to Hugo

Chávez's contemporary evocation of Simón Bolívar's spirit in his self-styled

Bolivarian Revolution.

In Central America, perhaps the most exemplary case of imagined

revolutionary lineage was Carlos Fonseca Amador,s construction of Sandinismo as a

radical Nicaraguan ideology during the 1960s and 1970s. Fonseca, one ofthe

founders of the Frente Sandinista de Liberaciótt Nacional (FSLN), revived and

evoked Augusto César Sandino's forgotten struggles against United States
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imperialism,33e molding the 1930s guerrilla fìghter into a revolutionary prophet and

forêrunner to the FSLN's armed revolt against the Somoza d1,nasty. In order to create

an ideology of Sandinísmo, Fonseca had to smudge, leave out, or emphasize elements

ofSandino's thoughts and actions. Historian Steven Palmer explains that

Sandino's political intentions and ideological stance were at best elusive;
at worst (ÍÌom the leftist perspective), they embodied a liberal, populist
nationalism. Adopting Sandino as a political and strategic inspiration for
the FSLN had powerful advantages, but his history would clearly have to
be'worked on'before it could be readily integrated into a Marxislbased
revolutionary ideology.3a(

Palmer argues that by conceiving ofSandino as the "heroic initiator ofa

revolutionary path" in Nicaragua, the FSLN could be seen "as the culmination of

Sandino's path. Using the key symbol of Sandino, Carlos Fonseca succeeded in

constructing a philosophy ofNicaraguan history of which the FSLN is the only

legitimate inheritor. "3a 
I

In modem Latin America, the task of reinterpreting history from a

revolutionary perspective was financed by the Cuban government. For example,

during the mid-l960s the casa de las Américas initiated a historical project within its

department, El Centro de Documentación "Juan F. Noyola.', The product of the

Cuban cultural investment was the Nuestt.os Países book collection, which detailed

the national histories ofseventeen countries principally in Cenhal and South

America, in addition to some Caribbean nations. On its own admission, the purpose

of the C¿sa's collection was explicitly politico-cultural, meant to identifu the

problems of the countries of Latin America, adding "through mutual understanding,

lle Beverley and Zimmerman, Lite¡afu¡e and Politics in the Central America Revolutions, p. 32.
"" Steven Palmer, "Ca¡los Fonseca and the Construction ofSandinismo in Nicaragua,,' Latin American
Research Review. Vol. 23. No. l- 1988- n. 96
trrlu,¿" pp. s8 r;¿ t0t respecrively. "
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complying with the purpose of reaching the people of our America.',342 poet Roque

Dalton and writer Armando Bayo were commissioned to write several volumes

between them, while Manuel Galich undertook the task of revisiting his country's

national history. Galich's 1968 historical account, Guatemala, part of Nuestt.os países

collection, stands out as a blueprint for Tricontinentalism, dependency theory, and a

re-interpretation of the national narrative.

Galich's text functions as a social primer, without complex analysis or jargon,

thus rendering it accessible to Guatemala's semi-educated and literate secto¡s. He

begins by detailing the demographics and topography of Guatemala relative to Cuba,

subtly establishing the political importance of the Cuban revolutionary state.

Appropriating analysis from the dependistas like André Gunder Frank, Galich argues

that Guatemala suffers because of its dependency on extemal markets and the export

sector, reducing it to a state ofeconomic subo¡dination.3a3 Indeed, he surmises that 
.

Central American economic integration through the Common Market was promoted

not for the benefit of isthmian capital, but for US foreign investment.3aa

Consequently, Guatemala has remained trapped in a dependent relationship that

favours US business over domestic industrialization. The poverty of dependency is

felt by those most destitute, with Galich contextualizing this system of economic

exploitation through the use of social statistics.3as For Galich, contemporary

tyrannies, social abuses, and class struggle can be understood by examining evolving

modes of exploitation buried in Guatemala's colonial past.

342 Galich. Guatemala. o.4*'luia.. oo. t¿-tr '
t" lui¿., p. ta.
r{5 lbid., pp. l4-15.
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Minoring the discourse of flie ,Second Declaratíon of Havana, Galich viewed

Guatemala's 1821 sovereignty ffom Spain as "la primera independencia,"3a6

suggesting an imminent subsequent independence to liberate the country fiom its neo-

colonial status. One of the most significant legacies of the past exists within rural

Guatemala where Galich argues that feudal relations ofproduction still exist,3a7

largely due to concentrated land ownership. Importantly, he also gives the indigenous

a pre-Columbian history, giving evidence for the existence ofan altemate nation prior

to conquest.34E The conquest, however, radically modified the social structure ofthe

indigenous and established an economic system ofexploitation that continues to the

present in different incarnations. Like members of the FGEI who criticized the

Guatemalan state's systematic exclusion of marginalized fragments, Galich assesses

that the result ofpast tyrannies is that "the Indian has remained outside ofthe

Guatemalan nationality and has only been taken into account for ruming useful

errands for the dominant classes who have succeeded each other in the country from

the Spanish conquest until today."3ae The only exception to Guatemala's narrative of

deceit and cruelty was, according to Galich, the ten years ofspring from 1944-1954,

when measures were taken to incorporate the indigenous into a larger national

project. Unfortunately, howeve¡ the middle-classes betrayed the revolution and

aborted their efforts to find a solution to the "lndian P¡oblem."35o

Culturally, Galich examined obvious national traditions like the influence of

marimba, as well as the prominent scholars of Saker-Ti and Miguel Ángel Asturias.

'ou lbid., p. 63.
to' lbid.,p.27.
r4E Ibid, pp. 45-52.
roe Ibid., p. 12.
350 Ibid., p. 37.
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For the most part, he argues, that "the majority of non-indigenous are bad imitators of

bor¡owed cultures and lifestyles not their own, such as the North American.',351

Granted, he does concede that a fringe left-wing culture exists, but quickly notes that

"the legalized press is not allowed to exist unless it represents the interests offoreign

companies and the country's dominant classes." As evidence, he cited the clandestine

left-wing press and how the editors ofthe student weekly El Estudiante were often

subject to assaults, persecutions, and imprisonment. Indeed, Galich pointed out that

Otto René Castillo had recently been assassinated by anti-communists for his

activism and criticism.3s2 Galich's brief commemoration of castillo, as well as his

broader economic interpretation of Guatemala,s colonial and neo-colonial history,

provided an altemative vision from the populace could understand its historical

circumstances.

Galich concludes the book by briefly detailing popular resistance against the

state which has taken various forms since 1954. Dismissing the Trotskyist MR-13, he

elaborates on the FAR's contemporary struggle and pays homage to Luis Turcios

Lima. Recognizing the difficulties encountered by the armed left-both the counter-

insurgency and the FAR's split ftom the PGT I 1968-he ends his monograph

declaring "the paths ofrevolutionary war and politics have united and move forward

togethe¡ in a long, slow, difficult, but certain struggle towards victory for the second

and true independence of Guatemulu.'3s3 ¡t so doing, the text suggests that the armed

35r lbid., p. 12.
352 lbid., p. 39. The claim about castillo, may be a little bit of an exaggeration; after all, castillo rvas
ar arm€d insurgent at the time oflús capture,
353 Ibid., p. 88.
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struggle and popular resistance are the paths of the future and the natural evolution of

the nation's history.

Beyond his monograph Guatemala, Galich also composed the preface for the

Popol Vuh in the Cas¿'s republication of the sacred scriptures of the euiché.

Reprinted in Trico¡ttinental Magazíne, Galich's preface aimed to kindle nationalist

sentiments and raise awareness of Guatemala's Mayan history. By asserting the

relevant Mayan past, the republic ation of the Popol Vuh sought lo induce

consciousness among his fellow countr)'rnen with Galich insisting that knowledge of

the indigenous past is imperative for the Latin American revolution. Galich

explained in the preface that "To know and understand" the ancient texts ,.is a

mandate of our times" because it will help revolutionaries to empathize with the

indigenous.3sa Intellectuals used history to detail a relevant past as part of their

cultural project of constructing a Nu.gva Guatemala, one that could inform mernbers

ofa national community oftheir place in the national narrative and compel them to

contribute to the making of history.

As the wo¡ks of Galich and other Guatemalans demonstrate during the early to

mid-1960s, a "relevant past" ofrevolutionary Guatemalan precursors was not as

evident as Augusto Sandino in Nicaragua, José Martí in Cuba, or Farabundo Martí in

El Salvador. The Libe¡al bourgeois reformers ofthe 19th century, interested more in

economic modemization than social well-being, hardly provided sources of

inspiration for the left-wing intelligentsia. Similarly, the liberal democratic politics of

the October Revolution and its cooptation by the so-called ..national bourgeoisie,'-

which would later abandon President Jacobo Arbenz in the face ofUS aggression-

rsa Manuel Galich, "Preface to the Popol Vuh," Tricontinental Maeazine, No. l1 (March-April 1969).
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made the 1944-1954 penod a somewhat contentious topic among revolutionaries.

Thus, it is not surprising that during the 1960s, poet Otto René Castillo traced the

Guatemalan revolutionary genealogy back to the 1520s and celebrated an indigenous

past. Castillo's Oraciónpor el alma de la patria, for example, began with an excerpt

ftom the Popol Vuh.3ss More importantly though, among Castillo's radical cultural

repertoire was his first publication, Poema Tecún Umán, where he drew a linkage

between primordial texts ofresistance and his contemporary guerrilla struggle.

Commenced while touring different European capitals during Castillo's exile and

completed in Guatemala during the early 1960s, Poema Tecún Umán nostalgically

revisited the l6th century struggles of the last Quiché king against the Spanish

conquìstador, Pedro de Alvarado.356 Castillo pofrays Tecún Umán as a national

patriarch and source of inspiration, who is not restricted by time and space. Castillo

writes,

It doesn't matter that your chest, pure fire,
is being imprisoned by reason:
you continue, a radical, because you a¡e the future.

Destroy now the lamp of mouming,
destroy now, my father, the death
that they deliver unto you with a cold tear
in order to deny your fight; you are resolute.3s7

within the poem, Tecún umán is not bound by existential realities but simultaneously

co-existed in the past, present, and future: dead, but also very much alive. In styling

his wo¡k in this manner, Castillo established a lineage ofresistance that dated back to

355 Castillo, lnforme de una iniusticia, p. 102.
t'u ono R"nEõÃtilto@1j4¡¡, (cosra Rica: Liga Maya Internacional, 1993).
"' lbid., pp. 5-6. "No importa que hr pecho, fuego puro,/ estén encarcelando en la cordura:/ hr sigues,
radical, siendo futuro./ Destruye ya la lámpara del luto./ destruye ya la muerte, padre mío,/ que te dan
con la lágrima del füo/ para negar tu lucha, resoluto."
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1524 when Tecún Umán took his final stand against Alvarado. Nearly 450 years of

trans-generational protest later, Castillo and his contemporaries continued the fight

initiated by Umán:

Father, your wounds still pain us
and we are suffering a stormy defeat;
in your broken fatherland, blonds are orderins
the murder of the milpa of lives. 358

The description of the oppressors as blond is telling of the peremial natu¡e of

Guatemalan resistance against foreign intervention. Pedro de Alvarado, who was

reputed to have killed Tecún Umán in battle, was blond. Similarly, the guerrillas of

the FGEI (as discussed in the previous chapters) understood their struggle as a

colonial/neo-colonial struggle against us imperialism and its domestic collaborating

class within Guatemala. Building on colonial thought and reality, the colour ofone,s

hair was indicative ofsocial standing and foreignness.

Geography and ethnicity play an inter-related role in the ideology of

nationalism based on primordial kinship ties, as revealed in Castillo's poem. Since

the Quiché inhabited the same geographic spatial location as present-day Guatemala,

Tecún Umán becomes a s).rnbol of Guatemalan national identity. There is, after all, a

good geographic reason that Castillo did not appropriate the last Inca, Tupac Amaru

or the Aztec Emperor, Cuauhtémoc as texts of popular resistance. Similarly, the

ethnicity ofTecún Umán is understood within the poem and there is no reason to

identiff him as indigenous, 1et alone Mayan or even euiché. What mattered, from

Castillo's perspective, was that Umán was not a foreigner to the lands he ruled. By

not explicitly commenting on ethnicity, Castillo avoided uncomfortable mention of

358 lbid., p. 10. "Padre, aún nos duelen tus heridas/ y sufrimos tormentosa derrota;/ rubios ordenan en
tu patria rola./ asesinar la milpa de las vidas."
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the ethnic divides within the Maya at the time of the conquest. The fact that the

Cakchiquel, a rival Mayan linguistic and cultural group, allied themselves with the

Spanish to defeat the Quiché was conveniently overlooked by Castillo as it would

have challenged his homogenous thesis on the history ofresistance in Cuatemala.

Taken together, by invoking Tecún Umán, Otto René Castillo formulated a

poetic national narrative based on a genealogy ofresistance to foreigrt domination.

He thus "invents" a tradition ofradicalism that is largely primordial; that is to say, he

makes a geo/ethno-nationalist assumption to establish the antiquity and perennial

nature of contentious power rivalries in the Guatemalan nation. Through Castillo,s

poem, Tecún Umán-who died almost 300 years before the geo-political creation of

the Guatemalan nation-state-becomes the patriarch of Guatemalan resistance,

though the Quiché king was not "Guatemalan" and could scarcely have imagined the

modem nation-state system.35e By drawing out a primordial national correlation

between Tecún Umán and the guerrilla struggle of the 1960s, Castillo undertook an

historical and cultural revision in order to galvanize the popular masses to see the

guerrilla Íiont as an extension of their 450 year old resistance. While the

revolutionaries' job was a battle for national modemity, they used the antiquities to

construct identity politics in those they wanted to incorporate. Castillo was not

necessarily longing for a romantic past, but rather, was adopting primordialism as a

politico-cultural tactic of mobilization. By contributing to the construction of a

national myth ofinsurrection against the 'other', the poet utilized the past as a

strategy to instill popular revolutionary consciousness.

35e Benedict A¡de¡son com.mented on this primordial tendency with ¡egards to English nationalists
rvho regard william the conqueror as the first English King. see Anderson, Imasined communities,
p. 102.
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Castillo's homage to Tecún Umán was not the unanimously accepted view of

the Quiché king, though. To the contrary, Umán was a disputed historical figure in

Guatemala, with different groups and individuals vying to claim his memory and

influence as their own. Public art displays in Guatemala City, for example, supply

ample evidence ofother historical constructions ofTecún Umán that are not uniform

with Castillo's understanding. Artist Rodolfo Galeotti Torres's 1949 mural Cinco

CaciEtes Centroamericanos at the Escuelas Tipo Federación, for example merely

placed Tecún Umán within a family of 16th century trans-isthmian indigenous

patriarchs, such as Nicarao, Atlacatl, Lempira, and Urraca.360 Similarly in 1963,

Roberto Goruíiez Goyri created an important national monument of the euiché

king.36r Perhaps more insightful, however, is Gonzítlez Goyri,s concrete mural in

front of the IGSS building in the Centro Cívico, entitled I a Nacíonalídad

Guatemalteca.362 Gonzáiez Goyri's forty meter long linear depiction of Guatemalan

history begins with Mayan folklore, myth, and religion on the extreme right end of

the piece. It continues, detailing an epic battle between Mayan warriors (and

presumably Tecún Umán) and Spanish conquistadores and the Roman Catholic

Church. González Goyri then illustrated a priest giving a religious education of the

new Ladino race, followed by Lady Liberty and a portrayal reminiscent of

photographer Robert Capa's work of a Guatemalan patriot at the moment of death to

represent Guatemalan independence from Spain.363 The piece concludes with a

3ff Each serve as indigenous heroes of the respective countries that now inhabit their former kingdoms:
Nicaragua, El Sâlvador, Honduras, and Panama, respectively.
36r Gilbert Chase, Contempo¡arv A¡t in I¿tin Ar¡erica, (Neiv York: The Free press, 1970), p. 42.
'o'"The Guatemalan Nationality" - Equally ironic is that as an agency, the IGSS rvas a 1948 product of
A¡évalo reforms.
163 Perhaps Robert Capa's most well-knorvn photogaph pictures the moment ofdeath ofa Spanish
Republican soldier in battle around Córdoba in September 1936.
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Ladino Guatemalan campesino progressing forward with his wife and young child.36a

In Gonzáiez Goyri's artwork, the conquest of the indigenous only represented a

necessary step in the progression of the nation's history, one that spawned both the

creation of a Ladino race and national unity in the quest for independence. The newly

liberated family had limitless options as they advance into modem times and the

future. While the relevant history of the nation for both Castillo and Gonzátlez Goyn

began with the Mayan antiquities, each possessed their own pertinent genealogical

progressions as history moves to the contemporary period. For Gonzëtlez Goyri, that

included the annihilation of the Mayan kingdoms, conversion of the masses to

Catholicism, and independence. In contrast, Castillo used Tecún Umán to

manufacture a relevant past and historical genealogy of resistance. At the state level,

contemporary to Castillo's resistance against the Guatemalan state, the ydígoras

regime proclaimed Tecún Umán as the official national hero on22 March 1960, while

the Day ofNationality, a state-endorsed national holiday held on February 201h,

commemorates the death of Tecún Umán. Still another, more extreme appropriation

of Tecún Umán memory was invoked in early 196l when the Federation of Defense

Against Conìnunism amounced that it was forming a Comando Tecún Umán,in

order to train anti-communist para-militaries, an early precursor to death-squads,365

Galich and Castillo are but two divergent examples of the Guatemalan left,s

use of history to locate radicalism and protest in the antiquities and in recent national

history. while Galich utilized theories of dependency and rricontinentalism to locate

3s For a reasonably clear template of¿a Nacionali(lad Guatetna!Íeca, please see lhe template of
Goyri's rvork in Josefrna Alonso de Rodriguez (ed), A¡te Contemporáneo, p. 229. A more detailed
illustration ofthe priest can be found in Molina, Guatemala Sensacional, p. 35.
365 Ebel, Misunderstood Caudillo, p. 224.
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the left's struggle, Castillo employed nationalist primordialism for his millenarian

vision of a future Guatemalan society. Though their emphasis and methodology may

be dissimilar, their use ofhistory as a cultural vehicle ofrevolutionary struggle unites

these two intellectuals. History was used by the Guatemalan left in concert with other

forms of politico-military and politico-cultural nationalism to create a space where

notions of the Nø eva Guatemala could flourish.

V. The Martvrs and Mvthos of a New Guatemala

The brutal counter-insurgency against the FGEI that commenced in late 1966

and concluded by the summer of 1967 eradicated the rural guerrilla movement and

stalled the implementation of a Nueva Guatemala. Bythe time of the OLAS

Confe¡ence in July/August 1967, most of the principal characters who collectively

personify this narrative-Luis Turcios Lima, Emilio Román López, Rogelia Cruz

Martínez, Leonardo Castillo Joh¡rson, Leonardo Castillo Flores, Víctor Manuel

Gutiérrez, Otto René Castillo, Amoldo Vásquez-were dead. The deaths of these

leftists and the destruction of the FGEI set two recip¡ocal processes in motion. Most

importantly, the counter-insurgency undermined the counter-hegemonic project of the

FGEI to present a new construction of the Guatemalan nation. Major protagonists of

that vision were killed in the violence and the rural support base that was enacting

revolutionary historical changes was largely liquidated, thus destroying the social

infrastructure of the movement. Conversel¡ however, memorials from the

Tricontinental Organization, the Casa de las Américas, and a new generation of

domestic intellectuals and cultural workers manufactured martyrs of the Guatemalan

armed struggle. From a politico-cultural perspective, in so doing, the death of
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members of the FGEI and PGT provided future revolutionaries with new heroes and

evidence ofresistance within the genealogy ofthe national historical nanative.

Despite claims to the contrary,366 history is a renewable resource. The failures

of the FGEI, FAR, and PGT in the 1960s became part of a relevant past for struggles

in the 1970s and continue today. The creation and relevance ofrevolutionary

martyrs, along with their legends and mythos, was placed within the cultural reservoir

ofthe revolutionary left and were perennially drawn upon as resistance against

perpefual structures of economic exploitation recurring in the proceeding decades. Of

course, as has been suggested in this chapter, the cultural objectives of Guatemalan

left-wing activists did not centre on the death of Turcios Lima or commence with the

demise of the FGEI. Rathe¡, the cultural project to manufacture the Nueya Guatemala

had begun prior to the armed struggle as activists sought avenues to undermine the

repressive state apparatus and create the culture of a new nation in the years after the

fall of the Arbenz govemment in 1954.

' The emergence of revolutionary martyrs in Guatemala (and elsewhere) was

not a spontaneous occuffence at the moment of death. Rather, it was a culmination of

disparate politico-cultural factors pertaining to memorial, abetted by continual

revolutionary struggle. While acknowledging the established tradition and protocol

outlined by the Catholic Church for eligibility of martyrdom, it is equally important to

focus on the popular, not institutional, concept of a martyr. Revising the slippery

notion of popular martyrdom, it may be more useful to understand the process as

marlynzatiory' a continuous process by which an individual's demise is consciously

366 In its most hyperbolically absurd form, please see Francis Fukuyama, The End ofHistorv and the
Last Man, (New York: Free Press, 1992).
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utilized as an ideological instrument ofpopular mobilization----or in this case,

revolutionary nationalism. Here, Eric Hobsbawm,s essay on the invention of

tradition is useful in theorizing this important cultural formation. Similar to the way

in which social movements require new traditions to support their legitimacy,36? the

process of revolutionary martlrization manufacfures heroes-legitimate or not-for

reasons ofcontinuance and sacrificial appeal. The conventionally used adverb

"martyred" does not appropriately describe the act by which one becomes a martlr.

This is because such a word places the emphasis on the moment ofdeath and the onus

on the executioner or the act ofviolence that ended the martyr,s life as the agent of

this cultural process. An individual's death, however, does not make a martlr; lather,

rnartyrdom is inculcated by a cultural procedure in which a person or group ofpeople

make a conscious decision to use that person's death as a call to rally, as a waming,

or to fulfill any other political purpose. Martyrization is also an explicitly historical

process, one associated with memory and how the past is constructed using the deeds

and thoughts of specific historical agents as a foundation.

This process can be seen strikingly in Cuba. Fo¡ example, conhary to popular

assumption, Ernesto Che Guevara was not martyred on 9 Octobe¡ 196'l inLa

Higuera, Bolivia, but martyrized in the period immediately after his death. The

weeks following were crucial to this, particularly the night of October I g, when

Castro held a public memorial for Guevara in the Plaza de la Revolución It was on

this night when Albert Korda's 1960 photograph of Che became the institutional (and

ró7 Eric J. Hobsbarvm, "Introduction: Inventing Traditions,', in Hobsbawm and Ranger, The Invention
ofTradition, pp.4-5.
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simultaneously popular) iconic illustration of the Guetillet o Heroico.368 The

photograph, with which Che is most commonly identified, emerged ÍÌom obscurity

and immediately found its place in popular and political culture, visually

cornplementing the prose and poetry which was written in his name. The photo's

popularity led to its widespread usage, neve¡ falling out offavour with the Castro

govemment, which was eager to capitalize on Guevara,s martyrdom. This is not to

say that remembrance of Guevara was a calculated and mechanical process. To the

contrary, the natural outpouring ofgriefand despair that emerged throughout the

world was certainly legitimate. It is to suggest that countless acts of commemoration,

which Castro's October l8 speech highlights, all contributed to a cultural process of

martyrìzalion.

In the early 1960s, the Guatemalan armed left lacked a historical genealogy of

martyrs. Neither the 19th nor the first halfofthe 20th centuries offered a group of

national heroes whom the guerrillas could invoke for image or memory. This fact is

reflected in the names that the guerrillas-in their various incamations-utilized to

denote themselves and by Otto René Castillo's selection of Tecún Umán. From the

armed ìnsurrection's moment of conception, guerrilla fronts emerged with names like

lhe Movimiento Revoluciónario I3 Novìembre - Alejandro de León, named afte¡ a

military officer-tumed-guerrilla who was shot by police in 1961; Frente Alaric

Bennet, named after a union organizer murdered by a United Fruit foreman in the

vigilante actions following the overthrow ofArbenz in 1954; and Frente Guetillero

368 Femando D. García and Óscar Sola, Che: Imaees ofa Revolutionarv, (London: pluto press, 1997),
pp. 196-199.
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Edgar lbarra, named after a student leader of FUEGO who was killed in 1962.36e As

César Montes explained of the latter, "We chose the name Edgar Ibarra in honor of an

earlier hero of the struggle."'7O It was in a similar cultural transformation that certain

members of the FGEI were marty'r-ized following their untimely deaths.

Writing on the untimely death of Luis Turcios Lima, Orlando Femández

argued from a Tricontinental perspective that "The death of the young guerrilla Major

was a hard blow and an incalculable loss for the Guatemalan revolutionary forces,

and a setback for the liberation movement of the Third World.,'3?l Indeed, the

Tricontinental Organization paid tribute to the young military leader in the

subsequent issue of Tricontinental Bulletin. Representing the Executive Secretariat

of the Tricontinental, Secretary General Osmany Cienfuegos Gorriarán wrote to

César Montes that the organization sorrowfully received the news of Turcios Lima,s

death. Demonstrating the bonds of nationalism and internationalism, Cienfuegos

added, "We are convince [sic] that a new Guatemalan is being forged in the

guerrillas, and that all actions undertaken, all blows dealt, all combat fought against

imperialism, is real and effective solidarity with all the other peoples ofthe three

continents."312 The Secretary General ended the letter with a cry of ,,ETERNAL

GLORY TO COMMANDER TURCIOS!" The following issue of the periodical

included a telegram from the Vietnamese AÍìo-Asian Committee, transmitting

heartfelt condolences to the FAR and the family of Turcios Lima.373 honically, much

of the iconographical martyrization ofTurcios Lima was undertaken in Havana,

36e Grandin, The Last Colonial Massacre, p. 67.
3to Munson. zurrou. o. lZ5- 

-
3t' r"-ánder.Tircíos Lima. o 19.

"' T.i"ontinental Bull.ti¡. Váj. l, No. z-s (Oct-Nov 1966), p. 36.
''' Tricontinental Bulletin, Vol. l, No. 9 (December 1966), p. 54.
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where a photo ofhim delivering his Tricontinental speech began to adom propaganda

posters and be selected to accompany memorials written about him in n.icontinental

Magazine and Tricontinental Bulletin. The same image was later used in the 1970s

on Tricontinental posters, thus tying the re-emergence ofguerrilla insurrection to its

1960s counterpart.

As well, soon after his death, an image of Turcios Lima in the Sierra de las Minas

appeared in The Bulletin and Tricontinental Magazine. Along with the image came

words borrowed from The Second Declaration of Havana:,.marching with giant

strides they will not be detained."3ia

Similar to Iïorld Matxist Review, the Casa de las Amérlc¿s commemorated

Turcios Lima, placing his death in perspective alongside those of Chile's Luis de la

Puente Uceda, Colombia's Camilo Tones, and Venezuela's Fabricio Ojeda.37s His

memory was also invoked by Che Guevara in his famous Message to tlrc

Tricontinental, written in the months following Turcios Lima's death. In Guatemala,

Marco Antonio Flores, a poet who bridged the Comprometida and Grupo Sígno

Nuevo poetic generations, wrote an homage titleó, Requiemfor Luis Augusto in which

he repeatedly quoted Turcios Lima's declaration that "I may die tomorrow but others

will take my place."376 Similarly, subsequent guerrilla manifestos from the FAR often

were accompanied by invocation of Turcios Lima's legacy.3?7

374 Tricontinental Bulletin, Vol. 2 No. l5 (June 1967), p. 29.
r75 

Casa de las Américas, Vol. 6, No. 38, p 2 and "Heroes in the Fight for Freedom," World Marxist
Bgyþrv, Vol. 9, No. I I (November 1966), pp. 80-84.
"o "Puedo morir mañana pero otros me sustitui¡án." ln Edwa¡d Dom and Gordon Brotherston (eds),

@, (London: Cape Goliard, 1968).
'" For example, please see Tricontinental Bulletin, Vol. 3, No. 26 (May 1968), pp. l7 and 42.
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Akin to Turcios Lima, Otto René Castillo was martyrized after he was brutally

murdered by the Guatemalan state in March i967, though in a manne¡ that

simultaneously immortalized his work. One month after his murder, a

commemo¡ation was held by the Guatemalan Union of Writers and Artists and the

AEU in the Faculty of Law and Social Science at USAC. Following a couple of

speeches, a number ofhis poems were recited before those assembled.378

OSPAAAL's mention of his death was reported inboth T.icontinental Magazine and

Tricontinental Bulletin.3Te Similar to Luis Turcios Lima's poetic eulogy, Marco

Antonio Flores composed Otto René the Poet, where he predicted, ,,your word was

driven through with nails/ and will rise again/ out ofthose like you,/ who throw their

lives onto the fire of our country".38O Comparably, poet Oscar Arturo palencio's

piece Roberlo-making reference to Roberto Obregón, a committed poet influenced

by Otto René Castillo who was killed in the armed struggle in 1970--memo t'raljzed,

"My country is wounded!/ Without Luis Augusto/ Otto René, Rogelia./ and now

without/ Roberto talking out loud,/ divining the mystery/ of the signs.',38r Finally,

Castillo's Salvadoran friend, Roque Dalton, mixed irony into apoem entitled An Otto

René Castillo of the Last Century. In the piece, Dalton compares Castillo to an early

19th century Guatemalan sfudent named Mateo Antonio Marure who was exiled for

his political activism in the movement toward independence from Spain. Dalton ends

the poem with a condemnation of Colonel Carlos Arana Osorio, future president of

Guatemala and the commanding office¡ at the Zacapabanacks in 1967 where castillo

378 "Homenaje al poeta Ono R. Castillo" EI Intparcial, Z0 ApnI ß67 .
3ie Tricontinental Maeazine, No.4/5 (Jan-Aprii 1968), p. 92;nd Tricontinental Bulletin, Vol. 3, No. 25,
(April 1968), pp. 44-4s.
r30 Reproduction ofthese poems is found in Dom and Brotherston, Our Word,
18r Zimmerman, Voices from the Silence , pp. 291-292.
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was rnurdered.3*2 In the 1970s, Dalton wrote a lengthy biographical sketch of Castillo

that was published with a collection of Castillo's poetry. Perhaps bonowing from the

irony that highlighted Dalton's work, playlvright Manuel Galich used the occasion of

Dalton's 1975 assassination simultaneously to pay homage to both Dalton and

Castillo in the Cuban monthly, Casa de las Antéricas.383

Though a well-regarded poet in Guatemala, who was dubbed ..el poeta de

esperanza" as a young man in the 1950s, Otto René Castillo only had two works

published in his life: Poema Tecún Umán a¡d Vámonos Patt.ia a Cøminar in 1964

and 1965 respectively. Within a year following his death, however, a new collection

of his works was published in Mexico, accompanied by a preface written by

Comandante César Montes. Montes commented that "the $eatest homage to his

memory is to continue our struggle."38a His remarks were a fitting, if overly

optimistic, epitaph for the guerrilla poet, considering the FGEI had been all but

destroyed at the time he wrote them. Still, the Mexican publication signaled a

watershed in attention to Castillo, as new editions ofhis work appeared in the early

1970s and through the 1980s, including several English translations. Further,

selections ofhis work were published in larger collections of Latin American and

left-wing poets, proving both the longevity of his significance and the applicability of

his words to subsequent struggle.3ss

382 Roque Dalton, "An Otto René Castillo ofthe Last Century,,'poems, Richard Schaaf(trans),
(Curbstone Press: Willimantic, Connecticut, I 984).
rEr Manuel Galich, "Carta a un amigo," Casa de las Américas, enero-febrero l976,airol6,n94,pp.
32-35.
384 "Nuestra lucha es el mejor homenaje a su memoria,', From César Montes .,poeta y combatiente,,in
Ofto R€né Castillo, Vámonos par¡ia a caminar, (México, D.F.: Ediciones yoloxochitl, 1967), p. 5.
'"" Ib list some examples: Castillo, Informe; Otto René Castillo, poemas, (Habana: Casa de las
Américas, l97l); Dom and Brotherston, Our'Word; Edrvard Dom and Gordon Brotherston (eds), fþ
Sun Unrvound: Orisinal Texts from Occupied America, (Berkeley: North Atlantic Books, 1999);
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In the 1980s, subsequent generations ofguerrilla combatants struggled to

implement similar nationalist visions-marked by the desire to overthrow existing

social, economic, and political conditions-though ones that had a much more acute

sense of Guatemala's eth¡ic component. Despite auto-critiques by former

combatants and critical assessments from the emerging cadre of the ,.adventurism"

and "youthful madness of the 1960s", the¡e was still a willingaess of participants to

acknowledge the great sacrifice of the original FAR in the name ofclass struggle and

nationalism.3s6 Still despite the rebuke, the guerrillas of the 1970s and 19g0s

honoured their fallen predecessors by christening guerrìlla fronts with their names.

'fhus, the Ejército Guen illero de los Pobres (Guerrilla Army of the poot or EGp)

formed the Frente Luis Turcios Lima, and then a few years later, Guatemala City

became the Frente Otto René Castillo for the (lnidad Revolucionaria Naciottal

Guatemalteca (Guatemalan National Revolutionary Unity or URNG). The use of

Castillo and Turcios Lima as martyrs served left-wing politico-cultural ends, which

produced a revolutionary cultural tradition upon which the foundation ofthe new

Guatemala could be built. They became and ¡emain the heroes not of the Guatemalan

nation espoused by the military dictatorship and the oligarchy nor its cunent neo-

liberal civilian manifestations, but of the Guatemalan nation imagined by the left. In

Castillo, L€t's Go!; Castillo, Tomonorv Triumphant; Castillo, poema Tecún Umán; Robert Márquez,
Latin American Revolutionarv Poetrv: A Bilinqual A¡thologv, (Nerv york: Monthly Revierv press,
t9'14).
386 Mario Rob"tto Morales quoted in Zimmerman, Voices Aom the Silence, p. 2E2; Huberto Alvarado,
"un poeta a la altura de su tiempo y su pueblo." within intellectual circles, criticism rvas often harsh,
though the authors purported to s)¡¡npathize rvith the vanquished. In some cases, the self-c¡iticism
began imrnediately aÍìer the 1970s, with Femández's Turcios Lima.
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this manner their memory was preserved in the consciousness ofthose who sought to

utilize their legend for their own politico-military and politico-cultural ends.387

While the period 1944-1954 saw the flowering of left-wing culture,

Guatemalan progressives were unable to bridge the gap between themselves and the

cultural interests ofthe popular classes. The retum of military dictatorship in 1954

clamped down on the left's cultural production, deriding it as subversive and forcing

intellectuals to rely on the relative autonomy of academia to formulate new

constructions of Guatemala. The left received a significant boost from the Cuban

Revolution, however, as it provided both ideological inspiration and physical

infrastructure for cultural production. Consequently, it is no surprise that a number of

Guatemalan intellectuals sought refuge in Cuba during the 1960s. With the dual

advantage ofuniversity autonomy and the Cuban Revolution, the Guatemalan lefÌ

was able to produce a politico-cultural altemative to the totalizing vision of

successive govemmental regimes, though its influence was never as great as it had

been in the early 1950s. Still, in the larger project of the Guatemalan left to build a

Nueva Guatemala during the 1960s, cultural workers and intellectuals provided the

space where visions of a socialist future could come to f¡uition. Central to the

process ofmanufacturing a new society was challenging the existing

conceptualizations ofthe past, which were rooted in class structure and the ownership

of the cultural means of production. Communislaffìliated activists-many of whom

387 Though it is not always the appropriate messengers rvho utilize revolutionary martyrs. For
example, in a l2 September 2002 add¡ess the Gene¡al Assembly ofthe United Nations, Guatemalan
President Alphonso Portillo concluded by invoking otto René castillo's millenarian rvords, "smiles
rvill ¡etum to the face ofhumanity, because child¡en bom in the hventy-first century ivìll be happy."
After all, history and memory are left to the behest oftheir interpreters. For the text ofthe entire
speech, please visit: v.wrv.un.org/rvebcast/ga./57lstatements/0209l2GuatemalaE.htm.
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had gathered experience during the October Revolution-took on the task of

reinterpreting the country's past, examining it from a post-colonial perspective in

light of the foreign intervention that helped undermine Arbenz. In so doing, they

drew up a national narrative through which the guerrillas ofthe FAR and other

communist activists were understood to be the natural inheritors of the nation,s past.

In the case of otto René castillo and Poema Tecún (Jmán,logical conclusions could

be drawn between indigenous resistance to conquest and the guerrilla insurrection.

History was used as a pretext fo¡ armed struggle, but also simultaneously wrote the

project for the Nø eva Guatemala into a much larger genealogy ofresistance.
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Conclusion: Memorializing the Nuey¿ Guatemala

Former news correspondent Patrick Smith,s ,,Memory without History: Who

Owns Guatemala's Past?" grapples with memorial in Guatemala in the years since the

Peace Accords were signed on 29 December 1996.3E8 ln Nietzschean parlance, Smith

attempts to reconcile the relationship between history and memory as part of a

national healing process. His words are instructive in view of a visit to the Museo

Nacional de Historia in Zona Uno of the capital city. As one traverses through the

corridors of the museum, images of Guatemala's glorified republican past-elite,

mostly Ladino, men who debated the merits of liberalism and conservatism-are

showered upon visitors. The final display illustrates the Revolution of 1944 and the

presidency of Juan José Arévalo then promptly terminates. To the astute, the

statement sent by museum curators is starkly evident: Guatemala's ..relevant past',

concludes in 1950. The exclusion of the Arbenz administration and civil war from

the museum was not a gross oversight, but rather a calculated omission, executed for

'þolitical reasons."36e The only trace of Jacobo Arbenz in the display is the widely

published photo of the 1944 revolutionary junta, which glimpses a coyJooking

Arbenz together with Francisco Arana and businessman Jorge Toriello. Just as

contentious factions of the civil conflict drew on different nanatives of the october

Revolution, so too could visitots to the museum.

Outside the museum, upon initial inspection, public commemo¡ation of the

country's past is equally subtle. The busts of many former presidents adom the

boulevards of the city's grand avenidas. Inside the Palacio Nacional de la Cultura-

tst Patrick Stoith, "Memory without History: Who O\r,ns Guatemala,s past?" The V/ashinston
Qlq¡g¡ry, Vol. 24, No. 2 (Spring 2001).
"e Or so curious visitors that inquire are told,
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no longer functioning as the presidential residence-guided tours showcase the patio

delaPaz: a memorial consisting of two hands holding a live rose located on the spot

where the Peace Accords were signed. As Patrick Smith notes, in the plaza Mayor de

la Constitución, upon which the Palacio Nacional resides, a marble plaque hides from

most visitors with the words of Otto René Castillo engraved on it. petite in stature,

the marker hints at a hidden history ofsubversion and struggle to imagine a vastly

different national reality. Though they pale in comparison to the larger shrines of

national commemoration commissioned by the elite such as the National Museum,

left-wing sites of homage and resistance manifest themselves in various forms.

In his poem Disfa nciamientos, Castillo related the story of a mason who

engaged in an act ofsubversion during the early 1940s against the dictatorship of

General Jorge Ubico. In the piece, the near-illiterate mason was detained for

scrawling "Liverty, doun with th blodyjenral" on a city wall then questioned about

his disloyalty to the regime. Following intenogation, the authorities concluded the

mason was mad for doubting the omnipotence of the President in spite of the fact that

"His power is infinite and the people are cowardly, resigned, afraid ofhis granite

strength." Still the mason insisted that Ubico would fall, so he was shot, ,,more for

disbeliever than subversive."3eo Though the tale ends with defeat, Castillo's message

was implicit to those who participated in or understood the popular uprisings against

the Ubico dictatorship: the fiagility of seemingly perennial systems ofoppression

when challenged by counter-hegemonic forces. Since his death in 1967, Castillo,s

poems have similarly been painted and scribbled onto walls by would-be masons as

transcripts of defiance and hope. Memorials to leftist combatants survive in hidden

]e0 Castillo, "Distanciamientos" (Distances), Let's Go, pp. 62-69
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spaces in presenlday Guatemala: in the framed picture of a young Otto René Castillo

adoming a restaurant wall in his home city of Quetzaltenango, the verbalization of

resistance in the form ofgraffiti, or capturing the past in documentary films and

histories. Limited by financial constraint, like the mason of Castillo,s poem, the

Guatemalan left has demonstrated the democratization oftribute by using affordable

means such as paint to commemorate. In so doing, through homage, activists have

tried to animate fallen heroes in the minds of their contemporaries and perpetuate the

memory of the left's project to manufacture a new nation.

This thesis attempted to explain the sense ofurgency that drives historical

agents to kill their fellow countrymen in defense oftheir patriotic projects by

emphasizing the existence ofcontentious forms ofnationalism within the same geo-

political space as a resou¡ce ofhistorical agency. It emphasized the effort ofthe

Guatemalan left-as represented by the Frente Guerrillero Edgar lbarra (FGEI), the

most formidable ftont of the Fuerzas Armadas Rebeldes (FAR)-to theorize and

attempt to implement their vision of an altemate Guatemalan nation during the 1960s.

By seizing the existing and popular lexicon of the nation, they rooted their struggle in

the realm of familiarity. But their use of the nation was not a simple appropriation.

To the contrary, they amalgamated the rhetoric of the nation with Marxism and

Trìcontinentalism to produce a guerrilla variant ofnationalism which they used to

make sense of their movement. It was this view of a new Guatemalan nation that

permeated their propaganda and discursive formations and for which radical

intellectuals attempted to create cultural space.
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A number of arguments have been put forward in this thesis. First, the

military conspirators who endeavored to overthrow the regime of President Ydígoras

Fuentes on l3 November 1960 did not cease to be agents ofnationalism when they

resorted to guerrilla insurrection in earTy 1962. To the contrary, they slowly

lransformed an existing nationalism in sequence with their adoption of Marxism-an

ideology that they were introduced 10 by the Partido Guatemalteco de Trabajo

(PGT). Forging an alliance with the PGT and its youth contingent, in addition to

participating in the street riots of March and April 1962 in Guatemala City, brought a

number of youthful activists into the ranks of the FAR. The incorporation ofstudents

radicalized the FAR and pushed the armed left closer to Castro's Cuba than to the

Soviet sphere as had been the case with the older generation ofPGT members.

Secondly, by the mid-1960s, the guerrillas of the FGEI had developed a

comprehensive and readily identifiable nationalisrn that challenged the existing

nationalist ¡hetoric of successive governmental regimes. Unique to the guerrilla

formulation was the development and seizure of Tricontinentalism that both

positioned Guatemala within a global community of popular resistance, but also

presented a new mode of interpretation and historical analysis for their nationalist

project. Participation in the 1966 Tricontinental Conference in Havana cemented the

FGEI's relationship with the Cuban leadership who pushed for the proliferation of

guerrilla struggles as part of their anti-imperialist strategy. Due to the nature of this

strategy-best articulated in Emesto Che Guevara's M¿ss age to the Tricontinental-

the guerrilla nationalism of the FGEI took on a distinctively intemationalist scope,

where the two ideologies reinforced one another. Much of the FGEI's discourse
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possessed traces of Tricontinental ideology and evidence from popular Cuban texts

such as Guevara's aforementioned work and Castro's 1962 Second Declaration of

Havana, which informed their construction of a new Guatemala.

An equally important aspect to establishing the parameters fiom which the

guerrillas referenced their project was their aspiration towards socialist modemity and

the spiritual and ideological rebirth of a new nation. Tied to ideology, modemity was

used to contrast the perpetuation ofwhat was regarded as feudalism in the

countryside with the glories of a socialist future. In the introduction, the modemist

art of Guatemala City's Centro Cívico and the urban slums of the capital city

provided an example ofthe paradoxes of the modem era as identified by intellectuals

of the Guatemalan left such as Manuel Galich. They also hint at the complexities of

the project for the Nueva Guatemala as the left attempted to reconcile the dialectics of

capitalist modemity. In so doing, the critique of existing social conditions juxtaposed

ideas ofold and new, implying that the guerrilla project reptesented a rupture that

would separate the triumph ofa new national order flom old tyraruries and miseries.

With regard to the content of the guerrilla nationalism, this thesis has argued

that the FGEI sought the inclusion of marginalized "fragments', into a national

community. In particular, through its class analysis, the guerrillas aimed to

incorporate women, the indigenous, and the urban and rural proletariat in addition to

subsistence farmers. From a gendered perspective, it was hoped that women could

overcome a culture of machismo that maintained levels ofsubservience based on

gender. Women were recruited into the armed struggle and, theoretically, treated as

soldie¡s. It should be noted, however, that gendered divisions of labour continued to
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exist \¡/ithin guerrilla bands as female combatants were often domesticated. Also, it is

important to acknowledge that nationalism was often feminized and, conversely,

female bodies were also "nationalized" by the FGEI. While ethnicity did not resonate

as a form of identity politics for guerrilla movements in the 1960s as it would in the

1970s and 1980s, the FGEI still attempted to bind their nationalism to the indigenous.

Though patemalistically speaking on behalfof Mayan groups, the guerrillas

understood that systems ofexploitation often operated on perceived racial lines.

Thus, they worked to awaken the "slumbering" indigenous masses and mobilize them

into the guerrilla plan. It was with the proletari at and campesìnos lhat

Tricontinentalism and modemity became central frames of reference for the FGEL

The economic plight of these groups was explained by pointing to US imperialism

and structural systems of exploitation. Similarly, rural lifewas understood by

comparing modemity with feudalism. By virtue of their historical destiny as

prescribed by the pertinent ideologies ofthe left, the proletariat and campesinos of

Guatemala needed to be included in the guerrilla project. Taken together, these

groups were to form the basis of the Nueva Guatemala during the 1960s and

consequently demanded most of the energies of the left to mobilize.

Finally, this thesis has posited that both urban and guerrilla intellectuals of the

left were vital in creating a cultural space where altemate imaginings of the nation

could exist and burgeon. One imperative cultural forum for the Guatemalan left was

the discipline of history because of its function in making sense of the contemporary

and its flexibility in being applied to diffe¡ent modes of artistic expression. Here

again, Tricontinental methodologies were central to the left's historical
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understanding. Resistance to imperialist and neo-colonial domination characterized

these national historical narratives as the guerrilla insurrection was portrayed to be

both the logical and natural extension of the forces of history. For some intellectuals

such as Otto René Castillo, who joined the armed struggle, history was to be

simultaneously created and written. Further, in their search ofa "relevant past,'for

the Nueva Guatemala, intellectuals and combatants formulated a genealogy of

national heroes and martyrs, as casualties fiom the conflict mounted, that could be

seized by future generations of revolutionaries.

Synchronized and shaped into a coherent mass ofthought, the concept ofa

new Guatemala embodied much of the lefì's imagìnings, words, and actions.

Coupied with the military victories of the FGEI and other guerrilla outfits through

1965 and 1966, the guerrilla nationalism challenged the legitimacy ofthe state and

elite through its comprehensive class critique. By the summer of 1966, the new

regime of Julio César Méndez Montenegro found itself caught between a growing

guerrilla insurrection and wanton vigilante violence ofright-wing reactionaries.

Forced to concede military power to the Army in orde¡ to remain in office, the

Méndez adminishation silently acquiesced to the coming storm. Fearing that it no

longer held the base ofpower in rural Guatemala and convinced that the govemment

was unable to win the consent of the population, the Army relied on coercion to re-

establish a satisfactory degree ofsocial control. Inthespringof 1966, one guerrillero

had predicted to a US news correspondent that, "In two mote years, I think the army

is finished, and our revolution will build the new Guatemala."3el The combatant's

optimism proved to be futile as the following two years saw the formulaic dissection

3e¡ Rogers and Yates, "The Undeclared ÌVar in Guatemala," p. 30.
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of the rural anned struggle by the Guatemalan Army, its proxy death-squads, and US

counterinsurgency experts. With the eradication of the FGEI as a potent military

challenge, the vision of a Nueva Guatemala faltered and melted away from the form it

took in 1966, re-emerging in different incamations during the 1970s.
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